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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, July 22, 1922.

LABOR BOARD CHAIRMAN

SUN'S FORCES
RETREAT AFTER

PRESIDENT WiLL

FIT
lOiATIOifJ

(By Th

Harding Requests Hooper to
Proceed to Capital tor
Personal Interview on

.Walkout Situation.

v

MATTER DISCUSSED
AT CABINET MEETING

Daugherty Confers at the
the
Regarding
Capital
Possibility of Legal
tion Being Taken.

Ac-

Chicago, July 21 (by tlie As- soclated
chairman
fros.)
Ben W. Hooper, of tlio railroad
labor board, was on lils way
to Washington tonight for a
conference with President
Harding, which administration
officials hoped would be the
basis for peace negotiations in
the national railway shopmen's

S

$

'

(By The Auoclated Press.)
Washington, July 21 (by the As-

to
sociated Press.) Determined
d
obtain a
view of the
railroad strike situation, President
Harding today. . called Chairman
Hooper, of the railroad labor board
here from Chicago, for a personal
Interview tomorrow.
Prior to summoning: the labor
board head, the president received
Chairman Cummins and Senators
Kellogg: and Watson, of the senate
Interstate commerce committee,
who reported on their conference
last night with eastern railroad executives and later tho whole ques- -,
tlon was takonup for discussion In
a prolonged cabinet meeting.
first-han-

The president was represented
desirous of hearing from Chairman Hooper on account tit the positions taken by the leaders of
striking shopmen, the rail executives and the board itself during
the negotiations aimed at a strike
settlement, but which now have
been broken off.
Daugherty Confers.
General
Meanwhile,
Attorney
Daughgrty conferred at the capitol
first with Senator Borah, chairman
of the senate labor committee, and
'
then with Mr. Cummins, the .discussions involving the possibility of
legal action in both the railroad
and the coal strikes, although ihe
attorney general stated afterwards
that no Immediate legal proceedings were under contemplation. at- "I haven't any doubt," the
- torney general said later, that tho
government has as much power and
authority to protect men who are
engaged in the production of coal
which Is Indispensable to the transportation as it has to protect the
men engaged in transportation of
t"ontJnued on Page Two.;

as

Tho report of Sun's defeat
General Yell Chu,
Chen's troops in
Yell
northern Kwnng-TunChu said that ho hod engaged

tho dcoscd president's northern .army around Shiuchow
and had, driven It bnck twenty
miles, capturing three guns
ml a large quantity of arms
and munitions.
ITo reported that several
hundred of Sun's troops had
been killed and that the Chen
forces were In pursul v of the
remainder.

ARGIENTSMr
BEGIN TODAY IN
OBENGHAIN CASE
Both Sides Rest in Trial of
Woman Accused of Slay- ; ing Her Sweetheart, J.
Belfon Kennedy.
;

Los Angeles, Calif., July 21.
Both sides rested today in the trial
of Mrs. Madalynne Obenchaln (or
the murder of her sweetheart. J.
Belton
Kennedy. Arguments of
counsel will be opened Monday
morning.
Counsel for both sides agreed
that certain records might be introduced prior to the arguments if
either side desired them in the
case.
Today's session was devotod to
rebuttal testimony centering chiefpy defense
ly around tUmn
witnesses that Kennedy had gone
with Paul Roman, a prosecuting
witness to two parties at which
the guests were men garbed in
Police officers
women's clothing.
who raided one of these parties
testified that neither Kennedy nor
Roman was present. Kennedy's
father and mother testified that at
the time of the other their son was
at home. Employes of a local hotel
testified that Roman- was at that
hotel at the time of the latter
party. ' Roman, now a 'convict In
Folsom
penitentiary, testified to
the same effect.
Mis. Mary A. Bailiff, on the
stand as the last rebuttal witness,
declared that Mrs. M. L. Wilson,
hpauty parlor proprietor and friend
of Mrs. Obenchain had told her
that she would "stick to Madalynne" unless the latter "gave up"
In
Arthur C. Burch,
the case, and that Mrs. Wilson de'
event
she
would in that
clared
produce a letter which would tell the
whole story.

'

-
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BAPTIST WOMEN QUIT PURITY
MEETING AFTER FAILING TO
CLOSE PUBLIC DANCE HALLS
1

'

Petition Signed By

,.

Church Women Is Re
fused By Anti-Vic- e
League After Heated
Permanent
Discussion;
Organization Was
Launched to Look After Morals of County.
144

After falling to railroad a movement to close all dance halls of the
city through the newly organized
Anti-Vic- e
league of Bernalillo
county, a delegation of Baptist wo-

dance halls in the city be closed on
the expiration
of their present
licenses. Although the petition was
signed by only 144 women; there
were thousands of Baptist women
men headed by Mrs. Blanche Un- who would affix their signatures,
derwood, left the meeting at the according to Mrs. Underwood.
chamber of commerce yesterday Since the saloons had been success'
afternoon In a high huff.
fully abolished, she saw no reason
The presentation of the petition why the dance halls couldn't be
signed by 144 Baptist women pre- closed as well, she remarked tn
cipitated a storm of discussion the boosting the .petition.
Mrs.
Grunsfeld
prosWng led by Mrs. Underwood
remonstrated,
and the antts by Mrs. Alfred Gruns-feld- . gently but firmly, stating that no
The petition was finally re- organhsatlop had a right to critiscinded by vote of a nrrow margin, cize or control the amusements of
in extra others and that whatever evil of
the Baptists throwing
halls might exist
public dance
weight with a large delegation. could'
be corrected by proper supecount
showed
that the
When the
e
hall petition had lost, rvise rather thaiv.by abolishment,'
the Baptist delegation arose tn a She expressed the opinion that pubi
body and left tho room amid the no aances if properly chaperoned
would be In the same class as the
vigorous applause of the winners.
The petition asked that all public theater, fhe iriovies and other recreation places.
"Let's get our policewoman first
and see to better lighting of the
i city before - we
try such drastic
measures," said ' Mrs. Grunsfeld.
"We want to keen sectarianism and
I
IMMMKHMM-MHI
politics out of thhs organization's
FORECAST.
good work.'. Her remarks werfe
.
DenVer, Colo.,
July 21. New applauded.
A permanent organization with
Mexico:
Saturday, local showers
e
and cooler; Sunday, partly cloudy, the name of the
league of
tternaiuio county was launched be
cooler southeast portion.
fore
dance
the
hall'
Arizona:
and
probaSaturday
proposition was
was
A constitution
bly Sunday, fair, slightly warmer. introduced.
adopted which outlined the pur
REPonir.
poses of the league as follows: "To
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
promote activities In suppressing
hours ended at 6 p. dij yesterday, vice, to censor places of public
amusement and to ' promulgate
recorded by the university: , :
purity in the city and enviHighest temperature . . , . . . .' 92 moral
,
67 rons."
Lowest
was
It
decided to hold meetings
...
25
Range
79 of the league once a month and to
Mean
m
64 charge such dues for the work of
Humidity at
as the organizations
81 the league
Humidity at 8 p. m.
.10 which belonged might decide on.
Precipitation
The
election
of officers was post
48
Wind velocity
Direction of wind..... Southwest poned for lack of timo until the
Character of day . . Partly cloudy
XContlnuea 04 fax Two..
anti-danc-

p

H

:

ttmiTurn

Si

--

Anti-Vic-

local

Pr.)

i

i
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Additional Carriers
Follow the Lead of

Many

the B.

&

0.; No Addition-

al Troops Called Out.
Iy

The. Associated

Preu.)

Washington, July 21 (by the Associated Press.) The third week
of the walkout ended tonight, with
the rail executives and union heads
firm in their respective, positions,
described Mr. Hooper at the conclusion of unsuccessful peace conferences here as "antipodal."
While the administration was
preparing to exercise its influence
to bring peace, additional carriers
today followed 'the lead of the
Baltimore and Ohio road and announced that separate peace agreements with thcif ' men would be
sought. It was learned today that
the feasibility of seeking separate
agreements was one o the matters
discussed nt conferences between
Chairman Hooper and rail execu
tlves here a few days ago when
conciliation efforts were .halted.
Jewell Hasn't Commented.
While B. M. Jewell, head .of the
shop crafts .employes, previously
stated that any agreement must be
on a national basis, ha has not
commented on recent moves of th
carriers for separate negotiations.
He indicated, definitely tonight,
however, that- - separate agreements
would not be considered when he
wired R. A. Henning of St. Paul,
general chairman, denying statements that he had asserte he Vias
ready to negotiate with individual
roads. Grand lodge officers of tho
maintenance of way organization
meeting in Detroit that any road
with
failing to hold conferences
maintenance of way men to adjust
wage differences will face a strike
on the individual road.
The labor board has already referred the wage matters back to
the roads and unions and has directed that the dispute be brbught
to the board In case an agreement
is not reported.
Gompcrs' Advice.
Samuel Compels) . president of
the American Federation ot Labor,
today advised the government to
urge the strikers and the rail ex
ecutives to hold conferences as a
means of settling the dispute. Ho
asserted that "conference is the
one thing that is needed."
The Pennsylvania
road today
announced Its Intention of stand
ing by agreements reached with its
employes despite the fact that the
federal court of appeals yesterday
decided against the company In Its
aispute wun tne labor board In
volving employe representation.
No additional troops were called
out today, although holdovers were
Jield on duty in half a dozen states.
E. J. Manion, head 'of the rail
road telegraphers! offered first
substantial support to the strikers
when he issued an appeal to his
men to donate one day's pay to
tne striking shopmen and miners,
Additions to the strikers' ranks
included maintenance of way men
on the Pennsylvania road between
Portage and Altoona, Pa., and
strike ballots were sent to 250
clerks and freight handlers of the
Tacoma division of the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul road.
Trains Annulled.
Many additional
trains were
A number
annulled.
of roads
were , ef using some freight shipments, mostly of a perishable nature. Temporary injunctions against
the striking shopmen were secured
by the Missouri Pacific and the
Francisco roads at
St.( Louis-Sa- n
Kansas City, Mo., while six labor
leaders at Kansas City, Kan., filed
a. suit questioning the right of the
Kansas court of industrial relations to assume Jurisdiction ovor
the railway shopmen's strike. Other roads applied for Injunctions
and restraining orders to prevent
unlawful picketing and protect
their property and employee.
-

Burning mine tipple after strike battle which eost four lives at Cliftonvflle, W. Va.
Sheriff H. II. Duval and three Richmond
Mining company at
strike sympathizer's ra among the ( liftonville, West Virginia. Thomas
known jlcad as a result of a pitched H. Duval, sworn in to succeed
battle between strikars add depu lis father, filed charge of mur- ties at the Saledka mine of the cr against tyenty-seve- n
men

PARENTS SHOULD

TAKE THE BLAME
RODDY DECLARES
,
Sam Weinburg Fined, Given

Suspended Sentence; Girl
Bound Over to the Juvenile Court.

alleged to have taken pirt In
the attack. The mine tipple was
burned. Duval was killed resisting
the attack from the top of the
tipple.

LJQU0R IS PEDDLED
IN n BABY CARRIAGE;
ARREST
CHAUFFEUR

COURT APPOINTS
RECEIVER

A

'New York, July 21. David
B'erber wheeled his baby carriage down Fourth street today and had so many men
looking under the top to fcee
what It contained that the
police got suspicious.
They looked in, took David
to the police station and there
told the lieutenant that while
Ferber bad a carriage and a
bottle, ho had no baby.
He was selling liquor out of
the bottle at 60 cents a "shot,"
they declared, so he was taken
to court and held In $1,000
hell for the grand jury on a
charge ot violating the prohibi
tion laws.

FOR

DUG J. LI
Protection of the Public Interest Through the Road's
Rehabilitation Will Be the

First Step.

8am Weinbjirg; young automo
bile mechanic, was fined lift and
given a
suspended "jail 'sentence and Mildred Jourdan, 16- year-ol- d
girl whom he admits as
and who drank his
saultlng
wlilskr, Is confined at the Girls'
Welfare Homo awaiting a hearing
in the juvenile coifrt as a result of
their escapade Sunday night.
ne girl, still a child, went rid
mg wun wemDerg, wnose name
she did not 'even know. Thev
started Sunday evening and did not
(By The Annoclatrd I'm:)
return until Monday morning when
Topcka, Kans., July 20 (by
he deposited her at her home in
Associated Press.)
the
Judge
stupefied condition and ran when
J. A. McDermott of the Kanher father appeared.
sas industrial court, left this
He entered a plea of guilty to
afternoon for Emporia, to
the charge when he was arraigned
in Justice George Roddy's rtmrt
vestigate tho William Allen
White case, while from the
last night. He stated that he had
lived here a few months anl that
governor's Qfflce it waB announced that there was no
nis parents lived In Chicago,
Blnmos PurcnW;
change In the state's plans to
A charge of incorrigibility was
arrest the Emporia editor for
his alleged violation of the Inpiacea against the girl.
"Do not blame it all on
dustrial court act in posting
the
child," Justice Roddy
placards
encouraging
wnen s. is. Jouraan, her father,
striking railroad shopmen.
The
to
reason
of
for
the postexplain that girls
only
tempted
this age uidn t act as they used to
ponement of action, it was
"Let ' parents take some of the
said, was to determine a plan
of cam'paign.
blame, if not all of It," he added
"Instead of letting her go out until
It v.as understood that
10 o'clock at night you ought to
Judge McDermott had a comhaVe kept her at home playing
plaint against White with him
with her dolls."
and that his instructions were
The girl was .consigned to the
that, if White took down the
Welfare-- Home in order that she
offending' sign, no attempt
could have proper supervision un
would be made to arrest him.
til her case Is taken up by the dis
But that if he did not, McDertrlct juvenile court.
mott was to file the InformaFather Gets Prnmatlc.
tion with Roland Boynton,
"If you send her there it will
y.
Late inforcause a death, her father cried,
mation! from Emporia was to
"Her mother will die."
the
the
effect
that
yellow
He explained to the court that
card which caused the break
her mother was in a nervous conbetween White and Allen is
dition and that to have her child
still In position, but White has
taken from her would kill her.
not changed the "fifty fier
' It should have the opposite efcent" sympathy for the railfect," the court, exclaimed, "to
road men. Yesterday the card
know that her daughter was In
was changed from 49 to 60
safe hands, should .be more sooth
per cent.
ing to a mother s nerves than not
to know where she Is and to have
her brought home In the morning RADIO BY TELEPHONE
in a stupefied condition."
IS

v

jj-

-

Material reductions In most' of
the duties originally proposed on
products or flax, hemp and jute.
Atharge by Senator Smith, democrat, South Carolina, that the rate
of two cents a pound on white arsenic was written into the bill for
the sole benefit of the great Guggenheim smelting Interests."
The Introduction of a resolution
by Senator
Gooding, republican,
Idaho, proposing a public investigation of the claim of clothing producers that the proposed rate of
33 cents a pound on scoured wool
would result In an Increase of
about $4 in the price of a suit of
clothes and $7 in the price of an
overcoat.
Senator Smith brought up the
arsenic rate in the midst of consideration of the linen schedule and
promised that when tho senate
came to final action on the arsenic
paragraph he would go Into details
as to whom the tariff would benefit
and upon whom It would rest. He
estimated the present duty would
alone
cost the cotton producers
$18, 000,000 a year.
Calling attention that arsenic was
a
which the smeltera
were required by law to restrain,
because of the damage it had done
to vegetation near the smelters,
Senator Smith said the smelting interests were not even willing to
to the gencontribute a
eral welfare of the country, "but
hasten to congress to get a duty on
it.
Senator Smoot. republican, Utah,
denied that the arsenic duty would
cost the cotton farmers $18,000,000
a year. On the basis of the total
domestic production and Importation, he said, the total increased
cost could not exceed $400,000 a
year.
Senator Gooding's resolution proposing an investigation of the effect of the wool duty was referred
to the committee on audit and ac Desnlte some extra aiscounts.
cusslon, the senate made unusually
,
rapid progress on the flax scneu-uledisposing of all of it except
four Items.
'

.

COURT PETITIONED TO
APPOINT
MOTHER
AS
.. GUARDIAN OF JACKIE
(By The Anoclnled Frem.)

Los Angeles, July 21. Jack
Coogan and Lillian Coogan, parents of Jackie Coogan, child motion picture alitor,' today petitioned
the superior court here to appoint
Mrs. Coogan legal guardian
of
"

Jackie.

The petitioners recited that they
were conserving Jackie's earnings
for him, although the law gives the
parents control of the earnings for
him, and that they wished to put
the trust under the direction of
the court.
The father said the netl'.lon was
filed because he and Mrs, Coogan
wished to quiet gossip they were
taking Jackie's earnings for their
ow.n benefit.
The petition grants
Jackie's "emanclpatlan,"
which
means that his earnings are his
own and the parents, as guardians.
will be required to conserve them
and account to him when he comes
of .age, in the meantime, accounts
ing at
to the court.
stated-interval-

10.000 GUESTS

ATTEND
ROYAL GARDEN PARTY

.

-

(By The Aooclnted

rmi.)

London, July 21 (by the Associ
ated Press.) London's social season reached Its climax this afternoon with a royal garden party
the largest ever held at Buckingham palace. There were 10,000
fues'U of whichv Americans num
at least 100. All classes
were represented.
King1 George
and Queen Marv walked about
mlnglHw with, the guests like or,
dinary host ":

ATI

PARLEY MONDAY
Conference Called By' Hoov
er win aiso uonsmer a
Polic
Designed to , Restrain Profiteering.
GOVERNMENT. TO STAND
PAT FOR A FORTNIGHT
Will Ascertain Whether SufWill
Production
ficient

Obtained Through
opening' the Mines,
Be

Re-

-

,

(By The Associated Pr.TM.l

Washington, July 21 (by the Associated Press.) The government
is prepared to "stand pat" for a
period of ten days to two weeks In
its attitude toward the coal strike,
it was indicated today, in order to
ascertain whether sufficient production will be obtained through
Vho reopening of bituminous mines
under guarantee of federal protection to assure the fuel requirements of essential Industries.
In the meantime, however, plans
for distribution of the curtailed
supply ot coal are to be pushed,an-it
was said. Secretary Hoover
nounced tonight that he had called
a meeting here next Monday of
disrepresentatives ot producing Virtricts In Pennsylvania, West
Alaginia, Tennessee,' Kentucky,
bama and Virginia to discuss the
proposed "rationing" plan and to
formulate a policy designed to re-

strain profiteering.
Hopeless Deadlock.
While all three parties to the
in Washington
conferences
recent
the government, operators and
union seemed satisfied that the
situation, as it now stands, was
hopelessly deadlocked, a new move
for restoration of peace in the
coal fields was seen in the resolution Introduced in the senate today by Senator King, democrat,

Utah, who proposed creation of a.
commission of five to investigate
both sides of the controversy and
report its findings.) No provision
was made in tho provision for enforcing ths findings made by the
commission, but Mr. King expressed, the opinion that Buch a
body, set up by positive legislation,
would have more authority than
did the conference requested by.

G
OVERDOSE OF
of
POWDER IS
tne public Interest through the rethe president""'
FATAL TO N. Y. WOMAN
Survey of Stocks
habilitation of the 'Denver and Rio
coal
A survey
of remaining
Grande Western railroad will be
.
stocks was said to have convinced
(Bj The Aesoclat 1 Vteu.)
Mrs.
fed21.
consideration
N.
the
first
under
J., July
Montclair,
administration officials that these
JUDGE GOES TO
eral
" - were sufficient to permit a fortreceivership
proceedings, George t Morrison, who hiTSlecGeneral
the
of
vice
president
States Circuit Judge Robert
night of waiting to develop the rePROBE EMPORIA United
company, died at ner nomu
to the presidential "invitasponse
E. Lewis declared today In grant- trlo
n
sleep-iof
hnrs frnm an overdose
tion" to the operators to resume
an
in
taken
order
the
road
she
had
ing
placing
which
ducing powder
EDITOR'S CASE the hands of a receiver.
operation without adding unduly
to quiet her nerves. Mrs. Morrison, to the danger of an industrial
The receivership was requested who was excited over prepara.uu"ap- shutdown through lack of fuel.
In a joint petition presented by for an outing on Lake Ontario,
Secretary Hoover's program for
111 Immediately
after taking emergency
distribution was said to
physi-nian- s
attorneys of the New York Trust peared
before
died
and
the powder
contemplate the organization of a
arrived.
company, and the Bankers' Trust
which
central committee here
company of New York, trustees for
would act through local commitTEXAN DIES ABROAD.
holders of defaulted ' mortgage
tees In the principal coal producLondon. July 21 (by the
bonds secured by the property of
ing sections.
Press). David C. ThompThere were strong indications in
the road.
with
seized
was
of Dallas, Tex.,
administration circles tonight that
Joseph H. Young, president of son
street
yesa
in
cerebral
the
attack
the government expected to rely
the Denver und Rio Grande Weston the distribution of coal being
ern during the past year and for- terday and died In the Charing
InAn
Inst
Cross
n
night.
fields
hospital
mer assistant director
of operaproduced in the
to supply the railroads and necestions for the United States rail- quest has been fixed for July 25,
road administration, way named
sary consumers during the emerreceiver of the road and Cass S.
gency.
Aim of Administration.
Harrington, Denver attorney, was
AT
Tho aim of the administration,
appointed special master to repreit was understood, would be first
sent the court.
to insure sufficient fuel to keep
The order granting the receiverthe wheels of the country's transship was signed by Judge Levis
and District Judge J. Foster
PORTALES
portation system turning and then
to enable the distribution of coal
Symes, sitting Jointly In the United
to the other most necessary indusStates district court here.
tries, bearing In mind the peculiar:
Commenting on the policy to be
followed under the receivership,
needs of the northwest and New
BALE
England states.
Judge Lewis said that none of the
There has been evidence that
be
earnings of the road should
used to pay bond Interest until It
the plan already adopted for re(Special Correspondence to The Joornal.) straint of coal prices to the Garwas rehabilitated, and tht If
Fortales, N. M., July 21. G. M. field basis, threatens to break
were not sufficient for that
Mason,
Texas, is In- down, Mr. Hoover said today.
receivers'
purpose
certificates stalling oftheLittlefield,
s'
machinery for
would be issued.
Flans will be discussed at the
enterprise, the Monday conference, he said, for
Request for a receivership for cotton latest business
gin. Mr. Mason owns profit- making the "voluntary
the Denver and Rio Grande Westrestraint
ern railroad tfas first filed in the able gins at Slaton, Littlefield, and
of profiteering effective In the one
inShallow
and
the
Water,
Texas,
or two districts which have refused
federal court here July 7 by atstallation of a $15,000 plant here Is to
and are now detorneys representing the New York evidence
of his confidence that
Trust company, trustee for adjutt-me$7.50 a ton for coal at the
manding
into
will
Roosevelt
develop
efbondholders.
Simultaneous- one of thecounty
most successful cotton mine, and further to make It
fective against the minority of Irly suit was filed for foreclosure of sections of
country.
the
plains
tns adjustment bonds, tntnlim?
operators in the other
The machinery consists of one responsiblewho
have broken away
and Issued May 1,
$10,000,000
engine, a lare districts
1912.
cleaner and boll breaker, and four from the agreement."
"The
second
'suit
fore
for
responsible operators are
Today's
NEWEST SERVICE' closure
seventy-sagins of the most mod- was flleU by attorneys for ern
holding to the price," Mr. Hoover
hoiblast
air
the
Murray
type,
'
Bankers Trust company
MAIL" CARRIER HELD
of ow
Permanent Installation of continued, '"on the other hand,
FFEREDJ0 PUBLIC tho
New York, trustee for the Bond- thesegins.
machines will be rushed to some panicky railway buyers and
holders
out orders toON LOOTING CHARGE
of $42,000,000 refunding
(B.. Tbe Aaenclalrd Pre )
They will be an- others are sending
Olympia, wash.. July 21. Ra bonds of 1908. A 'motion hv ililrh completion.
concrete floor that day offering $g at the mines."
in
chored
the
Production Decreases.
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.) dio by telephone is the newest ser- the Bankers Trust company Joined will be laid in the large new build
Las Vegas, N. M., July 21. Vin vice to be offered by the Puget with the New York Trust
Reports at today's cabinet meetwill
They
completed.
recently
ing
n
cent Maeates,
en the Sound Telephone company of Evrequesting a receivership m have a capacity ot forty bales a ing of results to date of the presistar, mall route to Chaperlto, was erett, according, to a supplemental also filed today ' and granted by day.
dent's appeal for opening of the
brought yesterday before United tariff filed with the department of the court with the consent of both
Weather and crop indications re mines in strike territory, did not
States Commissioner W. G Oglewn public works effective August 1. parties.
Indicate
substantial new producthe
such that it is probable that
a charge of having removed pack- The company recently installed
four thousand acres of cotton in tion, .but more time was said to
.
ages frtm tho mail. MaesUn telechronometers on its Everett
be needed for a test of Us success.
Roosevelt county will produce
VOLUNTARY PETITION
n
pleaded not guilty and was held telephones.
production was found
least 1,600 bales this year. Many
to the federal grand Jury under
The company, it was said todav.
to
be running far below the levels
OklaIN BANKRUPTCY
cotton farmers in Texas and
FILED
$1,500 bond. Complaints had been will Install radio devices on its
homa are watching with interest of April, May and June, in spite
BY NEW YORK BROKER the
made that articles had been lost patrons' t telephones In connection
beginning of this industry here, of price incentives for greater profrom the mails. An Investigation Is with the Seattle Radio association
a duction, and this was charged diand without doubt there will
'
said to have shown some of the and, will 'proyidp a
pro(By The Annoelatfd
large Influx of people from the rectly to the effectiveness ot tho
new York. Julv 51 Preee.)
missing articles In the house cf gram of music, readings and 'other
Allon A
d
areas of those nd railroad strike in the mining terMaestas' daughter. Maestns said 'e farms of radio entertainment at a r.yan, prominent Wall street broker other states. "For several years
ritory concerned.
had often employed men to work charge, it is said, of 5 a year.
e
What steps will be taken after
or more per acre of cotinea in reaerai court a voliuuy
" Tne.
for hlm; and they may have lost
devices are said to be pow- untary petition In bankruptcy.
ton has been raised on a few ot the the test period outlined were still
'
tHe packages.
Mr. Ryan, who is tho son of dry farms of this county. The buserful enough to receive within n
in debate.
Prospects that the
100 mile radius of Renttln nnd will Thomas Fortune Ryan, and who iness men and farmers realize that mines would be taken over and
not Interfere with'the regular tele- two years ago figured
In the fam- land values will doubtless Increase that the government would proTO CONTEST PROCEEDINGS.
ous corner In Ftuti. In his petition much in both the irrigable and 1iy ceed along the lines suggested In
New York. July 21. Through his phone service.
listed liabilities totaling $32,436.-47- 7 farming sections, and that Portalea President
attorneys, DeWolf Hopper, noted
Harding's telegram 'to
and assets exceeding $1,000,000. will have a substantial growth
Governor Sproul of Pennsylvania
he SALE OF BEER, LIGHT
comedian, announced
today
one
was
Mason
sucMr.
of
Ryan
most
diof
the
the
enterprise
would, contest vigorously the
setting up a commission to fix
vorce proceeding
WINES WILL BE ONE OF cessful and spectacular promotirs has been Instrumental In develop- wages and force operations In the
Instituted heite
of
war babies during the war.
by his fifth wife. The announceing.
Industry were discussed
GOV. EDWARDS' PLANKS His most
ment added that, as far as Mr.
There also were repeated asser
amazing coup was the
'
Stutz
corner,
when
CATTLE.
conMOVINO
stock
the
tions that failing to accomplish a
Hopper- and his lawyers were
Th
Antoelnted
21.
By
from
John
a
N.
Pree.
moro
$180
jumped
to
share
M.,
case
July
he
the
Estancia,
tried
would
cerned,
resumption of trans
Seagirt. N. J:. Julv 21. Main nf than $500 in a few weeks. Ryan Bowman will shortly ship his herd satisfactory
In the courts and not In the newsportation and coal mining, the
mia iignc wines by grocery was suspended from the stock ex- of registered Herefords to Las
.
papers.
government
would
proceed
stores will be one of the planks of change, countered with a suit and
Colorado, where he has found through the department of justice,
Governor Edwards' platform in his finally was expelled. At that time
feed.
and
of
cheap
to prosecute the strike leaders for
pasture
plenty
IiOXDOX WOOL SALES.
campaign for United States sena- it was
that hU affairs were Seth Williams went to Fort Sumner a conspiracy
to restrain interstate
London, July 21. At the wool tor, he annnounced today at his oflfiiy reported
definite arrange- commerce.
involved.
to
'
make
Tuesday
auction sales today 12,607 bale4 second speech on eovernnr's dav nt
His holdings were taken over by a ments for taking his herd of
were offered, comprising an excel- Camp Edwards.
and about a year later it
there. Other stock owners
tVTZ NOMINATED.
lent selection.
He said he opposed the return of syndicate
Merinos again sold
was reported on the street that will move moro or less of their
Washington.
July 21. Charles
well at" the opening level. Faulty saloons. A stamp
tax on beers and Ryan was attempting to stags a sto ik. A. J. Green said a few days Henry
Luta was nominated t'Y
scntireds and medium and coarse wines sold In crncnrlei. hn said comeback and that his loans to
If
ago that he would have to move
President Harding today to be re
greaates were irregular, the. price would go Tar toward reducing other number of banks were
being rapid'y rain sufficient tomake grass does ceiver of public moneys at Roawell,
ruling slightly In favor ,o buyers, governnicnt taxes.
liquidated,
not come very shortly.
,'
N. M. .
,.'.: .....i
90-d-

SLEEP-INDUCIN-

'

(Or The AMoclated Prue.)
Denver, July 21. Protection
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FOR COAL TO BE

Guggenheims.

PACTS WITH MEN

Shin-cho-

commanding
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caniofrom
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TONING

Senator Smith Says ltxWas
Written Into the Measure
for the Snip. Rpnpfit nf thp'

mm.

Associated Pre...)

Canton, China, July SO (by
the Associated Press). Sn
's
forces In northern
Kwang-Tnn- c
on whom the
president of south China
hns been pinning Ills hope of
refraining power, havp been
defeated and arc In retrent,
pursued by the trKps of Chen
(iiiung-MInwhri overthrew
Sun, according to advices received here today from
7
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Dally by Carrier or Mull. 5c a Month
Single Copies 60

West Virginia Mine rlipple Fired
as Strike War lakes Four Lives

CALLED TO WASHINGTON
FOR CONFERENCE TOD AY
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ELECTRIC PLANT
ftT BELEN TO

BE!

BHJTBT0C T.I
Two Hundred Fifty Horse-- ,
power Boilers; Council
Arranges to "Have Street
'
Lighting System.
(Special Correspond! nee to The Jonranl.)
Belen, N. M., July 21. A. Fred- -'
who
eiicksonof Columbus, N. M., frandome weeks ago secured the
chise to furnish an electric light-

L

ing system for the village of Belen,
been here for several days,
" has
and has a force of workmen emthe
ployed upon the building ofcomplant. A tool house has been
pleted and within two weeks the
main building will be up.
If 'The plant is a tiled bi'tldlng with
stucco finish, 30- by 75 foet. The
power Is to be- crude oil engines
with a directly connected generator.
There are to be two units, one of
;100 horsepower and the other ISO
with an alternating
horsepower,
current of 60 cycle, 3 phase. The
.primaries will produce 2,300 volts
and the secondaries 220 and 110
volts. The plant will be In operation by October 1, and continuous
Service will be furnished as soon
as it la found Justifiable.
This plant is a branch of the Columbus Ice and Electric company,
;with A. Frederickson of Columbus,
N. M.i as a general supervisor.
The machinery and equipment are
already ordered shipped from Columbus, and the poles are ordered from Spokane, Wash.
!' Mr. Madden of Albuquerque Jias
been In Belen for the past week
making surveys and estimates of
the public and private wiring to be
nsod, and has the contract to do
the wiring, which will be started
,Bt onoe to be ready for connection
by October 1. The Belen council
is considering the method of Btreet
lighting to be employed, and
tracts are. to be signed within a
,few days.
The plant with equipment represents an outlay of $50,000, and
will fill a longfelt need In this
It Is meeting with
community.
the hearty
of Belen
citizens, who have long waited for
this movement for lighting the
ftty.
;

f

000 FIRE II

MIA;
CHOKED

MAN 15
BY GAS

Artesla, N. M., July 21. The
fcarn and garage, the property ot
C. M. Cole,, was totally destroyed
y fire on Tuesday morning at 8
o'clock. An automobile,
buggy,
large hay wagons, alfalfa hay, implements, corn and other feeds and
nrticles were burned. Other nearby
oarns ana me residence were saved
only by hard work on the part of
the firemen and a slight wind.
' The fire was discovered
by the
Inhabitants after it had gained a
A Bleeping house
pood headway.
iwas close by and became lnflame-- J
A tool house also became ablaze,
liut both these buildings were saved.
Mo livestock was In the barn. However a few chickens were killed.
The conflagration could be seen
for many miles. The heat was
y
and the
dwelling,
which was about 100 feet away, wes
scorched.
Hundreds of person
Eathered at the Bcene Jn a short
time.
The fire department hoo
,would not reach the burning building on account of the great distance
from the nearest fire plug, the
home being in the outskirts of 'he
town. Old discarded hose was secured, which enabled the fire department to extinguish the smouldering embers.
' ' The
damage has been estimated
ht $2,000 with only $260 lnsuranco
on the barn. The remaining io3
was not covered by Insurance. The
origin of the fire is unknown,
as no smokers had beon
libout the barn.
Fred Cole was overcome by
emoku and collapsed as a result of
A physician
eoollng too rapidly.
was summoned, who administered
Medical aid.
two-stor-

WRITE TODAY
FOR UNCLE SAM'S
FREE LAUNDRY BOOK

THEY WILL AID IN INTERNATIONAL

1

t

ftp

MA

J

,
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NARROW MARGIN

"

Jul.)
(By nie .AjMiclnlert
Omaha, Neb.i July 21 (by the
H.
Associated
Iress.) Charles
Randall, of Randolph, had a lead
of 337 over Adam McMullen of Be
atrice, for the republican guberna
torial nomination when 1,902 of
the state's 1,913 precincts had reported at 10:30 o'clock tonight,
These precincts, which represented
all counties of the state, Included
47S reported to the Associated
Press as official, as well as three
large counties complete except for
a small number of mall votes yet
to be counted under the absent
voters law and gave the following
vote: Randall, 49,261; McMullen

.

-

S1

48,924.

PRESIDENT WILL
GET FIRST HAND

FREDERIC J. HASKEV,

Name
Street
City
State

.

Left to right, above: Miss Katherine
Ludington, Mrs. J. Borden Uarrl-maand, below, Mrs. ElL's Yost
"No More War" demonstrations which are being sponsored
by the National Council for the
Reduction of Armaments are to
be held in many cities in this
country and abroad July 29 and
SO, the anniversary
of the outbreak of the World wai Seven
cities are arranging special demonstrations and sixteen states
have sent to the council
for posters and such
material to be used in their demonstrations. Ten foreign nations
are also participating. Special

1

ASSEMBLY
S

OF

mm TERM

The final daily assembly of the
was
summer
school
university
the principal
held yesterday,
speakers being President David
Spence Hill, Dean L. B. Mitchell
and Prank H. Neher, former president of the associated students.
A large audience was present. Music was furnished by the university quartet.
President Hill f$ve a valuable
address on the demands of the
teaching profession. He emphasized to the teachers and prospective teachers the difference between the mere wage earner, clock
watcher, and temporary servant of
the school as contrasted to the
man or woman who enters the
work of teaching seriously and as
a, deliberately chosen vocation.
In closing he reviewed the remarkable progress of the university during the past year with reference to student enrollment. Improvement of academic standards,
the construction of buildings and
the" placing oY the university on a
sound financial
basis.
He expressed the hope and the desire
that splendid spirit shown by the
summer session students of 1922
would be repented during the year
1923.

SENATOR WATSON OF
INDIANA
INVITED
TO
MAKE ADDRESS HERE
An Invitation has been extended
by the local Knights of Pythias
njQRe io senator James E. Watson,
ii piuimiie ii memDer ot the upper
iiuura, io mane an acmress here on
August 1 on his way to California
to attend the biennial convention
of the order.
The senator, who Is supreme
of the
representative
Indiana
lodges, will h traveling on a special train which will bear 800 officers and supreme representatives
to San Francisco.
His train will
be in the city from 1 o'clock until
2:45 o'clock in the afternoon. The
local lodge has planned to meet the
train with a band and automobiles
for the entertainment of the visitors and to arrange ian address by
the senator in Robmson parkt
WAXTS KILLIXG

PROBED.
Miami, Fla., July 20. The British government
has asked fhe
United States to Investigate the
of
killing
Capt. George Edgecomb,
Scientific
t
methods for cutting colored master
of the schooner
(lown the fatigue of factory work- William H. Albury, according to
lt
ers Is proving successful, the
Information
received today by
lh one large factory being a Lieutenant Colonel
Jenkins, vice
27 per cent Increase In efficiency. consul here.

(Continued from Page One.)
mails and interstate commerce. The
government has full power and aut
thority to see that the production
incident to transportation Is not interfered with."
0
Asked whether legal proceedings,
including writs Of Injunction, were
discussed with Senator Cummins,
he replied that all phases of possi
ble action which might be necessary had been gone ov.er, including,
he added, fthe right of a man to
man to
work and the right of
quit work."
Situation..
"The coal situation," he continued, "is mora, or less involved In
the railway situation, whether purposely I do not know.,
''A good many railroads, however,
are reporting serious shortages of
coal. Several, In have noticed In
going over the reports, have about
only ten days' supply.".
Regarding the railway strike situation In the west, the attorney
general said It was "about the same
as yesterday except that In Montana
and Idio trains are bejng inter
The oath the person fered with more than heretofore."
punished.
In these states, and in Montana
giving the dance is required tpl
take is under the present law, the particularly, he declared, "there
has
been cruelty to men working
only restraint upon him. He can,
as ha frequently does, forget all on the train." Some of the railway
about "observing good order and workers, he eaUl, had been taken
keeping this law." In his mad nnr. forcibly off trains, and some whip
suit for more revalue, and there JjPe'. nd thrown In streams.. The
being no provision for punishment'P101""6? general indicated that the
whwe he violates his oath and. no government
contemplated meas
to curb such acts of violence
right of revocation of license, there ures do
all In Its power to afford
Is nothing to be done but to arrest and
the single offenders against the full protection to railroad workers.
peace and dignity of the state as
thefr offenses are discovered, and
I am Informed the city and county COX TO BE GUEST OF i
peace oficers have been doP0INCARE AND WIFE
ing to the best of their ability with
i
the very limited force at their
(B Tbe Aiiocinted Press.)
command.
21
Associated
the
Paris,
(by
July
Very truly yours,
Press.) Former Governor James
THOMAS J. MABRT,
M. Cox, of Ohio, will be tho guest
Assistant District Attorney.
of Premier and Madame Poincaro

has been asked of

Miss Katberine
Ludington
and of the W. C. T. U. by Mrs.
Ellis Yost and Mrs. J. Borden
Harriman is helping organize the
to be held in
cemonstrntion
Washington, D. C. ,
by

WOMEN QUIT PURITY
MEET AFTER FAILING
TO BAN DANCE HALLS
(Continued From Page One.)

next meeting.
Mrs. Anna Wilds
Strumqulst, temporary president,
conducted ie meeting.
Mies Lillian Franzen. chairman
of the league committee to saek
anti-vic- e
measures from the county
read 'Nhe following
commission,
opinion of the assistant district at
torney, T. J. Mabry, In regard to the
license and supervision of public
dance halls:
Referring to your oral Inquiry
rolatlve to the state law concerning
the license
supervision of dance
halls and whether
there is any
Dower of license revocation lodged
n any public official or court un- - M'MFNIMPru
PI AWC TCi
'
'V
f
der the said law. I will say:
CONFER
First
WITH DAVIS
Paragraphs 3314, 3315,
3316 and 3318. together with para
(By The Aasoeinled Presi.)
graph 3303 of the compiled laws of
V. I,,
1915, seem to embody all the law
Chicago, July 21.
manmember
of the labor
governing the licensing and
is
There
tho
these
of
of
railroad labor board,
group
agement
places.
in addition to the above enumerat- announced tonight that he will go
ed paragraphs of the law, an ad to J'oose Heart tomorrow to confer
ditional paragraph; viz: 3313, which with James J. Davis, secretary of
is brought forward Into the computlabor, regarding the shopmen"?
Mr. McMenlmen said he
ation, but which, in my opinion (and strike.
it has been so bold vy ihe district had been invited to meet Secretary
court here) has been repealed and Davis at Moose Heart, but would
This .later not comment on the matters to b
Is no longer in force.
discussed.
paragraph in any event gbes to the
y
of
amount
tho
of
question only
license that is to be paid.
to
Paragraph'3314 above referred
ENVOY
requires the person who shall give GERMANY'S
a dance to apply to "some Justice
SAILS ;
JAPAN
TO
of the peace or Judge of probate
YORK
FROM
for license, who are hereby
to grant the seine."
no
Is
seen
that there
It can be
discretion left to either the Justice
or nrobate 1udu. They "ore ro-- !
quired to grant the same." Truere-It
provides further that the person an
ceiving the license must take
oath to "observe good order anil
Is no
enforce this law,"
provision for forfeiture of the right
In
license
to do business under such
ph ha the nerson In charge of the
dance halls to comply with theJ
oath he nas taken, which he frequently does.
This is all pointed out simply to
show the inadequacy of the law In
respect to this matter and as an
explanation of the Inability of. the
close
peace enforcement officers to
placea of amuser
up these
ment and dance halls which are so
generally complained of. so conA dance hall might be
ducted as to bo a nuisance which
j
could bo eAjoined n a court of
or
as
a
either
private
public
equity
But that a dance hall
nuisance.
that is open and run on Sunday
Is neither a nuisance per se..nor a
violation of the Sunday law was
recently held in the district .court
the
In a case brought In whea
J)r. Wilhelm Heinrkh Solf.
district attorney's office and the
Br. Wilhelm'Heinrich H61f,"new
ensheriff of the county were
is
German ambassador to
deavoring to stop the operation of ono of the few GermanJapan,
officials
dance halls on Sunday. Whether a who did not
tho
openly
antagonize
danceis so conducted as to be eith- United States
during the war. Ho
er a private or public nuisance
sailed from New York on
which could be enjoined In a court recently
to Japan.
of equity must be determined by his way
a court upon the particular factB
PATE OP FIGHT CIIAXGED.
of each cae presented, It seems.
Portland, Ore., July 21. The
A dance as any other public gathbetween Fred Fulton and
match
ering might be so conducted and Bill Tate,
heavyweights, which had
managed as to be a nuisance which been set for
August 4 at the
could be enjoined, but the mere
Rrena, hag been changed to
fact that it is a dance instead of
a chautauqua or picnic, for exam- August 21,Jt was announced today
by Frank Kendall, matchmaker of
ple, does not make it a nuisance the
commission.
per se, the court has decided. It The Milwaukee boxing
postponement was due to
is the manner ot its running and
to
be
earlier.
Fulton
here
of
the things done that determine ability
whether or not it constitutes a
It Is estimated that not more
nuisance.
I doubt also that there Is any than one per cent of all the invenyearly pass through the
authority tinder our present state tions that
laws to require the operators and patent office bring fortune to the
managers ot dance halls and such inventor.
places ot amusement outside of the
towns and cities at least, to permit official chaperons or matrons.
If this Is desired, here Is another
Dr. Olau
positive
where the law
needs
place
proof h ! abl to our
Strengthening to permit of some tuberculoid
InhalCUon
br
responsible overseeing and policing lo an cilmiM.
of such places.
Vnw fnrttM
InfnrmAtloD I
( address THU) T. F. GLASS
It occurs tome that as a
matter there might be an ar- INHALANT CO., MASON
LOS ANQB-LBrangement made with the mana BUILDING,
OALIKOBNIA.
gers of these places of amusement
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
to permit of a chaperon for all
dances and social events where an
entrance fee or any charge 1 s
made, the chaperon "or police officer to be compensated
by (Mo
said managers fit such places;
those refusing to agree on such
an arrangement could and ho
teledoubt would be given more strict
surveillance by the local police officers and offenses
,305.
thus more
quickly detected and the offenders
,

a4

at a dinner at the ministry of foreign affairs tomorrow evening, ul
which a number of the higher
French officials also will be present.
Mr. Cox was quoted today In
newspapers to the effect that while
governments came and went the
league was ft steady, lasting force,
and therefore f"the hope of tho

'

world'

IjEoxard-hamme-

rout.

u

Benny Leonard, the llghtwelaht champion today was matched to meet Ever
Hammer of Chicago In a
contest in Floyd Fitzslmmon's new
arena, at Michigan City, Ind., on
the afternoon of August G. Leonard defeated Rocky Kansas, the
Buffalo ' challenger, In tho same
ar,ena July 4,
. .i.n ,i '
Chicago, July 21.
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NOW DO MY

;

YORK WITH EASE

e

Because Lydia E.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored My Health
HorneH, N. Y. ' 'I was in bad health
but there didn't seem to bo any ono
thing the matter
with me. I was
tired out all over

Ilwumji

and

it was

an efme to
move. I was irritable and could
not slop nights
and had trouble
I
with my bowels
"
and at my periods.
It seemed that
nearly every one
around me knew
of your medicino and wanted me to
's
try it, so at last I took Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound Tablets
Mediand Lydia E. Pinkham's Blood
cine an,d improved every day. I do all
my own work now except the washing and do it with ease. 1 can accomplish as much in a day now as it
would have taken me a week to do
last winter and I try to got every one
I know to take your medicine to build
them up. You are welcome to use
this letter as a testimonial if you
Baker. 21 Spenlike' Mrs. Chas.N.Y.
cer Ave., Hornell,
.

fort for

M

LaVJ Ml

Boys5

Shoe S'
--Now is the time to
buy shoes for.
school, while we offer such bargains.
We have, a great variety of black'
shoes for the little man, all goo'd quality, and built to wear.
y

Priced at $2-1-

INFORMATION

0al

all the local branches of the National Leagne of Women Voters

5

Two lines of men's shoes, just the.
thing for 'dress or workY. . . . . . .$4.95

E. L. Washburn Company
Albilqueraue'f Exclusive Clothiers.

t

'

le

'

TUBERCULOSIS

S

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or
phone

:'

;

.,

t

I

Pink-ham-

Inalmosteveryneighbornoodthere
ro women who know of the value
of Lydia Hj. Pinkham s Vegetable
They know because they
have tanen ii ana nave Deen neipea,
Why don't you give it a trial

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 & Fourth.
Phone 1057AV

L

0 M

GLASS
CEMENT

(By The Agaoclfited rrM.)
.Washington, July 21, The war
department announced today that
a distinguished service cross had
been awarded to Maj. Andrew S.
Rowan, retired, of San Francisco,
who carried the message to General Garcia of the Cuban revolutionary army In Mayv.1898, during
the war with Spain,' which v has
since been held as one of the strik
ing instances' ot neroism
during
that war.
The citation said i that Major
Rowan, then a lieutenant, entered
the Spanish lines at Oriente, Cuba,
in disguise, crossed the Island.
'"and not only succeeded in deliv
ering a message1 to General Garcia,

ABANDONS EFFORTS TO
SWIM ACROSS CHANNEL

Wind Shield

'.

"i

21

flBThe Associated, Press.)
"
London, July 21 (by the Associated Press.) George Michel, the
French swimmer who attempted
today to swim the English channel, relinquished ,his efforts when
six miles from South Foreland, on
ihe English coast, after being 16
hours Jn the (water. Michel started from Cape Grisnes, France, at
8;
Thursday evening. '
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Glass-Lumb-

First Street
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you

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

Mil

milMHJU.M

370-- J
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WIS

111

fr

y

but

secret Informirtlon
secured
of euch great valfle that
It had an important bearing on the
quick ending of the Btruggle and
the complete success of the United States army.,"
At the same time Major Rowan
was awarded a silver star clta-tlp- n
for gallantry in action on
Hudlon mountain, Cebu, Philipdur-fti- g
pine lslnds, in January,-1900the Philippine insurrection.
Major Rowan placed and operated
a field gun In the attack on the
?iountain under hasardoue
,

n,

bead-quarte- rs

HOLDS EAST

MESSAGE TO GARCIA IS
GIVEN SERVICE CROSS

FJEBU

i

Learn the correct way to
plan your laundry room, the
proper equipment to use, all
about rinsing, starching, hangand
ing, drying, sprinkling
Ironing.
with
the different
Be familiar
processes In washing cottons,
linens, woolens and silks.
Understand how to whiten
clothes when they are yellow
Learn th ecorrect way to
learn how to overcome everj
problem of home laundering.
Expert advice and Information on this important household work, is contained In a
free booKlet issued by the
States Relations Borvice.
Our Washington Information
Bureau will secure a copy of
this publication for any reader
who fills out and mails the
coupon below, enclosing two
cents in stamps for return
postage. Write your name and
address clearly.
Director. '
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D.
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Laundry
Booklet.

MAN WHO CARRIED THE

RANDALL

DEMONSTRATfONS

July 22, 1922

B E R
PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

DETROIT JOURNAL HAS
BEEN BOUGHT BY NEWS
41
Detroit. Mich.. Jnl
ti.r.
chase of the Detroit Journal by tho
Detroit News wag announced today. The newspapers, both Jn the
afternoon field, nre tn ha Tnoro-orimmediately, the Journal ceasing
puuncauon wun us nrst edition today.
The Journal nlant is to 1 A Im
posed of. The total purchase price
for the Times and good will was in
excess or J2,uun,ouo, it was announced:' ThNBWI t nxancil hv
the Scrlpps estate, while the Journal was the property of C. A. Ver-naPau Block and H. S.
of New York, and N. C.
Wright, of Detroit.

FOR TODAY WE SUGGEST
'
POULTRY

i

e,

per

"l;ESS money
capita.
Washington,
July 21. Every
body's pocket book was lightened
by nearly $5 during the past flscsl
year, according to the statement
Of money in circulation
1
issued today by the treasury. Per
of
on
circulation
money
capita
July
1, was $39.87 as compared
with
$44.78 on July 1, 1921.
on-Jul-

J

order to give
buyers a chance
to take advantage of
wholesale prices we offer
the following as long as
our stock lasts. Your order will be delivered for

FANCY nOME DRESSED SPRING CHICKENS, DUCKS, IIENS

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables

(California Large Sweet CherrieB, Malaga Grapes, Santa Rosa
Plums, Tragedy plums,; Royal Apricots, Peaches, Arkansas
Black Apples, Cantaloupes, Watermelons on Ice, Green Corn,
Sweet Peas, Green Beans, Wax Beans, Fancy California Head
Lettuce, Mango Peppers, Chill, Nice Tnatoes, Cucumbers,
'
Celery, Okra.
,
Crab Salad, Potato Salad, Fancy Home Baked Ham, Roast
Prime ftibs Beef, Roast Pork, Boiled Smoked Tongue, English
Cooked Corn Beef, Goose Liver, Strassburger Liver, New
England Ham, Mortadella, Plmiento Luncheon. Coppa, Extra
Quality Salami, Veal Loaf, Kosher Bausage, Old German
Method Rye Bread with Caraway Seed, Imported Swiss Cheese,
Cheese spiced with CarWmburger Cheese in Brick, Kumin-Oaway soed. Budweiser and Falstaff on Ice.
.. Eureka Walnuts,
.,
Large
4 So
Fancy
One, lb
Orange Marmalade, lb. Jar..i... 48o
t Crosse and Blackwell'a
Crystal Cucumbers, T 2 ounce bottle
35o
New-- Crop- Honey
30a
Vienna
In
Brand
Derby
20c anrl 48o
Style Sausage
glass
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF ART
BASKETS COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER.

v

Delicatessen Department

st

'

-

IN

'

FREMONT CASH GROCERY
"THE STORE
410 West Central Avenue.

OF QUALITY."

-

Phor

915--

15 cents.
24 2Vi Choice Apricots, per case.,
24 2V4 Choice Mus- - (Jp A A
cat Grapes, per case
2,4 2
choice peach- - (PCJ An
es, per case
24 No. 2 grated

$5.00

t50UU
DOJJ-

$4.50

Pineapple
24 No. 2 Little

$6.00
$4.00

Cherub Peas
36 No. 2 Camp's
Pork & Beans . ,
24 No. .2 Brown Beauty Pork
Beans

$3.00

. .
2

36No.

Libby'e
Pork & Beans
24 No. 2 Rosedale
Tomatoes
24 2
Happy Vale
.
Tomatoes
24 No. 2 Fern
Brook Corn ,. ,
24 No. 2 Baley
Bros. Corn

$4.00

48 tall Armour's
Evaporated Milk
96 Baby Armour's
Evaporated Milk ..
48 Tall Pet
Evaporated Milk ,
96 Baby Pet
Evaporated Milk :. ,
48 Tall. Carnation
Evaporated Milk . .

$4.50

:

sack. Beet

Flour
No.

8

A

f7Pt? arex much

Snow

Drift
100 lbs. Extra good
White Potatoe

P
tjM.Ut)
J

lower

Colorado
you the Pjke? feakRibn

$4.75

Bugar
98 lbs. Great West
6

$2.90
$3.50

$4.65

Carnation
Evaporated Milk ....
100 lb. sack Cane

Sugar

QQ
OO.tJU

$4.40
$4.75

48 Baby

100 lb.

$3.00

M

$8.20
$8.00
$4.25
$8.50

San

(JQ A A
(DO.UU

tober

to h9
National Forwf
yOU

'DpmV
gateway to:
lbyMountainatbnal.fe

PigglyWiggly

..

"AH Over the World"

Three Stores in v
Albuquerque
406 West Central
205 North First
330 North Third

Will Kp

v

glad toWndyouour

tr?c Jjoofclefy Gstoradb Summer
95

P

Phone 204.

ana vir int ueaxen rata

R. W. HOYT, Agent,
-

Absolutely not a single pair of shoes oriced mora than $2.98. This
of shoes now. Do not wait for
rts your last chance.VlkGet your supply
.
1
i
...ill
,. mural
wut juu Iguy snoes
ai sucn prices.t

buu

Only

f7

Days Left

Saturday, July 29th, is Positively Our Last Day Here

MANUFACTURERS SALE SHOE STORE

'

,

-

Albuoueraue. N. M.

Nothing Over $2.98
aii..
f

.

301 NORTH FIRST

,

y

July

m will

H 15

MEXICO

wit

NEW CIGARETTE OFFERED
BY LIGGETT AND MYERS
The Liggett and Myers Tobacco
company have launched an extensive 'advertising campaign for
a new ,cirgarette they have put
on the market, to which they
have given the name "Polo."
Following is an announcement
found in their literature:
"Polo cigarettes is the quality
blend. Our compaijy
put off
bringing it out until they eould
make it right and they sure have
It
put out a good tasting smoke. of
is not only the fine qualities
tobaccos
Virginia, Hurley and
Turkish but it is also the unusual way they are proportioned
or blended that the smoker Is
like. 'Another
going to notlce-an- d
thing, these Polo cigarettes are
full size no short weight, full
value for your dime in other
words. And we think the consumer ' Is going to say, "That's
more like it."
That satisfying "smoke" will
be handled by all dealers and
appears destined to be a winner
pn its undoubted merits.

Man Accused of Defraud- Being
ing Scarramellini

Inyestigated By the
eral Government.

Fed-

Max Weiller, who left here several weeks ago, following a
action In which he was alleged to
have fraudulently obtained title to
the ranch property of Frank Scar- ramellinl on the Rio Grande south
of here, Is reported to be In Hermo-sill.Mexico, with $70,000 Jn cur-

rency lnl his possession.
The report reached Albuquerque
through Trinidad, Colo., where, according to a newspaper report, the
department of Justice at Washington had requested postal authorities to make an investigation of
Welller's record. The Trinidad
to Washington wag to the
feet that Welller was a dealer In
real estate and was reputed to have
conducted several transactions In
land in San Miguel county. New
Mexico. The department of justice
according tq the newspaper report,
was anxious to learn where Weiller
had obtained the $70,000, as it had
been stated that the man had no
money when he left Trinidad.
The last time Weiller was seen
In Trinidad was about May 21,the
newspaper report continues, and
states that a big mall robbery occurred on that date.
Weiller was accused .of having
traded carramelllnl a branch of
600 acres belonging to him in San
Miguel county, near Las Vegas, toe
the Scarramelllnt ranch of eighty
acres, with livestock and improvements. He was said to have gotten
a deed and bill of sale of the
property, valued at
and giving a bogus deed and
worthless note in exchange.
The
"land in San Miguel county, It was
found, did not belong to Weiller,
according to complaint filed by
Scarramellini. Weiller was arrested
and furnished $1,000 cash bond to
appear before the grand Jury on a
charge of swindling. He has not
been seen for some time, and the
general opinion Is that he forfeited the bond.
Before Scarramellini
majje the
discovery that he had been duped,
it is said that Weiller sold the property to a Dr. Mustain, of Colorado,
who has the title to ft. Suit JiaR
been brought by T. J. Mabry and
E. Q.' Garcia, attorneys for
to cancel the deed and

THE FAMOUS PLAYERS
CRYSTAL
TO OPEN
OPERA HOUSE MONDAY

rt

Starting5 Monday, July' 24th, the
Famous ''Flayers company will
open the Crystal opera house for
a stock engagement. The open-

ing bill will be "Baby Mine," isa
funny farce comedy bill, which
said to keep the audience In an
uproar of laughter from start to
finish. The Famous Players company come to Albuquerque well
having played all
recommended,
the leading cities "on the west
coast the past winter and Erring.
The entertainment offered by
these players is clean,
and full of pep. Vaudeville specialties .by high class
artists are interspersed throughout the omedy bills thereby adding variety to the entertainment.
Two shows will be given each
night at 7:3p and 9 o'clock, at
popular prides.

Scar-ratnelll-

0,

$10,-00-

Scar-ramell-

bill of sale.

MACK SOI,D TO WHITE SOX.

Seattle. Wash.,July 21. Frank
G. "Stubby" Mack. Seattle's young
rlghthanded pitcher, hastbeen sold
by the Seattle Pacific Const league
baseball club to the Chicago Americans for cash' and players, It became known here, today. The deal
.was reported to nggregate In the
of $50,000.-

OFFICER STOPS MAN
WHO RESISTS ARREST
WITH PISTOL BULLET

REASONS

OF

III!

WALKOUT
Large Crowd Hears Their
Side of Case; Chairman
Walton Sounds Only

Dis-

cordant Note.
Speakers at the shopmen's public meeting at the High school auditorium last night devoted their
attention largely to matters closely
connected with the strike. There
was one exception. Chairman W.
lti Walton of the city commission
used up the major portion of the
time assigned to htm to the quoting
of the scriptures
and William
Shakespeare, and an attack on the
the Albuand
Morning Journal
querque Herald. These newspapers, Mr. Walton said, are not cooperating with the city commission to work for the advancement
and betterment ot Albuquerque,
but "Bnarl and yap while In the
meantime the present administration is doing something."
"Public opinion is likely soon to
swat these newspapers, and they
will go to the newspaper heaven,
which is reached by a greased
slide," Mr. Walton declared.
Swope Sounds Keynote.
Ed. Swope, city commissioner
and county treasurer, who said
that only a year ago he peeled off
his overalls at the Santa Fe shops,
sot forth the strikers' position.
Mr. Swope ald a lot of statistics
had been published bearing on the
strike that the public had been
misled into believing to be correct.
He declared he wished to' give a
few figures, from unbiased sources,
to set the people right. He said
that in many cases the reduced
wages ordered by the labor board
are too low to to meet decent living standards.
TJnderthe new schedule for
maintenance-o- f
way men, he said,
wages are from 25 to 35 cents an
hour, or $574.05 to $817.44 for
average working year.
Shopmen, he said, would receive
$1,753.44 for working
every day
and holidays, and carmen $1,607.-4,

'

RODIE FINER, SUSPENDED.
San Francisco, Calif.; July 21.
President William H. McCarthy, of
the Pacific coast basebaM leagus,
announced today that he had fined
"Ping" Bodie, of the Vernon club
$10 and suspended him for the day
for attacking a spectator who had
abused the player in. yesterday's
'
game at Vernon. .
, ,
.

Gold Medal FlouriUHBB1

Ik.

GROCERY BULLETIN
PHONE

353

'

!

Living StM High.

Mr. Swope said the

worker

Is en-

1A
, .,

AUL
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Fresh Ranch Eggs, v
OKn
.'.
per dozen
Alamosa Creamery Butter,
... . QQtf
per pound
y
Glass Jar Brand Blackberries
1
each No. 2 can
Wisconsin Tiny Peas,
OQ
each No. 2 can
tdOK,
L.
Van Camp's Soup,
,
Qn
each can only . . :
Van Dluzer Extracts, all kinds,
OQ
'.
V.'. . .
each 2 oz. bottle .'
Oi

id

'.

.........

t

,,,.,

.

A.

Muller-Ur-

New York artist,
has been commissioned to paint
portrait of Pope Pius XI. The
artist sailed on the Borongaria recently for Rome, where he will
spend several months executing the
A

Muller-Ur- y,

commission.

.Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the apswer
to any question by writing the AlJournal Information
buquerque
DiBureau, Frederic J. Ilaskin, ofrector, Washington, V. C. This
fer applies strictly to information.
The bureau cannot give advice on
matlegal, medical, and iinancial settle
ters. It does not attempt to
underdomestic troubles, nor to
take exhaustive research on any
subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full name and
address and enclose two cents in
stamps for return postage. All reinplies are sent direct to the

quirer.)
Q.
dIuoo

Is mnplo (uigur made any
outsido tho United States?

1.3.
-

A.

The

'

titled to a wage that will enable
him to live In comfort, support his
family and get his children an education. Education, he said, will
bring about conditions that will
end strikes. He said the men took
a reduction a year ago, thinking It
would be the last until living costs
came down, but they refused another cut now because they did not
believe living conditions warranted
it and they had no guarantee that
there would not be more wage reductions.
Mr. Swope said the Harvey system, which is operated by the Santa Ke, Is charging the same prices
for food that it did during the war.
He read excerpts from a trades
A. France has the most perfect
paper, "Modern Service." advocat system of registering nirnw.
United
The
ing universal military training as riages and deaths.
.. n
i
notinnnl nvstem.. but
a means of keeping labor
under
He blamed labor for
subjection.
requirements are made
not using the ballot box for getting registration
through state laws in nmuy
size.
Into office men who would rightly
Q. Who determines tho
administer tbe constitution of the sliaiHj and color of postage stamps
United States, under which, fairly
uvea, up 10, ne declared, labor and MA' Postage stamps are designed
capital can exist In harmony side by the bureau of engraving and
Dy sine,,
printing, subject to the approval
'
Not Against cfoTernment.
of the postmaster general.
with
Mr. Swope said retail
are
Q. What can bo combined hulk
two p cent more than prices
were fish In salad to glvo it more
they
a month ago, and still rising. He and still retain the fish character-Istlcs- ?
asserted that this Is not a strike
E. T.
A. Using one part fih, one
against the government, as has
been stated, and gave
of part celery and one part apple fills
a ianure or tne railwaysexamples
to
this requirement.
the orders of the labor board.regard
He
said many railroads had turned
tneir snops over to dummv rnm FISCAL GUARDS ARE
panies so that work could be done.
ELUDED BY MEXICAN
hi less wage man under the labor
board s rules. He said the labor
(By The Aiuorlotrd PreM.)
Doara aid not order a wage cut.
Blsbee, Ariz., July 21. Medaro
urn net a- minimum trace, wh h
Lopez,. a young Mexican who says
the roads nulcklv seized nnnn.
with United States
he served
Mr. Swope said the men are
forces in the world war, was
but 60 cents more a day now placed in the BiBbee Jail today
inun iney am in 1917, and asked after aw sensational escape from
ii me increase is commensurate Mexican fiscal guards at Naco,
with the increased cost of
of
south
miles
Sonora, seven
In regard to time and a half forliving.
holl- - here.
unana
aays
Sunday, he stated that
Lopez eays he was placed
If this is not granted, thn mn inriii der arrest by Mexican officials
be at the mercy of a flat seven-da- y
after crossing the international
owivuuiB.
border from Naco, Ariz. He was
iven Derore tne
he said, the Santa Fe gaveunions,
extra told, he said, that he would be
for
pay
holiday and Sunday work, taken to either Cananea or
the capital of Sonora.
recognizing it as a principle.
Surrounded by guatds, Lopez was
Individual Settlements.
inaiviauai settlements will not taken to the railroad station on
oe maae, Mr. swope said, declarthe Mexican side of the line when
a Cananea train pulled in. As
ing that the men went nnf tn
jfend a principle and would stick passengers were leaving the train,
togetner tin they got it. Surrender Lopez eluded his guards and ran
of seniority and other rights will toward the American side of the
never be agreed to, he said. Mr. boundary. Several Mexican guards
him, but reached the
Swope explained that the law un- pursued
der which the labor board was cre- northern boundary of Mexico a
after Lopez had
ated calls for adjustment boards in few seconds
the southern boundary
various sections.
The railways reached
of
the
United
States.
have not allowed these to be set
up, he said, but the men are insisting upon it, as the delays of RATIONING OF FOOD
getting matters before the labor
SUPPLIES
PLANNED
board often so great as to cause
workers serious suffering.
...
Mr. SwnnA
Auocinted
(By
i
lbs
Press.)
- aaM .o.v in every
TrnVArno rMi.
t..t
ai
case where men had th.,
been held for
'.food supplies is
of
Rationing
weaDons
in
uunjung
Albuquerque
since the strike began, they were "Bins piannea nere owing to the
strikebreakers. "We will turn over Strike Uttnntlnn M...hnl.
to the authorities men among our already limiting purchases of
ranks who start trouble, just as of"sar. iney declare their stocks
necessities are tow and that
quickly as we will strikebreakers a
serinnn
nnu
Rhnrtac.
who do the same thing,'' he denv ' "
icdui.
boat lines are ' able
to main
clared. He said that many statements had been made about affairs tain service with Chicago.
of violence to turn nubile sentiment
against the strikers.
Atlanta. (Jn .Tniv 21
Tom. a
Spend Money Here.
The sneaker called attention to Edgerton of Washington, president
the fact that shopmen spend prac- of the International New Thought
tically all they make right here in Alllapce for 14 consecutive terms,
Albuquerque, and said that if the and all lother officers were rereduction order stands. Albuquer- elected at today's business session
que merchants will lose $183,000 a of Its ninth annual convention.
year. . "Do you think the railways
ELEVEN HOMES BURN.
will return that money to Albur
querque, or take it, away som- or FOrt Wfirt Tin... T..1-- - n.
ewhere?"'. Swope asked. He unknown origin late today commade a strong plea for the moral pletely destroyed eleven homes in
support of Albuquerque people, High Mount, fashionable residentWho
and said their financial aid might ial district hora
I. cou
...I.
'A,.cr lufl. ia
even be asked, and he. hoped it mated at $75,000 to 3100,000.
would be received.
RECEIVER APPOINTED.
Harvey Favors Strike.
Media. Pn .Tniv 01
Th
Rev. T. F. Harvey, pastor of the.
ware
was
the
said
strike
county court today appointed
Baptist church,
He defended receivers for the Thurlow Stee'
right- in principle.
Tt
the men for holding out for a free Works, of rhnstortV p.
f. stated in court
that the' steel conSunday, bjf asking time and
He V.id a worker is entitled cern owed more than Ji, 000,000.
to a day's Test In each seven.
Mr. Walton In his remarks said
Ice cream is sold tn have henn
that he was proud of the way Al- known to the Japanese In the J 3th
itconducted
labor
has
buquerque
(
ceniury. j
self. "Things are peaceful here,"
he said, "not as bad as they have
been nalnted. I .hope yotl will con crowd that filled the lower floor
tinue to act like men.'! Mr. Walton and cart of tho balcony. Many
said the city must not be allowed people not strikers or their farhi- to be damaged bv f notional strife. lies were present.
,
t
is what we need,"
Thomas McElvaln, president df
eald.
J.
orehe
the local machinists!, union,
- t ',
The meeting was attended by a elded,
, v
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GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
"Eventually, Why Not flow?"
Essex Brand String

.....................
,

Beans
Premier Salad Dressing,
large size bottle . .
Farmhouse lCocoa, each:

.v.

i- -.

. . .

....

1 lb. can

......
.......
..................
. . .

1

fC

X.DL

41c
22c

Welch's and Royal Purple Grape
QK
.
OOC
.v
Juice, pints
Welch's and Royal Purple Grape
Juice, quarts
Welch's and Royal Purple
AQ
,:. J) J.
Grape Juice, half gallons
Pawnee Rolled Oats, packed
OK
in 5 lb. bags
,
dt)C
Swift's Premium Sliced Bacon, v
AQs
... . ftO C
each 1 lb. carton

......

all-st-

65c

.............

Vl

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

ASSESSORS

FOR

SPLUND

NEEDED

These and Efficient County
School
Superintendents
Will Ease Tax Conditions,
Expert Says.
PlCIAl DISPATCH

TO

MORNIN9 JOURNAL)

Las Vegas, N. M., July 21. "If
competent men are elected county
school superintendents and county
assessors
there will be no more
cause for taxpayers to complain,"
said Director R. F. Asplund of the
state taxpayers' association, in ad

r

dressing the summer gathering ol
agricultural extension workers o(
fhe state here today. In these twn
offices, he said, there has been

more culpability for the present
chaotic tax conditions
than in
other county offices, he said.
Mr. Asplund spoke en "The
of the Taxpayer to the
Work."
He said that at
the beginning the taxpayers were.
Inclined to think too pretentious a
program had been outlined, but ths
various' departments had done con.
slstently good work and good results are being obtained.
He said
the taxpayer Is willing to give ail
the aid possible.
Mr. Asplund said that there Is
d
of the taxable
probably
property In the state on the tax
rolls, from the basis of actual
value. Ho said that most Important thing to be done In educational
matters Is to work on a budget
system, and every community must
know what the schools oost last
year, what they are costing this
year, and what they will cost next
year. In this way. efficiency can
be gained, and waste eliminated.
one-thir-

m

1 1
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AL BUQUERQUE. N.MCX,

AN OLD STORE WITH

CHARGING ADMISSION
TO GOLF TOURNAMENT
ATTENDANCE
. REDUCES

C

it

NSW SPI

A

s

;

(Dy The Asno. lnlf d Frcm.)

Chicago, July 21 (by the Associated Press.) While the first attempt to charge admission to a
champion golf tournament at the
national open meet at Skokie last
week brought in more than
$15,000,
it resulted In keeping
down the galleries to one of the
smallest
assemblies
that
has
watched a big tournament In recent years.
k
The receipts showed that fewer
than 16,000 persons paid to see the
world's greatest golfers play during the five days of the tourney,
although the scene was within 25
miles of the heart of Chicago and
in tho very center of the North
shore suburbs, where most of the
city's golfers live.

VERDICT OF GUILTY
OF MURDER IN SECOND
DEGREE IS RETURNED

TWO PLEASING SATURDAY1

(By The AMnclatrd Fren.)
Tucson, Ariz., July 21. After de
liberating for five hours today the
jury in the case of Tom Reap,
charged with killing John Halter
on the main street here on the
night of May 12, returned a ver
dict ot guilty of murder in the second degree.
Conviction on this charge carries
a penalty of from ten years to a
lite term in prison.

DEATHS

SPECIALS FOR

,

July Bargain Party
Out of the ordinary in Price, style and quality of
materials are these cotton frocks, values to $11.50
Ginghams in plaids or checks, trimmed with organdy, braid and self materials in very pleasing
combinations of popular colors.
,

ANDFUNERALS

Reduced to

$7.65
'
Very Smart and Cool are thesa

j

Summer Frocks
Values to $13.50, for

;

$10-8- 5
'

i

t

Ginghams of all kinds in the most attractive summer dresses at this sale price. We cannot;, emphasize too strongly the very fine dresses in this lot
at $10.85, made of fine imported Frencxf and English Ginghams in a wide range of beautiful color
combinations, daintily trimmed with organdy, lace,
ribbon and embroidery.

A

.
V

SELF-SERUH-

IG

GROCETERIA
OLDUtfEDAIELOm

.

'A

Going On Vacation?
Get the Hews From Home Every Day

technical detail.

SPECTACULAR FILMING OF
VERNE'S NOVEL, "THE ISLE
OF ZORDA," AT PASTIME

Jules Verne! It's a name to
carry you back to the, days when
you Uterlly ate up such thrill
ing romances as his "Around tne
I

ALBUQUERQUE

MOMHIIG JOUMIAL

,

Will Be Mailed to You Regularly, Including the Sunday
Edition, for 85c Per Month.
ADDRESS CHANGED AS OFTEN AS REQUESTED
F Use Coupon Below and Mail With Your Check
'
MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Please mail Daily and Sunday Journal to address below
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Enclosed find remittance of $ . . ,:. .
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Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.

Use Ccticura And Watch

one-hal-
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Anglo-Saxo-

-
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COMPETENT MEN

CRIBBIN'S The funeral services
for William Crlbbins, aged 45, who
died here yesterday, will be held
from French's chapel this afternoon
at 3:30 o'clock. The pallbearers
from the local
MnrHaus )s ndvocated bv some; will be selected
e
union. Burial will take
deprecated by others. Many partic-ipat- plasterers'
in
Fairvlew
cemetery.
in marriage; many anticipate place
It. Every one, at some time or
Garcia died yes
GARCIA
on
the
Reyes
deliberates
in
other
life,
subject.- - Marriage is the main terday morning at his residence at
18 years old.
was
He
second
San Antonito.
rh.m. nt TPinrAnco Vidor's
Ex He Is survived by his parents. Funstarring vehicle for Associated
be made tohibitors, called "Tne Keai Aavem-ure,- " eral arrangements will
'
and showing for the last time day by Crollott.
today at the "B" theater.
SANCHES Mrs. Baslllo Sanches,
Henry Kitchell Webster Is the
resiauthor of "The Real Adventure," a aged 40, died last night at her
ntirn In thn romance of courtship dence, at Old Albuquerque. vShe Is
and the reality of marriage. It Is a survived by one sister. The body
King Vldor production, directed by was taken to Crollott's funeral parthat rlpvop vounir orenius from the lors pending funeral arrangements.
scenario by Mildred Consldine. The GARCIA Rafelita Garcia, who
cast includes Clyde iiumore, jynuip
be
Ryder, Nellie- - P. saunaers anu died Wednesday night, 9 will
o'elock.
burled this morning at
Li'lyan McCarthy.
t
Burial will be In San Carlos cemGORGEOUS GOWNS AND
etery. Meadows and Martinez will
have charge.
BRILLIANT DANCING AKE
PARTS OF "FASCINATION"
NEGOTIATIONS PNDEH WAY.
Neb., July 21. The
In "Fascination," Mae Murray's
Omaha,
by Union Pacific railroad Is carrying
presented
latest production,
Leonard at the Lyric on negotiations with maintenance
Br,ht,rt
theater, being repeated today for of way men regarding wages althe last time, the famous Metro though no agreement has been
star turns to Spain f6r her back- reached, it became known here
'William Jef feries,
late today.
ground.
Tn "FViarlnntlon" she appears as
general manager of the Union Pathe daughter of a Spanish father cific, said "we are negotiating with
xnu the maintenance of way men at
and an American motner.
combination of the Latin tempera- their request, but nothing has'
n
gives been determined."
ment and the
Miss Murray a wonderful oppor
as
tunity to do remarkable acting the
Dolores De Lisa. She portrays
nart nf a young girl who, revolting
of an
against the chaperonage
unt, decides to give nerseir a noiIn
black
a
herself
iday. Disguising
wig and holiday garb she attends
bull fight against tne wisnes 01
her aunt. At the bull fight she
aafa rorrlta a. handsome voung
toreador, who fascinates her im
It Is this fascination
mediately.
that supplies the main motive ior
the play, for under its spell Dolores
Involved In a series of
becomes
breath-takin- g
Incidents.
The scenes are elaborate ana lav
ish. All maintain the romantic
flavor of Spain, and are complete in

.

-
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The Flour that Makes Good Our Guarantee
Without a Question Is the Flour
We Recommend

Theaters Today

"B" Tlieater-inefieatl-ng
today
tho last time the picture "The
production of mapie for
Florence
with
sugar and maple syrup is purely Real Adventure,"
rean American industry. Canada be- Vldor as tho leading star; also
than the peating "Taking Chances," a two- ing the only other countryare
made. reel Percy and Ferdie comedy,
United States where they
Q. In siM'iiking of titrcngth ot
Mai
Mnrrav
r vrin Ti.nnfni
mnterlnls. what in meant by stress
closes her engagement at the Lyric
ami strain?. 11. K. .
confusion tonight, as the leading character in
A. There is much
cast:
'Vnnrinntinn' with an
among writers as to the definitions
Week- of these terms. An external force also "repeating "A Hex Beach
to pull, it Hud nicture. a uoiuwyn-fcpori-napplied to a body, so as
view comedy.
npart Is resisted by antheinternal
action
force of resistance, and
Pastime Theater "The Isle of
of these forces causes a displacement of the molecules or deforma- Zorda," a Jules Verne picture-stortne
tion. l?y some the external force will leave the Pastime aftereven
shows of the afternoon and
is called stress and the internal
"
bam-mythe names ing; also repenting "Sunshine
force, strain. By others
as the star In "Pickaninny.'
This confusion of
are reversed.
.n.a a not tmnortant, as the
words are commonly used synony 1 LOHEXCE VIDOIl IN SATIREJ;
ON LOVE AND MAUKIAl.I
mously,
nest SEE "THE HEAL ADVENTURE"
Q. What country keeps tlio

t

World in Eighty Days;" "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea," ''The .Tourney to the Center of the Earth, and "Michael
Strogoff."
Jules Verne's active brain conceived and predicted such wondrous Invention as the submarine,
the flying machine, and the apparatus with which his characters
made their "Trip to the Moon"
fifty years before under-wate- r
aeroboats and heavlor-than-nplanes had become, practical.
"The Islo of Zorda" is a Jules
Verne's story a plcturizatlon of
his novel, "Mathlas Sandorf." It
is a thrilling romance built around
an herolo central figure of many
Count Mathias Sanadventures.
dorf Is one of three patriots condemned to death through the plotting of men who betrayed them
that they might secure the patriot's estates. He makes a daring and successful escape on the
eve of execution and plans his
revenge for many years.
The Pastime theater if offering
its patrons a photoplay feature
in
very much
"The Isle of Zorda," which was
in France by Louis
produced
Nalpas and Is said to be the most
unique of all the European film
offerings. It Is a Paths feature
and will be shown at the Pastime
theater today for the last time.
ir

(I); The Annotated frrM.)
Kalamazoo Mirh., July 21 (by
tne Associated Press). The last
day of the Kalamazoo crand cir
cuit meeting was given over to the
pacers, with three events put over
in fast time.
The free for all. pace with six
starters developed a real race be
tween Jimniio McKerron, Hal
and Sir Rouh. The Ohio
gelding took the first heat after a
hard drive with Hal Mahone close
up and the Dean entry In last. The
Rav entry repeated in the second
heat but was chased to the wire
by Boy Grattan with Sir Roch third
and Hal Mahone at the end of the
string. Sir Roch stepped out and
took the final mile, forcing Into
second position with' Hal Mahone
third. The race was paced In an
average time of loss than 2:02.
Johnny Quirk and Logan HeJge-woo- d
were drawn at the close of
the second heat. Roy Grattan
ruled favorite at the start.
Hal Hoe. the favorite in the 2:11
pace, found tho field anything but
soft and was forced to give way to
Henry Dlreot. except in the third
heat, when the Nebraska mare finished in front. The Sherwood
came home second in the opening
heat but after that was unable to
stand the speed. Hal Bee made
several bis to Win on the stretch
but Henry Direct was able to uncork the necessary speed to hold
the lead except in the final mile.
The 2:14 race belonged to Minerva OentrV the favorite all the
way. The Marvin Chllds entry was
the class, winning thite straight
while Fagan and Minnie Williams
were raced out In an effort to head
off the Gentry mare.
The attendance for the five days
meeting was a record breaker.
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All Crackers .and Cookies
selling
'
regular up to 15c, only
U
25c Size Soda Crackers,

FEATURE

ft

F

2.

Officer Hogan, yesterday noon,
after a hot pursuit on loot and In
a taxi, cabtured Salvador Sandoval,
who was wanted for the robbery of
the home of S. J. Connor of East
avenue.
Hazeldine
Hogan, after
firing into the air. drew a bead on
Sandoval and Bhot him in the hand.
A ring on the man's finger was
split, but he was not badly hurt.
He surrendered In a vacant, lot
near the railwaytracks at Tljeras
avenue.

T
KAHN'S

AMERICAN ARTIST
PACER
TO PAINT PICTURE
OF POPE PIUS XI

STRIKERS GIVE

COMPANY

TOBACCO

170,000, REPORT

neighborhood
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Yczr Skin Improve
Nothing better to cleanse and
purify the ikin and to keep H free
from pimples and blackhead than
Cuticura Soap for every -toilet
use. Assist with Cuticura dy
Ointment
when necessary. Cuticura Talcum
! also Ideal for the skin.
ailalwkfTMWIfta. AMrew
Boldran-whnwtlM. Dnt Mf .UtXtmtt.Uut."tMitnhb,
Sospke. OintMot Stud We. Taleanrit.

IfTCamm

i sUn

without him.

No
Do you wish

.Street

-

Phone

.;

paper discontinued at Albuquerque address during
'
your absence? Yes.
No.... v....

Z

t"age f our.
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J
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THEY'RE HELPING BROWNS TO STICK AROUND TOP

BEATEN

CINCINNATI;
SCORE, 5 TO 3

.

..... -

Couch Outpitches Toney and
the Reds Bunch Hits in
the Fifth and Sixth Innings; Cardinals Win.

D.C.WHITES

?gL. MJirL

ST. MflR

iith
runs.

Frisch,

8

...

5
4
3

. .

b

Meusel, If
Stengel rf
Kelly, lb
Cunningham,
Snyder, e
Gaston, o
jcSmith
Toney,

cf.

.....

Barnes, n
jiXxUobertson

Firefighters lost to the Duke City
Whites by the score of 0 in the
best game played by tho Boys' Sen
ior league at Washington park this
summer.
Batteries:
Firefighters Trauth
and Parenti; Duke City Whites
Jones and Chacon.
Yankees lost to the St Mary's
team,
George Ortiz knocked
a home run for the Yankees. BatYankees Ortiz, Campos
teries:
and Felipe; St. Mary's Cha.vez and

2

0

0
,1

..

.35

y

.

few

Ortiz.

Today, Browns play the Tlldlllos.
This starts the league on the second
round. No new teams will be ad- fTnitted after tomorrow.
v.
Junior League,
today, the Highland Laddies play
the Midgets. Tuesday, S A. T.'s
and the Midgets will play off tha'
postponed game from the first of
the season.
Pigmy League.
Athletes lost to the Barelas Ti
gers by the score of 18-- 4
Batteries: Athletes Alfonso, Wolf and
Dozier; .Barelas
Tigers, Ramon
and Sandoval.
Today, Barelas Brown will play
the Eagles.
STANDINGS.
Senior League.
W.
L. Pet
1
6
Browns
.857
St. Mary
2
.714
i....6
2
.667
High School
3
3
Tlldlllos
.500
:
8
3
Red Sox
.600

n

0
o

7

24

14

1

au. j:. ir.ro. a.e.
0
3
0

. .

Daubert, lb

.

1

.

1

3
4

1

Jlarper, rt

0 , 0
0
0

14

Konseea, 2b
Margrave, c
I'inelli, 3b .

Duncan,

i7z

0 11

Cincinnati.

cf

Burns,

1

0
2

1
0

'aveny. ss

0

4
3

(I

Couch, p

PITCH

TEAMS

HE

FOR

in

GIBSON

y

j.

1

txxYoung

Totals

f

4

4
3
4
3
t
1
2

wu.

CORMICK

AMD

Highland Laddies Play Mid Padilla Adds to the Gray
gets in Junior League To
Staff; Series
Twirling
B.
Meet
B.'s
Will
This
Afternoon
Start
day;
Eagles
in the Pigmy League.
at 3 o'clock.

.Scorer
Now York.
AH, R. H. TO, A. E.

Bancroft, ss
Kawlings, 2b

July 22, 1922

FAMES

COP

(By Tbe Amoclafe l'rpii.)
(JlnolnnaU, July 21. Couch
fttchert Toney todny and the Reds
won the third giime o the series
'with the Giants. to 3. The home
team bunched lilts in the fifth and
innings and earned all their

9.

JOURNAL

i.i

8 27 14
5
2
29
Totals
x Batted for Gaston in ninth.
'
seventh.
in
for
xx Batted
Toney
'
Above, left (o right: McManua, second baseman; Pitehert Van Gilder and Shocker. Below,
3
4
.429
xxx Batted for Barnes in ninth.
Firefighters
8
De Molays
3
010 000 0203
Bayne.
.500
New York
OOx
6
N.
M.
1
V,
Yankees
?
.333
000 023
Cincinnati
Lee Fohl's superb handling of
In the spectacular race
Fon-echurler
e
2
Duke
still
6
spots
high
experienced
.286
though
hits
City Whites..,.
Summary:
his pitchers, old and young, and
Three-ibas- e
the St. Louis Browns continue to
Junior League,
young. McManus, in a brief seaCouch. Bancroft.
tha brilliant infielding of Mcrun. Urban Shocker Is a veteran
L. Pet.
Wj
son, has made a bid for far. at
hit Meusel. Double play
to 3an
Manua at second, are two of the
2
.8
.800
of many campaigns. Bayne is an
second.
Highland Laddies
a youngster.
Kelly to Bn:.-ro- on to Kelly
VanJildej's
Barelas
White
Off
Sox.
.750
balls
a.
Couch,
croft. Bases
:
:
3
1.
.
Struck
out
.1
Pirates
,
.250
i
a; Toney, 3; Barnes,
i
..2S.
.222
Midgets
made It thiee straight from PhilaBy Couch, 3: Haines, 1. Hits
American
deleague
by
standing
Off Toney, 8 in 6 innings; off delphia by winning today's .game,
"
I'lgmy League.
1 to 0,
Washington
today,
feating
2.
I
W.
Pot.
6 to 0, the second shutout of the
Losing pitcher
Jiarnes, 0 in
tor Its twelfth straight victory.
3
0
1.000
Barelas
Toney.
series.
t
Score:
H. E. Athletes Tiger?
R,
2
1
.333
Score:
R. II. E.
Cleveland ...000 000 1001 5 0 Barelas Browns
1
1
Rt. Ixwis, 6; Boston, 1.
.500
,
Philadelphia .000 000 0000 4 0
.000100 0000 5 3
0
St. Louis, Mo., July 21.
.000
..
.014 000 Olx 6 8 0
Pittsburgh
fl VICTORY Washington
DUT
Batteries: Morton and O'Neill; Eagles
home run with the bases full
Batteries: King, Smllh, Winters
Johnson, Francis and Piclnlch,
In the eighth gave the "Cardinals a and Henline; Morrison and Gooch.
Gharrity.
? to 1.
victory over Boston today..
St.
JOHN wauw
'
It was the third straight for
Chicago. 1; Brooklyn, 0.
moved
jKiston, ; unioago, 7,
and
Braves
over
the
FOR
3,ouls
Chicago, July 21. Grover Alex21. Boston defeat
Boston,
July
them to within .004 Of the
ander was better than "Dutch"
ed Chicago 8 to 7 in eleven inGiants, who lost to Cincin- Ruether. star southpaw of the
nings today.' In the eleventh Pratt
nati. Prior to the eighth Watson league, in a pitching duel today,
took second on Dugan's
In this and Chicago defeated Brooklyn 1 Hits
Jiad hurled seriVtionally.
Run,, Triple singled,
bunt and scored tha winning run
Inning four hits and two errors to 0 in a game which required one
on
John Collins fourth hit of the
and Two Singles in Four
the Cardinals their runs. The
and thirteen minutes to plav.
The victory
afternoon:
frave hit Doak, Barfoot and North hour
Score:
E.
R.
H.
Times Up and New York Boston out of last place asbrought
Phila
pafely fourteen times and drew six Brooklyn ....000 000 000 0 4 1
delphia lost.
Jiases on balls, but ceuld score only Chicago
1
'
6
0
yOOO 001 OOx
Defeats
to
7
5.
Detroit,
R.
H. E.
Score: .
!nnce.
They had twelve men left
Batteries: Ruether and Deberry;
Chicago . .000 200 230 CO 7 12 ft
on bases. Score:
Alexander anfl O'Farrell.
(By The Associated Treat.)
2
002
203
Boston
...000
JfATIONtL LEAGUE.
15,
018
Boston.
' w. L. Pet.
New Yorlf. July 21. Meusel's
Batteries: Robertson, Schupp,
AB. R. IT. TO. A.E.
52
32
New
York
.619
terrific
enabled the New Hodge, Blankenshlp and Schalk;
1
3
hitting
4
2
0
0.
cf
Powell,
56
35
.615
York Americans to overcome De- Fergushn, Quinn. Russell, Piorcy St. Louis
0
3
0
1
0
5
fclxon, If
47 4 41
'
.534
troit's
lead and defeat the and Walters, Ruel.
Chicago
3
0
0
4
2
0
rruise, rf
47
43
.522
Cincinnati v
visitors In the third game of the
btoeckel, Sb....t. 4 1 1 1 2 0
43
45
.489
series, 7 to 6. Muesel hit a home
Brooklyn ,
', ! 0 S 9 1 0
Siolke, lb
42
44
.488
'
two
in
four
and
run,
Pittsburgh
4
singles
triple
0
1
0
0
2
Ford, ss
31
52
.373
times up, and drove in or scored
1
Philadelphia
2
0
ICopf, 2b
55
.345
.29
Boston
all of New York's runs. Score:
1
4
0
3
0
Olbson, c
Detroit.
1
0
0
3
1
0
Watson, p
R.
E.
AB.
A.
PO.
H.
fcChristenbury. ..
ii
1
1
9
0
1
Blue, lb
JfATlOXAIj LEAGUE.
'
1
0
4
0
0
0
Jones 3b
Boston at St. Louis.
2
1 14 24 12
31
Totals
-3
4
1
0
0
2
Cobb, cf
,
Brooklyn at Chicago.
for Watson in ninth.
4
1
1
0
0
0
If
Veauh,
New York'at Cincinnati.
fit. IOlliS.
ltellmann, rf , . 4 0 2 1 0 0
AB. R.H. TO. A. E.
Philadelphia 'at Pittsburgh.
0
0
4
8
2
2
Clark,' 2b
0
1
0
4
6
1
rf
riack,
Rlgney. ss . . . . 4 0 0 A 8 0
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
fcmith. cf
.. 3 0 0 5 1 0
0
0
4
1
Woodall, c
at Boston.
Chlgo
0
0
jrornsby, 2b.... 44 11 11 41 41 0o
0
0
1 0
Olsen, p
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Mueller, If
0
0
1
0
lx3
Cole,
p
Detroit at New York.
I'ournler, lb. ... 4 01 12 42 11 00
0
0
0
0
1 0
xManlon
Cleveland at Washington.
'4
hock, 2b
4
fi
0
4
0
0
riemons. c.
9
5 11 24
3.8
...
Totals
n
n
2
6
l 0
&,avan, ss
x Batted for Cole in ninth.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
o
o
o
o
o
0
North,
New York.
v
W.
L.
Pet.
o
o
1 0
1
0
Jioalt, p...
BY
NORMAN
I1ROWN.
E.
A.
AB. R. H. PO.
37
52
St. Louis . . .'
.584
o 2
n
o
1
barfoot, p
A
3
Jtcnl
0
golf
star,
40
62
...
.665
New York
Witt, cf
addition
to
the
TToporcer, ss . . . . 11 1 0 ft 0 0
Is
China's
lO
18
latest
4
3
47
.522
Chicago
Plpp, lb
1
0 0
0
0
kSehuttz
0
1
world.
athletic
.
,
44
46
If
.611
Meusel,
Cleveland
0
1
0
0
0
fe.Mann ;
0
3
Charlie Chung Is his name, and Detroit ...
46
45
.606
Ruth, If
he
is
credit
for
.
the
.
40
46
given
having
.466
Schang, c
Washington
(!
0
33
8 27 16
Totals
62
38
.422
tochnlque of tho game well In Boston .
Ward. 2b . .
z Batted for I,avan In eighth.
for playing a steady, Philadelphia ......35
and
hand
49 w .417
ss
Scott,
zz Ran for Schultz In eighth.
heady game.
McNally, 3b
000 000 010 t
tRoston
Chung was educated In America. 11
Bush, p
000 000 OOx 6
NATIONAL LEAGfE.
PERSONS INJURED
fit. Louis
Then
he returned to China. There
p
Hoyt,
e
hits
Stock,
Summary:
Pittsburgh, 6; Philadelphia,
he became Interested in golf
BY
AVALANCHE IN PARK
run Fournier.
Home
Mueller.
Z.
1
New
11
7
27
Cincinnati, 6;
12
35
York,
Totals
through hearing his employer, a
ritolen bases Kopf, Gibson Double
"
Chicago, 1; Brooklyn, 0.
rich
Innings:
talk
sugar
company
By
official,
C!em-fmjilay Mueller, Hornsby and
St. Louis, 6; Boston, 1.
(Br The lutoclntrA Trein.)
005 000 000 5 about It at the office. Later he
Detroit
Yosemlte, Calif., July 21. Miss
Bases on balls Off Doak, 2;
001 030 80x 7 tried the game and showed such
York
New
-- AMERICAN LEAGUE.
S; Barfoot, 3; North, 1. Struck out
hits Cobb, aptitude for It that he was given FranceswasKillam of Palo Alto,
Summary: Two-bas- e
Calif.,
seriously injured and
By Watson, 2; North, 1. Hits
Three-bas- e
Boston, 8; Chicago, 7.
meusei, every opportunity
hits
Scott.
tp learn the ten others received minor injuries
lOff Doak, 9 in 3 innings, (two on,
St. Louis, 10; Philadelphia,
runs Cobb, veacn, game.
Home
Witt.
4
avalanch!
on .the Ledge trail
in
hons out In fourth; Barfoot,
New York, 7; Detroit, 5.
Meusel. Stolen base Blue. Sac
He is now In the Hawaiian Is inan
Yosemito valley today.
I; North, 1 In 1. .Winning pitcher
Cleveland, 1; Washington, 0.
rifices Olsen, McNally.
upuDie lands and is expected to come to In The
avalanche occurred a mile
Barfoot,
npp. the United States late In August and a half
play McNally. Ward and Struck
distant from the floor
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
on balls Off Cole, 1.
Bases
to
skill
here.
his
try
Incidentally of the valley and a half mile from
Pltfshnrsh, ; Philadelphia, 0.
Milwaukee, 10; Louisville, 13.
2; Cole, l; Hoyt.
Olsen,
news
him
of
from
Hawaii
re0UtBy
also
were
Glacier Point. The
St. Paul, 3; Columbus, l;
Pittsburgh, July 21. Pittsburgh
innings, fers to' the brilliant
Hits Off Bush. 5 in 2
of taken to Glacier PointInjured
inn.. There
Kansas City, 8; Indianapolis,
Olsen, 9 in 4, none Francis Brown, wealthyplaying
Hoyt, 6 In 6
man
sugdr
were
on
Winhikers
the
4.
when
trail
3
In
sixty
Toledo,
Minneapolis,
out In fifth; off Cole,
and champion of Hawaii. He Is
without
began
ning pitcher Hoyt. Losing pitch- also expected to come to the Unit- the avalanche
WESTERN LEAGUE.
warning. ' All escaped except Miss
er Cole.
to
ed
States
show
the
brand
of
4.
Des Moines, 5; Wichita,
Killam and her companions
who
game played there.
,
were tarried off the trail. The
Omaha, 1; Tulsa, 7.
St. Louis, 10; PlUludclphla, 2.
InSioux City. 12; Oklahoma City,
force
PhllndelDhia. Pa.. July 21. St.
the
ranger
transported
Chronometers used for measur- jured to the inn and then policed
15.
Louis hit three Philadelphia pitchDenver .7; St. Joseph, 8.
ers hard today and won the third. ing the velocity of projectiles are the trail. Heavy rains In the valgame of the acnes, 10 to 2. .score.)' capable of splitting a second of ley are thought to have started the
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
a thousand parts.
.
St. Louis,
avalanche,
,
AB. R. HkPO. A. E.
Mobile, 8; Atlanta, 2.
12.
u
New Orleans, 4; Birmingham,
1
4
i
Gerher, s
- HeiVi Something Aerot S. S.3.
1 J
Little Rock, 2; Chattanooga, 2 Tobin. rf
4
in
5
, That YouTl R Glad to Hear.
darkness).
tenth,
(called
Sisler, lb
No other scheduled.
Williams, If.
Ton might just aa wen know tt rigM
McManus, 2b.
COAST LEAGTE.
now, the cause of skin eruption
Jacobson, cf . ,
I.os Angeles, 4; Vernon, 1,
pimples, blackheads, bolls and so on,
Severeld, o...
is right In the blood. There is no get22; Salt Lake, 6.
Portland,
Bronkle, 8b..
ting away from It Science baa proved
1.
7;
Sacramento,
Seattle,
We prove tt Tou can prove Jt
Wright,
it When
San Francisco. 4t Oakland.
the cause of skin troubles and
39 10 18 27 I 0
eruptions Is tn the blood. It isn't corn- Totals
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE. -Philadelphia.
B.
R.
II.
Score:
E.
AB. K. H. PO,
Lubbock ....000 003 200 5 10 6
1
b.
4 Young,
One Week, Opening Monday, July 24t,h
1
San Angelo. .041 000 000 B
Dykes, 3b..
1
(Called account darkness.)
If..
Walker,
Batteries: Sparks, Cantrell and
lb.
Allen; Cocke, Howell and Kllnd- - Hauser,
Galloway, ss
worth.
R. H. E. Berger, c. .
Score:
0
'1
Amarlllo . . . .000 000 100 1 6 2 Perkins, rf.
Welch,
001 001 lBx 7 11 1
0
Ranger
cf.
.
McGowan,
Batteries: Maples and Byers; Harris, p..
Zapalac and Clayton.
.
.
R. II. E. xBruggy
Score:
il
032 010 0107 12 1 Sullivan, p
1M f. f. B. dire Tea Aa
Skl! Sweetwater ... .003
2 Ogden, p.',
004
9 19
Q2x
Stamford
to
sense
mon
aim ply treat the skin.
Batteries: Richburg and Howze,
A. bottle of R 8. & will prove to yon
...36 2 10 27 13
Totals
what Is happening- In your blood. 8.8.8. Pipkin; Knadler and Schmidt
x Batted for Harris In fifth.
,
no game; teams
Il a scientifle blood ckacser, It drives
t I.Ti
eat the linparlOwi which cause eczema, traveling.
HI 81 040102
St. Louis
ENTERTAINMENT DE LUXE
:
tetter, rash, pinplea, boils, blackheads,
001
blotches and ether, skin eruptions.
Philadelphia Two-bas- e 100 000
PLAN SUMMER SCnOOL.
hits Sisler,
When these Impurities are driven out,
Summory:
Playing High Class Farce Comedies Interspersed with
Las Vegas, N. M July 21. Ths 2; Williams, Dykes, Young. Three-bas- e
can't stop several very Bice things
ym
from happening. Tour Hds turn nat- - University of Missouri is planning
Home runs
Bronkie.
hit
Tour eyes sparkle, youH the establishment of a summer
vi rally rosy.
Dykes, Severeld. Stolen bases
cieara.
enmpie-io- n
il Decomes
near here. Dr. Gcrber,
school of
Bacrinces
Williams,
tlfuL Tour face looks like that of a Mehl, headgeology
of
of
the department
refined
Wright, z: ueroer. oases on um
prosperous, ruddy, well-feIn
the
been
has
school,
THE ORIGINAL GLOOM CHASERS
or If you are a woman, geology
Off
Lf Wright, 8; Sulli' gentleman,
summer with ft party of van, 2. Harris,
out By Ogden, 1,
your complexion becomes the real kind here all
Struck
8.8. a twenty-on- e
The party Wright, 4. Hits Off Harris, 8 in
students.
that the whole world so admires.
V
r,
be- - has been
Cleverly Directed Performances'
Is also a powerful
camping - In the Hot 6 innings; Sullivan, 7 in z
og
cause It bunds new and more blood. Springs canyon.
summer den, 1 in 1
Losing pitche- reUa. That's why It fills out sunken school Is ormed If the
Two Shows Each Night at 7:30 and 9:00 O'CIock
permanently, a Harris.
. cheeks, bony necks, thin limbs, helps
retrain lost flesh. It costs jUttle to plot of ground will be secured.
Adults .5)c;,Chirdren 2Sc'
have this happen to you. K 8. 8. Is Such a school is expected to draw
; PRICES:
Olevelnml, 1; Washington, 0.
old at all drug stores. In two irises, large numbers of students friim all
Washington, Jily 21. Cleveland
Tsa larger SU U the more economical parts of the counlry,
went into fourtl) place In the
Included)

llshed In the Spanish language, and
we will also use every other means
to make the fiesta a success, at
least from the standpoint of attendance. It is our further purpose to prepare small flyers to be
distributed at stations and elsewhere, giving speciaWates from
principal' stations, so that the entire plan will be thoroughly advertised from alt" territory from
which reduced rates will be made,
'i
"Yours 'truly,
"W. J. BLACK." '

COME ON, MEN!
it's July Clearance Sale Time
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ESULTS

Two-bas-

Prices On
The Town's Lowest
'
v
the Town's Highest Quality

--

Our prices start lower than anywhere else.
The quality stays no matter how deeply1
we cut the prices.

1- -3

50. per cent on Men's

(Special Correspondence ,o The Junm il.)
Santa Ke, July 21. The Santa
Fe railway and other lines operating In this state have made Unusual

ure Suits.

concessions in tltb matter of round
trip fares or the Santa. Fe fiesta
in September.
The rates are fare
d
and
from, all joints in the
state-.anfrom pointsvln
Arizona.
Excursion rates will be 1 effect
from points In Colorado.
W. J. Black, passenger traffic
manager for the Santa Fe, has
written Hugh Williams, chairman
of the state corporation commission and a warm supporter of the
fiesta, a letter stating that a circular has been issued to all Santa
Fe agents in Kansas, Colorado and
Arizona advertising the fiesta, and
that copies of the circular are being d'stributed to all foreign lines
throughout the United States.
FoUowItut la a. nortlon of Mr.
Black's letter referring to rates,
recently received by Mr. Williams:
"Dear Mr. Williams:
"In connection with plans for
the fiesta. I have (discussed the
subject of excursion fares with the
other New Mtxlco lines, with a
better
view to doing something
than usual, and I am happy to say
each
the
of
that
gentlemen ad
dressed have given their hearty
concurrence in a proposal for fare
d
and
from all pelnts In
New Mexico to Santa Fe, also fare
d
and
from points in Arizona, Phoenix and--. cast.
"This will be the equivalent of
3.2 cents per mile in each direction'

Men's

Weights
Men's Shirts and! Furnishings

HAWKINS
;

.

..

,

--

Why: take1 the chance of getting
these warm days?A telephone
call brings the
home.
Seasonable Items for Your Picnic Lunch
sun-stru-

mto-you-

Jellied

one-wa-

Corn. Beef, Glass

ck

r

2c

Sandwich Spread, Glass Jar

y
territory where the
rate is 4.8 cents per mile, and is on
a somewhat lower basis than usually obtains in other territory
where the prevailing basis is faro
and
for such occasions.
, "There are at present summer
excursion fares from Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo to Santa
additional
Fe, which will "make
rates from these polntsTinneces-sary- .

Jar

...-.-...55c

Lunch Tongue, Glass Jar
,
.65c
Grandee Olive Butter, Glass Jar
,25c and 35c
Underwood's Devilled Ham, Jins . . . . .25c and 45c
Mammoth Ripe, Olives, large tins
,90c
Jumbo ' Ripe Olives, pint tins
45c
New Line QueeA Olives, jars
20c to 95c
Olives, jars
Jew Line Sttffed
,20c to $1.10
.
7 2 oz. jars 35c
Crystallized Cucumber-PicklesSmall Pickled Onions, 8 oz. jars
55p
Cliquot and White Rock Ginger 'Ale,
bottles ...
,
12 1.2 to 30c
Fresh Potato Chips, 2 packages
,"25c
Powdered Sweetened Lemon Juice, tins . .45c-85- c

....

lf

......

However, we will establish
excursion fares from points on out1
lines in eastern Colorado, as far
east as Holly.
To Advertise It.
"It is also our purpose to ad
vertise this beaston extensively In
newspapers, including those pub- -

,

1--

.......

Guard Yonr Health
BeSursToVis

f
tS&1
tjliwa
CATARRH

or
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one-thir-

I

v

THE SERVICE STORES

one-thir-

W

-t

Summer

Ready-to-We- ar

d

'

Made-to-Meas-

-

.

one-thir-

one-ha-

t

By iBuying Now at This NFrien'dly
Store You Can Save 33
per cent to

RATE CONCESSIONS
GIVEN BY RAILWAYS
FOR SANTA FE FIESTA

In

.

;

1

Z-

114 WEST CENTRAL

'

a.

Two-bas-

ITS NEW HIGH SCHOOL
Portales, N. it., July 21. The
Portales school board has held ev.
erai meetings during the past few
days In regard to purchasing the
f"rnlshlngs and equopment for the
new high school building, which is
under construction here. Several
representatives of furnishing companies of different states have been
present at these meetings, and
$5,600 worth of furnishings and

equipment have been purchased up
to the present time.

Journal Want Ads bring result

Jordy McCormick, star El Paso
moundsman who twirled for the
when they
Grays last season
trimmed the Woodward Oklahoma
team by a score of 2 to 1 in a
game, will probably occupy
the mound for the Gibson miners
who will meet the Grays at Ba8
relas ficl(J tlis afternoon at
of the
o'clock in the first game
"
two game scries.
Crozier, also of El Paso, has
been added to the Miners' pitching staff and the visitors will present the most formidable line-useen in Albuquerque for the past
two or three years, If dope is right
ly figured out
Not to be outdone, Dan Fadllla,
manager for the Grays, has an
imposing line of pitching talent all
squared ftway for both games. The
pitching staff of the Grays includes
Roberto, Red Irwin, O'Connell,
Toots Teller and Radcllff, ' boss
Belen twirler who will wear a
Gray uniform today.
"The Gibson tenm is the strongest which has invaded Albuquerque for several years," Dan claimed last night, "and I have done
everything possible to get the
Grays in shape to make the games
thrillers from start Jo finish."
The second game' of the series
will be played Sunday afternoon,
This will be the Grays last appearance here this mftnth, as they
are scheduled for a three game series with Fort Bayard next

P0RTALES FURNISHES

IV.
TMHuMV-l-l-'thKHfarl-
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PREVENTIVE
Alf.nl. Utm.lt Pratacltoa
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ACTS --6

'

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent o'r trade, write
your want
ad on this blank, tear out and mail to The Morntng Journal, Albu- '
"
qierque, New Mexico. '

"

c

M

GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

Crystal Opera House

p...

I

''''".

Urgest. Circulation

Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results

:'

V''";'
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Page Five
have resided near Albuquerque. In LIMERICK TAKEN BY
25 PER CENT OF CITY
the University Heights the borders
TREES WILL BE LOST around the trees should be enFREE STATE, FORCES
and if the
and made

Fa

Woman's Daily M agazme rage
FALL FROCKS SHOW
VOGUE FOR EPONGE

FEET

FOUR DAHGIKG

Because of hot and dry weather
2B
per cent of the shade trees in
Albuquerque will die this year, according to J. T. Young, president of
the Albuquerque Nurseries, unless
thpy nre watered liberally, beginning at once. Mr. Young saltTlast

tmanii'Ttrn

BT JANE PHELrS.

Dear Mrs. Thompson: What can
I do to whiten my skin? Would
freckle cream remove freckles? ,
CHERRY."
A teaspoonful of the tincture of
benzoin to an ounce of rosewater
fnmi o waII lrnnwn Vntlnn. which
is excellent for whitening the skin.
I do not recommend any preparation for freckles that Will remove
the outer, skin. The following paste
hm nrnvori hennffr.In.1 In cases of
stubborn freckles: Oxide ot zinc,
dram: suwomae or

.at she had counted
my mother
on my coming and had given up
another engagement and she wished she had known before. Mother
CHAPTER 29.
phoned Just as soon as I told her
to. At first I thought I would' go,
Gertie told her mother Len had
but by 4 o'ciock m the afternoon
:
asked her to marry him.
my head ached so that I knew I
"What did you say, dearie?" Ill
couldn't.
concealed anxiety In her vojce, as
Would you advise me to go with
this girl any more?
the
asked
question.
the mother
ARTHUR H.
Times were hard, food high, rents
It seems tn' me the girl was
Their landlord had Just
soaring.
The least she could
raised them, the second time in
have done was express sympathy
a year. Even with Gertis's larger
were' sick, and show
salary it had again become hard
dram; distrln. because you because
your nfother
Len had a
to make ends meet.
nne
drams: glycer appreciation
called her. "You can probably find
drams.
good trade, was a hard worker.
in,, one one-habe more
would
who
girl
"I told him I wasn't marrying
Spread the paste upon tne irecK-le- s another
f
at night before going to bed. considerate.
Gertie returned. "I
anybody,'
Tn thA mrtrn'ln
remove what re
ma not well
don't like him,
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
Kindly
mains with a little powdered borax
enough to want to be with him
print a lotion for blackheads. H.
and sweet oil.
and it I married him I'd have to
O,
There is no absolute preventive
be with him all the time."
Trv the green soap treatment foi
of freckles. By the way of protec"All right, Gertie, it jou don't
Tincture of green
the
followed
like him," but a sigh
tion, however, before exposure to blackheails:
sun or wind, rub in a good cold soap, two ounces; distilled witch
words. Mrs. Cummings' ambitions
ounces.
two
cream, wipe off with a soft cloth, hazel,
for Gertie were drowned by her
stay on only a
and dust over with a good toilet fewLet this mixture
And Len was, after
necessities.
moments, then wash off with
powder.
all, about as higJTas Gertie could
and sunburn: hot water.
For
aspire.
If the green soap irritates the
Citric acid (lemon), three drams;
Gertie heard the sigh and knew
hot water, eleven ounces; borax, skin, as It sometimes will, a usecoldit
its cause.
two drams: red rose petals, one every other day. Apply
"rework harder, ma. I know
cream.
ounce; glycerin, two ounc-- s.
things are awful high, perhaps
Green soap may be purchased at
.Dissolve tne acm ana Dorax in
soon.
I'll
will give me a raise
anv druir Btore. It is not a regular
an
for
infuse
the
the
water;
petals
him
ask
anyway."
1ollv baK "cake "snap" but is of about the
hrtnr! Rtrntn thrnilffh
"It Jennie she's older than you
hours decant consistency of custard.
after twenty-fou- r
was when you commenced to work
the
Open each seed acne withhardthe clear portion and add tne
of a fine needle. The
as
as
often
point
Apply
glycerin.
"Don't say a word, ma! Jennie's
ened mass must be picked out. The
going to keep right on in school.
empty sac of the gland should then
'She's going to have her chanoo ten
have v- - i,A,v,o.i with a uttlA toilet vine
I
Mrs.
Dear
Thompson:
We ll get along
be somebody.
very weak
been going with a girl for several gar and water, or with a ana
somehow. When she gets through
waiei.
have taken her every- solution of o rbollo acm
months
and
It
she will earn a lot, but it she stops
where. The other evening I had a Sterilize the needle before using as
no
now she'll never be anybody,
date with her but couldn't keep it by dipping into boiling water,
unless
more .than I am."
because I was sick. My mother the use of any Instruments,
(
Is
"Vou're a good girl, Gertie, and
BY ELOISE.
told her and she seem- tho neeille as well as the skin
and
phoned
is
always
cleansed,
than lots that is educat-oJ.- "
,m
fad
which
didn't
been
thoroughly
say
it
has
and
the
about
ed
Eponge
angry
'
.,
of the summer will continue good she was sor. I was sick. She told
"We'll get along, ma! Be sure
in the fall according to present inyou don't say anything to Jennie
dications.
At least wool eponge
about stopping.
She might think
PARK --POLICE WILL
will be used in 'many ot the new
we wanted her to and I should f;fcl
e
frocks. It is made up in
SILENCE
PRESERVE
awful if she wasn't a teacher. Tim
much the Bame manner as twll
helps alot, he sells so many pacord
other
fall
One
and
materials.
AT
BAJWC0NCERTS
pers and I'll ask Fagin soon.'feature in favor of the eponge
Before she left for her evening's
over other materials is that it
be maintained during
will
Quiet
IN
work Gertie answered Tom Norrls'
comes in a variety of different colof the summer
tho remainder
note. After tearing up several efors and ' so offers a change from
concerts
at Robinson
forts she wrote:
open-ai- r
the over present blue, black and
"My Dear Mr. Norrls;
brown.
the park police. It was anby
"I never received your first letSorrento blue makes the straight
nounced last night by F. E. Porter,
ter so, of course, I couldn't anline fall frock of wool eponge. It
Four men
park superintendent.
swer it. I got the books all right.
is trimmed with bands of black
will be on duty to silence the
Thank you very much. I am stuembroidered braid and fancy buttons. A leather belt with metal 196 Fires Reported in Dis- children who drown out the music
dying all I can. I guess I don't
with their voices.
links marks the waistline and the
improve very fast so please excuse
10 Parents who have allowed their
Past
Tomorrow Nothing Risked, Nothtrict
any mistakes.
During
bell
sleeves
are
' "Ma was pleased
because ' you
children to romp ' and shriek all
slashed and faced with crepe of
ing Gained.
Days;' Few of Them Over over the park grounds during the
self color. Note the revival of the
concerts to tho great annoyance
square neckline.
10 Acres
of thoso who came to hear the
A black crepe
hat with burnt
bafid numbers, are advised that ofgoose feathers completes the cosNational forests of the southwest ficers
nre likely to arrest contln
tume which is suitable for street district have Just passed through
ued violators of the silence rule.
wear without a wrap.
BV MAS. MORTON
"
one of the most trying Are periods
This prevalent discourtesy to the
in the history of New Mexico and musicians and the audience which
Arizona. During the ten day period gathers at the park on Sunday
MENU HINT.
tea- FINANCES PROBABLY
half teaspoon salt,
between July 10 and 20 reports Just evenings has heretofore been unBreakfast,
spoon vanilla.
NOT
WILL
PREVENT received
at the district office from checked. Other common annoyRhubarb Sauce
i
Pineapple Pie Yolks three eggs
190 forest ances to which tho attention of the
Creamed CJilpped Beef on Toast beat well, add one aid
NAMING POLICEWOMAN all forests show thatthat
fires started during
period, police have been called are start.
Cocoa
Milk
cups sugar, a handful of corn meal
but few of them were moro than ing, and stopping automobile enLuncheon.
(whie,), and flour,, mixed wtfth
In
City Manager Bert Calkins,
e
fires, the fire crews ex- gines during band numbers and
Potato Patties
tablespoon tv.ilter, one can pineinquiry yesterday, said tinguishing the blazes before they the the parking in double rows of
Tuna Fish Salad
Muffin apple and juice. Bake in one crust, reply to an would
no
be
there
that
appoint had gotten a good start.
cars on Copper avenue, which reBerries and Top Milk
cool and epver with mefingue.
ment of a city policewoman before
New Mexico forests reported sults in frequent traffic
Tea
the meeting of the city commission forty-fofires for the period,
Dhuier.
ECONOMIES.
Tuesday night. Calkins was asked twenty-fiv- e
of which were on the
Baited Potatoes
Mock Duck
Some women Imagine that eccon-m- y Fif
of
a
the
police Datil national forest. Only two of
Creamed Asparagus
means substituting something woman appointment
dis- these were
e
would
necessitate
the
fires.
i Lemon Foam
Filled Cookies.
unpleasant for something nice. This charge of a male member of the There were noover
o
tires on the
CoYfee,
Is not necessarily the case, A suet
He said probably not, as
force.
and Lincoln forests.
pudding will be quite as nice and some means would
be found of
Arizona forests were hard hit,
TODAY'S RECIPES.
just as wholesome if, instead of the
payment of the new sustaining 152 ot the fires. Tho
Mock Duck Take one and
somowhat expensive
suet, rather financingif the
e
one
is
He
officer,
appointed.
Coconino forest reported
pounds or round steak, lay flat, more than half the quantity of
"
salt. Heap on this a regular bread clean beef or lamb dripping be said he had heard it was not Un fires, only one of them, however,
likely thrft women's organizations was of more than ten acres,
seasoned with used.
crumb dressing,
Sn far this season there has been
Stewed fruit wl!K need Just halt of the city would help raise the
grated onion. Dbt top with'butter
and bake In a moderate oven for the usual quantity of sugar if half necessary salary for the police 695 forest fires in the district. But
were
neces
if
uch
found
woman,
434 'were reported for the whole
one hour, basting occasionally. This a teaspoonful ot carbonate of oda
N
season last year. The increase l.s
makes a ver delicious and inex- be addea to two pounds of fruit be- sary.
"The present city administration due to the dry condition of the
pensive meal. Baking potatoes at fore cooking, and the fruit will be
same time saves fuel.
less sour, as the carbonate of soda has felt the need of more police," timber lands.
one
Fish Salad Flake
Tuna
said;Mr. Calkins, "and had considcorrects the acid.
small cad of tuna fish, dice celery,
Excellent pastry can be mad ered, a, woman officer. The only
mixing same with home made may- from bacon fat. There Is generally problem was to finance the addi- SERIOUS CHARGE IS
,
onnaise. Place on individual head some left in the pan after the tions.".
LODGED AGAINST TWO
lettuce leaves. Two or three fiar' breakfast bacon has been fried, and
across
row strips of pimento placed
if this is saved it Is cheaper than SISTER IDENTIFIES
John Grogan, colored, has filed
top of each sated improves It.
buying margarine or lard. Wliere
of Justice
Lemon Foam One cup sugar, half a pound of margarine would
HER BROTHER'S BODY a complaint In the court Lula
Grotwo heaping tablespoons cornstarch, have beep used five ounces of bacon
George Roddy, charging
and
be
to
white,
said
is
who
gan,
mix, add Juice of one lemon and fat is sufficient instead.
Tha
Ainoclnted
Press.!
(Ry
adulone pint of boiling water, stir well
Hayward colored", with
New York. July 21 (by the Asso Dick and
GroLula
and cook In double boiler until
ciated Press). County morgue of tery is saidconcubinage.
to be the common law
gan
thick. After this is cold beat in
Identifificials
the
todav'
accepted
Do
MORE
wife
TUCKS AND
of John Grogan. The case
whites of two eggs, beaten stiff.
cation of Mrs. Almanda Doughty has been
set for Monday afternoon
not beat until smooth but to a
Red
N. J.4 who said that
of
USED
TUCKS
ARE
Bank,
The first application of Resinol Oint3:30 o'clock.
frothy texture. Serve a sauce with
of Edward Euston, which at
the
body
ment usually takes the Itch and burn
it made or one pint milk, two tableIN THIS FROCK police had thought might be that
ATJTOIST IS HURT.
spoons of sugar and the egg yolks,
right out of eczema and similar skin
of an English nobleman, was In
Las Vegas, N. M., July 21. Andy affections. This gentle, healing ointthickening with cornstarch. This
reality her brother.- Edward Ijus-tacserves five people and is cmslly
renment seems to get right at the root ol
born of Irish- parents In Al- Gavin, an auto mechanic, was
made.'the cost being little.
dered unconscious today when his the trouble, ana is almost sure to rebany, N. Y..
Oatmeal Cookies Mix flour, rairoad.
on
Watrous
car
the
store skin health in a short time.
Mrs. Doughty said her brother
upset
sins, oatmeal and salt Beat the
was eccentric and that he He is reported not seriously hurt.
always
Kulaol Otntmtot snj Sstp tt all dranltt.
add
The car skidded off the road.
sugar and shortening together,
had been missing for twenty-fou- r
well beaten eggs and soda dissolved
he.
took
She
the
years.
thought
lr this into-ilrin hot water.
name of "Euston" and saved the
mixture and drop by spoonfuls on
clippings which werev found on a
the floured pans. Bake until a dell- photograph wnich appeared to De
Material: Two cups
, cate brown.
of himself, because he wanted to
one-hatwo
oatmeal,
cups
flour,
,
"play a game with life.'
cup hot water, one cup brown sugar,
cup shortening,, two
lt
pound chopped raieggs,
3,600 POINTS RUN BY
teaspoon soda, one- sins,
CONTI AT BILLIARDS
--L.

WRITES A LETTER.

GERTIE

in

and"

remembered her, so were the children. Jennie is still studying to
bo a teacher and Tim is selling
papers.
"I don't dance at Rosenburs's.
anyifrore. I am at Fagln's rn
Brofcdway. I saw your friend there
one nlht, but I didn't speak to
him.
"I shall never forget you as you
said you was afraid I would.
"iour friend,
"Gertie Curnmings."
She had hesitated a long time as
to how eho should begin her let
ter: Tom or Mr. Norrls. Finally
she had decided upon the latter.
He might think her frestt if she
called him Tom. for all ha had
addressed her as Gertie.
She was not satisfied with her
letter but It was the bes1: she
could do.
"If he' had written different, I
could," she suld as she slipped the
envelope into the mail bo.c at tha
corner.
he will next
"Maybe
time."
"Who you been writin' to?"1 Lilly
who (had hurried to Vjoin her and
t.uu nvvH
Biif wa Kliu ill tilt,
box, asked.
"To Tom." All her life she had
kept nothing from Lilly.
"Still thinking o that bloke!
Did he write you?"
"Yes."
,
I
"Why didn't you tell me?
never keep hothin' from you."
"It was only a note about the
books and I'm Just writing to
thank him for sending them. It
Isn't polite not to write when anybody sends you anything."
"Ain't yjlnkin' about him I supthat's the reason you
pose,
threw Len?"
"You needn't use that talk with
me, Lilly. Of course, I don't ever
expect to see him again. But that
don't mean I shan't be polite.
"
"Oh, very well! But I'll bet
that if you hadn't ever met
him you'd be willin' to marry
be his girl anyway.
That Tom
give you such high and mighty
ideas you can't get down to earth,
and know what's good for you. '
"He give ma only good ideas,
Lilly. I can't talk about it, but
knowing him made me want to be
better, smlarter, to know things
that nice, educated people know
even If I am poor. He didn't hurt
me none no matter what you
"
say."

TP.

one-ha-

r

night:
"As we are having an unusually
hot and drv summer, and as I have
recently made several Inspections
throughout the city, I would like-turge upon everyone who has the
care of trees not to neglect waterto- water,.
ing them during these hot months. suffer
The water table all over this valley
Green has always been considis lower this summer than I have
known during the fifteen years I ered the emblem of fickleness.

er

three-ouarte-

lf

light-freck-

.

j

FIRE SITUATION

one-piec-

i

I?

HCtP YOURStW TO

IS

FORESTS

STILL CRITICAL

three-quart-

Liver Sausage
Smoked Liver Sausage
Macaroni & Cheese Loaf

Veal Loaf
Minced Ham

Milan Salami

UEHOLD

'

lf

one-ha-

lf

.

--

ten-acr-

x

tie-up- s.

,

Tartine au Foie Truffee
lyttua
Imported' Sardines with
Truffles and Pickles
Imported Sardines, Bone-les- s

Genoa Salami
Ceverelat
Smoked Salmon

Gothaer Style Sausage
La Stella Proscuitto

Luncheon Tongue
Blood & Tongue

French Sardine?, in Olive
Lemarehand boneless Sardines
Brahanter Sardellen
Prime Selected Caviar '
Anchovy Paste

Smoked Tongue
Pickled Lamb Tongues

Bologna in Paraffine
Premium Bologna

Boiled Ham

Genuine Imported Swiss Cheese, per poun,d
Genuine Imported Roquefort Cheese, per pound
Genuine' Imported Parmessan Cheese, per pound
Kraft American Swiss Cheese, per pound

90c

t.M

............ 95c
. . . . .
.$1.50
....... ..... . . 55c

Kraft American Cretm Cheese, per pound .
Kraft Americanv Pimiento, Cheese, per pound .
Kraft American Spiced Cheese, per pound . . ...
McLarrus Old English Cheese, per pound
Elkhorn American Prick Cheese, per pound . .

iramisPBOBsm

one-ha-

ftV&"

les

any-thin-

ln

(Bj The AuMtctnted Pre.)
Dublin. July 21 (by the Associated Press). Limerick is completely in possession of the B'ree
State forces, it is officially announced, but no details of the final
with the Irregular
engagement
troops are given.
With Limerick and Waterford In
the hands of the national forces,
the attack on this line now has
been opened in earnest and a combined assault Is expected shortly.
The Free Staters also have occupied Tullamore. where they were
received with enthusiasm and popular rejoicing. They now dominate
Kings county.

h,

lf

jnd

i.u-te-

larged
higher,
trees were watered every day It
would be better for them.' In the
lowlands they should be watered
not less than twice a week.'and one
should be very sure the trees have
been given sufficient water so It
will soak through to the roots. A
great many people have already
lost their trees through lack of sufficient water. When the summer
rains begin, of course, the trees
will require less water, but this
long dry spell we are having Is
causing even quite large trees to

...t...
;

... . . . . .

;

... ,v.

.

40c
45c
. 45c
50c
. 30c

MEATS
Frying Chickens, extra fancy stock, per pound
Roasting Hens, young and fat, per pound
Choice Milk Fed Veal Roast, per pound
Prime Rolled Rib Roast, per pound:.....
Best Cuts of Pot Roast, Baby Beef, per p'ound
Lean Shoulder of Pork Roast, per pound
Hamburger, per pound

60c
30c

",

25c
;t 30c
;...... 20c
22c
s

20c

i

ten-acr-

Wan-zan-

one-ha-

.

lf

fifty-thre-

,

Resinol
.would soothe

that itching skin

e,

st

Our

lf

three-quart-

Sale on
WHITE SLIPPERS
is in Full Swing

one-ha-

one-ha-

lf

Hot Weather
Helps

t2z&

i.

v;

v

Rave vourself needless
and unendless labor dur
ing the hot summer
months by using such
conveniences aa
;

POLICE INVESTIGATE
SUPPOSED DEAD SHELL

Dennlson's Paper Napkin,
doz. 6c, 100 SOc.
PubMo" Service Paper Towels
40c per pack of $50.
Picnic Paper Plates 26o per
.

cit 50.

STROM'S
',

'j

police were notified
an explosive shell, a
relio of the war, is sitting pn the
sidewalk in front of a second
.The

.

Ice or salad cases 6c per doz.
or 35o per 100.
Publlu Service Parafine cups
loo coe., or ddo per ivv.
Flat paper cups 9 Be per carton "of 250 cups.
Thermos bottles
(Pints from $1.26 to 8.75.
Quarts from $2.26 to 14.25.
Lunch Kits $3.00.

STORE .
:

"Toor money bark If you
whjI it."

(
'

(Or The AMoelated Preii.)
Paris, July 21. Roger Contl, the
French billiard player, in a match
with Glbelln, another Frenchman,
ran 3,600 points at 18.2 balk line in
fifty-nin- e
innings, for an average
of 61, French billiardists claim this
average, tne
is a world's record
former record of 57.6 having been
held by Jake Shaefer, the world's
in the
champion. Conti's high .run Schae-fer'a
match was 432, as against
record of 435, made in 1921.
Qibelin in the match scored 2,136
points.

hand store On South First street
Since the explosion of the supposedly dead shell In New York state
recently, killing several children,
all these missiles are regarded as
potentially dangerous. The pqr
lice said they would examine the
shell, and If It were found dani
v '
gerous, would have it thrown in
'
'
What could be simpler' than a the river. '
frock of tucks? This dainty white
silk crepe frock is tucked from neck
ENGINEER SICK HERE.
to hem. Its simplicity is more ef
Las Vegas, N. W Jily 21. Cliffective than most ornamentation. ford Trainer, a Santa Fe engineer,
Narrow tncks art used on the is reported to be seriously ill in the
bodice while those on the skirt grow company hospital a,t Albuquerque
as the result of ptomaine poisoning.
wwer as uey near tne nem
Trainer ate something while on his
run yesterday that sickened him.
The famous Gulf stream Is some His brother, Will Trainer, also an
to Albu
J, 000 feet deep, and has a width. engineer, has been called
-- querque,
ranging up to over 30 plies,

July Clearance

With hundreds of pleased customers, who attended
n
Event during the past week,
this Big
g
sale
we are continuing this splendid
with renewed activities for the new week.
Women's White Pumps, Oxfords and Strap Slippers
. . . .
.
$3.00 shoes,
.:.. . .Sale Price $2.25
..Sale Price $3.50
$5.00 shoes,
Sale Price $5.25
$6.00 shoeSj
. Sale Price $5.65
$6.50 and $7.00 shoes,.
Mid-Seaso-

value-givin-

....

.............

Just what you want at the most seasonable time
for their use.

x

E. V. R. Brand Strained Honey in Glass,
E. V. RBrand Strained Honqy in Glass, 15-E. V. R. Brand Strained Honey in Glass,
z
Lewis Home Made Fig Jam in Glass,
Lewis Home Made Apricot Jam, in Glass,
z
Lewis HomexMade Peach Jam, in Glass;
z
Lewis Home Made Quince Jam, in Glass,
Lewis' Home Made Plum, in Glass,
...
Lewis Home Slade Orange Marmalade (bitten)'
8-- oz

.

.

16-o-

v.

16-o- z.

.,

....,

16-o-

16-o- z.

16-o- z

CENTRAL;

Accredited Agency for the "Red Cross Shoe"

22c

35c
65c
35c
35c
35c
35c
35c
40c

We have just received another shipment of Sunshine Cakes and
Crackers. When you buy Sunshine Biscuits at the Groce-Tot- e
you
buy Fresh goods.' We buy in small quantities and buy often. This
shipment, contained:
Delito Sandwiches
Scotti

Mother's Cookies
Afternoon Teas

Graham Crackers

Matinee Biscuits

' Takh'oma Biscuits

Fig" Bars
Ginger Snaps
Lemon Snaps
Cocoanut Snaps
Arrow Root
Butter Thins

City Sodas
Krispy Crackers

Saratoga Flakes
Soda Crackers
Chocolate Fingers
Perfetto
Hydro
Brandywine
Cheese Sandwiches
Clover Leaf
Special Assortment

L. W.

Clover Leaf
Cheese Sticks
Multi
Tan San

Hill's Brothers Red Can Coffee,
HilJ's Brothers Red Can Coffee,
Folger's Golden Gate Coffee,
Folger's Golden Gate Coffee,
Chocolate Cream Coffee,
Chocolate Cream Coffee,
Shilling's Coffee,
Shilling's Coffee,
n'd

Fresh Fruits

can
can
can
can .

can.

.

. .

...

.

44c.

v

Wax Beans
'
Tomatoes
Radishes
Green Onions

' Celery

Okra
Cabbage
New Potatoes
Onions
.

... $1.20

.,.,.-- .

Fresh Vegetables
Green Beans

,

.,

86c
,. . .

California Peaches
Nature Peaches
California Apricots
Cantaloupes
Watermelons

Lemons

.'. . .

45c
88c

42c

package
package
'

Carrots
Turnips
Beets

Bananas

. .

.......

can

'

.,

Tragedy Plums

Blackberries
Oranges

,

Ornate Sandwich
Lemon Creams

Pretzels
Marshmallow 'Dainties
Philepenos
Sugar Wafer Dainties

,

--

J
...

16-o- z.

Red Plums
Yellow Egg Plums

K

..

32-o-

t.

fix)

209

,

oz

45c
88c

T&gh She.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Albuquerque Corning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

better days for the republio are at hand. Under
the guidance of a party which has never failed the
nation in its times of need, following the leadership
g
and
of our sane,
president, Warren G. Harding, the country may well be
assured that the future is full of promise."

NEWSPAPER
Published Bv
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
SIDNEY M. WEIL,
D. A. MACPHEHSON.
President.
Secretary
JJ. A. MACPHEHSON
Business Manager
ENGLAND TO PAX HER DEBT.
SIDNEY M. WEIL
Publisher
REPRESENTATIVES
London announces that the British debt to
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 42d St.. New York America will be paid and that a commission is pro
Entered as second-clas- s
ceeding to Washington to arrange the details of
matter at the
of Albuquerque. N. M., and entry In Santapostoffice
Fe, N. time and manner of payment.
M.t pending, under . ct of Congress of March 17,
It is believed that this will have a good effect
.. 18T9.
upon other debtors of America overseas. By merely
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c; acknowledging her debt tp America and setting
9,00.
atfout arranging for its payment without further
yearly, in advance.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation ado, she can set an example of international moralto
rating than is accorded
any other paper in New ity that will add immeasurably to her prestige in
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day Europe and her position in the rest of the world.
In the year.
The cultivation of closer relations with the United
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
States, which she declares Is of so much concern
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to to
her, would be stimulated as by no other means.
use.
the
for
of all news credited to
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also She would have at hand an effective argument with
which to induce other nations that owe her to liqthe local news published herein.
uidate their Indebtedness. British citizens could
SATURDAY. ..
July 22, 19j: point with pride to their mother country as the
leader of the Old World In standards of common
'Good name In man and woman, dear my Lord,
honesty.
Is the immediate jevifl of their souls;
Who steals my purso steals trasti; 'tis
something,

'

i

nothing;
'tis his, and has been slave to thousands;
filches from mo my good name,
that which not enriches lilm;

'Tivas mine,
Hut he that
Robs mo of
And imil.es

me poor Indeed."

Ice

Kansas can usually ba depended upon to

do the

generally tcftrred to as "Bill," and Henry J. Allen,
both newspaper men and authors of considerable
note, have been bosom friends. Iioth men had been
staunch republicans, but when the "Bull Moose"
wave swept over the country in 1912 they, with
thousands of others, heeded the siren can of the
late Theodore Roosevelt and enlisted under his banner. Both eventually returned to the republican
party, which they deserted to follow the progressive movement, although Btlll adhering to many of
their progressive beliefs. 'Allen was nominated and
elected governor while he was in France doing war
once since then,
work, and has been
.. .......
J
I
...1. I I.
nhlnl. eUnn.a .
L.I
the people of Kansas. White has been content to
run the Emporia Gazette, write books and articles
for magazines and lecture now then. He has never
uemeu iu nave any puuucui aspirations.
Kansas has a court of Industrial relations, which
has been a bone of contention since It was created
a few years ago. It has been assailed by labor,
particularly the mine owners. The other day
White placed a placard In the window of his newspaper office expressing sympathy for the striking
railroad men In their announced stand for "living
wages ana lair working conditions.
This, In some
jiiaiiuc: , vi uiuej, cccnis iu jjava viuiaieu Bume rule
Dromuleated by the court or the attorney eenernl
of the state.
Governor Allen has ordered the arrest of his
lifelong friend,' "Bill" White, for alleged violations
of the
provisions of the Industrial
court, declaring that "no distinction will be made
as to Individuals, no matter what their standings
'
may be In the state or nation.
V.

(

By Howard

V.

There's one beneficial thing about the price
in this town it gives us cold feet.
Some crooked

shanks we see betimes,

of

which

short skirts do display. But queerer things we'd
surely see if men should dress that way.
'

Everybody will agree with us on that except the
Scotchman.
We never could agree with a Scotchman on anything except highballs, and on that the
opinion was unanimous.

Illinois farmers object because spooning couples
automobiles keep them awake. Evidently the
young people work on the theory that a noisy courtship will make a quiet little wedding.
In

A.flapper In St. Paul led a gang of safe crackers
who robbed a mall order house. Previously flappers
had made their greatest claims as heart crackers.)
O

Belen, having acquired a live wire baseball team,
Insists on having an electric light plant.
On her
Molla Mallory knows her business.
return from her defeat at Wimbledon she gave out
an interview stating that newspapers are all liars.
The accommodating papers immediately gave Molla
a column when they had been figuring on putting
her return story into a stick.

THE REPUBLICAN RECORD.

'

J

0.

"In the first year we paid off $350,000,000 of
the principal of this debt.'
"We found the most disastrous revenue system
with which the country was ever cursed.
"We passed a new. law and reduced the burden
of taxes upon the people by $819,000,000 a year.
("We found the Liberty bonds selling for 85 cent
on the dollar.
"We brought them to par.
"We found an army of 230,000 men.
"We have reduced It to 135,000.
'

'.

'

"We founda navy of 133,765.
"We have reduced it to 96,00o,
"We found total appropriations for 1920 of
$7,348,259,415.37.
"We reduced it In 1922 to (3.909,782.209.46.
"We found 640,175 civil employes.
"We reduced them In one year by 71,849.
"We found the doors of our country open to the
trade and cheap labor of the world.
"We closed them by temporary tariffs and will
"regulate them by a scientifically adjusted tariff
.
law.:
"We found the farmers of the country threatened with disaster as war contracts olosed and
deflation frorh democratic waste and Inflation came.
"We aided them by timely legislation through
the federal farm loan system and the War Finance
corporation, until today farm prosperity is on the
.
way.
"We found a state of war with Germany.
,
"We ended it.
"We found an entangling League of Nations.
'
"We gave the world disarmament and a dream
of peace realized.
t
"We found American prestige at Its lowest ebb.
"We placed in the forefront of the nations.
'
"We found waste.
"We have brought economy.
"We found Inefficiency and noncoordinatlon.
,
"We enacted budget legislation.
'
"We found a maze of complicated obligations
and contractual relations.
"We are disentangling them and clearing the
'
decks.
"lit all this we had democratic criticism and op-

-

,

;

-'

,

'

v

'

position.
'
"But the light shines brightly before

The Assocluted Press.)

FINANCIAL

UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
OLD MILL.

Wall Street.
New York, July 21. Realizing
sunn as usually accompany
"p end
week
operations at this
of the year, and pressure period
from
shorts, inspired
largely by more
menacing developments in the coal
and railroad strikes, caused an irregular reaction of prices in today's stock market.
Karly
quotations were mainly
towards higher levels, but with
the
progress of the session it became
evident that the weight of offerings was in excess of
power
save for a few of thebuying
more
shares- .The latter were chiefly represented by Atlantio Coast Line and
Louisville & Nashville.
Predictions of further cuts in
crude oils were followed bv a series
of raids against that group. Mexican Petroleum
reacted over six
points from its top and closed at a
lOKS
Of two nnlnta
Iam.mI.
also being irregularly impaired.
oivci. nuu equipments were subjected to greater pressure later,
when Pittsburgh reported a shutdown at several of the big mills
because Of fuel shnrtnir.
il,
eastern railway executives Issued a
oiuna pat" statement.
Motors were hammorn ,in. t
the last hour.
All of the rin V n
nail
v,a,a..
loans and renewals lntr nevf
were made at 4 per cent. Lenders
reponea small Inquiry for time
funds by 30 to 90 day accommodations continued to be offered at 3ft
per cent.
Firmness nealn nrpvnlleil n for
eign exchanges, sterling rising to
within a fraction of its best quotation of the week, with additional
recoveries in French, Italian and
Belgian bills. German marks nn,l
most of the neutrals, excentlntr
Switzerland and Sweden, where
nominal losses were recorded.
Closlnar nriees;
American Can
55
American Smelting & Ref'g..
American Sumntra Tobacco.. 39
American Tel. & Tel
121
Anaconda Copper
, 53
Atchison
.101
Baltimore & Ohio
K4U
Bethlehem Steel
77
Rutte A Snnerlnr
9lli
California Petroleum
61 H
Pnnnillfln. Tnnft
. 1103
wv 4
'"
40 3'.
Central Leather
&
Ohio
6S'2
unesapeaKe
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 27
...
Phlnn Pnnnpr
?Qli.
31
Colorado Fuel & Iron
83 1$
Crucible Steel
16 Mi'
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
16.
R0V
Great Northern pfd
41
Inspiration Copper
Tnt Mf Mnrlno nfiT
73U
36
Kennecott Copper
Nasnvme
ixnilsvllie
jsu
166
Mexican Petroleum

"Ah, Uncle Wiggily!

Are you

a great hurry this morning?"
called Mrs. Bow Wow, the dog lady, to the bunny rabbit gentleman
us he hopped past
her kennel
In

house one day.
"Am I in a hurry? Why. not
specially," answered Uncle Wlggi-1with a low and polite mow of
his cap, as he-- stopped to find out
what was wanted. "Did you wish
mo to go to the store for you?"
he asked the dog lady.
"Nurse
Jane wanta me to bring her a
yeast cake, and if I may have the
pleasure of bringing you a pound
of sugay or a loaf of bread I shall
be most happy."
"No, it isn't anything I want
from the store," said Mrs. Bow
Wow. "But If you pass near the
Old Mill I wish you would tell my
two puppies, Jackie and Peetle, to
come home."
"I will,"
promised the bunny
gentleman. "So Jackie and Peetle
have gone to play at the Old Mill,
have they?"
"Yes," answered Mrs. Bow Wow.
d
"They pretend 'the old
mill wheel is a
a
little
water
Only
splashes
over it now, for the Old Mill isn't
In use.
"I know," said Uncle Wiggily.
"I'll tell them it is time they started home."
With another polite bow to the
dog lady. Uncle, Wiggily hopped
over the fields and through the
woods toward the Old Mill. Well
he knew where It was, on the
banks of the little river which
used to turn the mill wheel.
Years ago the Old Mill was
young. Then it was that the coun
try folk Drought their rye. corn
and wheat to be ground into flour
and meal. But those days passed,
the Old Mill was tumbling down,
and now only the animal folk play- eu arouna it. The wheel, which
used to turn so fast as the water
splashed over it, now creaked and
groaned as Jackie and Peetle pre- lennea u was a
As Uncle Wiggily was hoonina
across a field, near the Old Mill,
all of a sudden there was a rust
ling in, the bushes and out popped
the Fox.
"Oh, ho!" howled the Fox. as he
saw the rabbit. "There Is no
wire fence here for you tosharp
slip
unuer, leaving. me to be caught.
I'll have you now!"
"Not until you catch me!" cried
Uncle Wiggily, and he started to
run, straight toward the Old Mill.
1,

merry-go-roun-

merry-go-roun-

Bill White and Henry Allen are quarreling over
the right of free speech. And then each of thetn
gets a thousand words Into the Associated Tress. J

d.

retrre-sentativ-

.j

,

61'

"B.......
...........
......

MInml

f.innpr

.

.

Missouri Pacific
Mew

The Irish are fighting for
We had always thought they were the most
people on earth.

22V

i orK ventral

75 ty
Northern Pacific
44
Pennsylvania
16
Consolidated
Ray
Copper...
n 'i
Heading
744
Rpnnhlip Trftn - Rtnpl
31V
&
Sinclair Oil
Refining
Southern Pacific
24
Southern Railway
Studebakcr Corporation ,...134,4
45
Texas Company
6b
Tobacco Products
142
Union Pacific
101
United States 'Steel
65
Utah Copper
R-

foreign account, more than offset
in the wheat market .today
the
bullish effect ,of big esport business and of tension regarding the
strike situation. The close was uno adsettled, 2c net lower to
to
vance, with September $1.10
to
and December $1.11
$1.10
Corn finished a shade to
$1.12.
c down, oats off lo to
to
IVic, and provisions varying from
to a rise of 17c.
At the start wheat prices displayed a tendency to climb as a
result of the apparently unpromising outlooK ror settlement of the
rail and coal strikes and because
of evidence of new
export pur
chasing on a large
standing much hedging pressure,
bulls retained easy control of the
market until about noon, helped
by estimates that 2,000,000 to
bushels had been taken for
Europe, the greatest total for any
singloJay so far this season.
News that vith weather condi
tions aboiit perfect the harvest of
spring wheat had begun at a number of points in iBouth Dnkota and
Minnesota and that the North Dakota crop seemed beyond material
danger from black rust did a good
deal, however, to deprive the market of support In the last part
of the scsston,
Export buying of corn estimated
at 2.000,000 bushels gave transient
strength to tho corn market, but
only while wheat prices were on
the up grade.
Dealings in oats were small.
Provisions werej?overned chiefly
by the action of hog values.
Closing prices:
$1.13;
Wheat
Sept.
July.

lc

2c

scale.-Notw-

ith

Pec, $1.11.
$1.10;
Corn

Dec,

Sept., 641ic;

July,"62c;

61 Me.

Oats

32c;

July,

Sept,.

34c;

Dec, 37 c.
Sept., $11.45; Oct., $11.50.
Ird
Itlbs July, $11.00f Sept., $1.00.
Grnln.

Oiri.ilia

Omaha, July 21.
$1.05

hard,-

$1.0401.04',...

Corn No.
No. 2 mixed,
Oats No.
No. 4 white,

2

57

2

Wheat-V-N-

No.

1.13;

(ff

white,

59c.

S

hard,

5757c;

MED AM
WELL CONTRACTOR

"DRESSMAKING

Wlil.LS LiKll.LKU driven and repaired,
pumpa, tanka, towera. J. F. Wolklng. SEtt'INi;
DONE promptly. guaranteed.
423 WM Marble, phone 1452-Ills South Arno.
HEMSTITCH
IMi pleating. Wllllama'
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
?nn Botitn llr.mdna).
ph. 71J-- J
KOH KENT Gnratre.
314 Went Cwil.
P1KST-CLASdressmaking, work guarTOR RENT Plaoo, excellent condition,
anteed 820 West Lead, phone 1731-Phnna lSOI-J- .,
3EWIN- G- -- 5c hour. Satisfaction guar
311 South Harvard,
anteed.
Phona
2400

clal Bulletin of Boston will say tomorrow:
The demand for wool has not
been jlarge this week but there has
been some business done at prices
which are holding firm compared
with the rates ruling last week. A
little buying is reported
in the
country but generally growers are
to
unwilling
accept today's buying
offers. Interest, of course, has
centered on the opening of light
weight goods.
"London opened firm on all descriptions and slightly dearer on
the continental styled merinos.
"Mohair is In light supply
on the finer counts are very
strong."
and-price-

Kansas City Fmlure.
Kansas
City, July 21. Eggs
Sfarket lc lower. Firsts, 19c.
Hens
unchanged; broil.
Poultry
frs lc lower to unchangod. 23

R--

PLEATING, accordion, aiae and box;
mall orders.
N. Crane, 215
North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone Si 4.
HBMSTITCHIN(T"d
promptly"" lnthe'
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
117 Oold avenue,
435-Singer
Machine Company.

FOR RENT

Storeroom

t'ult

UK N T sture room, suitable lor
Email grocery. Phone 1850-M- .'
FOB KENT
Hullding at 111 Weal Cos".
per; suitable for garage. Inquire U. E.

Trnai Company,
ph. me 8.
FOK KENT
Store room and oellar.
by 50 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
accessible by alley from Second street.
Gold and Central avenues. Fred Luthy,

ii

at Citizens National bank.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100
font brick building; good condition;
Santa Fe shops:
re&sonabla
opposite
terms. See or write L. Hey man. lot
N rth First. AIMiaueraue V. M.

PERSONAL

26c.

J. W. BUAJFIEI,D, watch, clock and jew
'Butter Market unchanged.
eiry worn,
lis soutli Keconfl.
WANTED
Someone
to room with ua;
New York Metals.
business , fcirl preferred; special ratei
New York, JuJv 21. Copper
given to lomeone who will come tn ai
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and later, one ef the fnmily. Vhone 1340-14c.
AL'THOKS, ATTENTION
an export
fu- criticise your manuscript before malllnjr
Tin Steady, Spot, $31.87;
it
the New York publishers. Criticism
tures. $31.87.
and available markets sujeftester. for 50o
Iron Steady and unchanged.
a thousand words.
with one car
Lead Quiet. Spot, $5.70 5.75. bon copy. IncludingTyping
criticism. 90o a
Zinc Firmer. East St. Louis thousand words. )ny money orders cr
rtftitlfied checks accepted.
Critic, 1108
spot and nearby delivery, $3.80
South Hich. Albuquerque, N. M.
5.S5,

Antimony Spot, $5.005.25.
Foreign bar silver, 69 c.
Mexican dollars, 53 c.

FOR
bun

RENT

KENT

Office Koomi

Two office rooms over
130

3333c;

light,

hent and water.
New York Cotton.
New York, July 21. Cotton fuLEGAL NOTICE
tures closed barely steady. Oct.,
XOT1CK OF SUIT.
Kansas City Cash Grnln.'
$21.92; Dec, $21.89; Jan. $21.75;
In the District Court of the County
Kansas City, July 21. 'WheaMarch, $21.71; May, $21.66.
of
2
State of New MexBernalillo,
No.
No. 2 hard, $1.07
red,
1.30;
ico.
$1.071.08.
No. 13439.
Corn No. 2 white, Bsc; inq z VANDALS DAMAGE THE
John Milne, Plaintiff, vg. Ebenezer
62c.
yellow, 61
CEMETERY
ARTESIA
J.
the Unknown Heirs'
Robinson;
Hay Unchanged.
of Ebenezer
J. Iloblnson. Delie
to
Jourt.nl.
J
ceased: Eliza Jane Robinson; the
(Special Corrtapondence
Unknown
M
N.
Heirs, of Eliza jane
Artesla,
July 21. A Ijw
M.
P.
Robinson,
Deceased;
nights ago, some unknown culpsit
Stamm; Jesse M. AVheelocTt; the
entered Woodbine
cemetery and
Chicago.
Unknown Heirs of John A. Riley.
Chicago, July 21 (U. S. Bureau destroyed much property and did
Unknown
Deceased; and All
Catof Agricultural
Economics).
other damage to tho graves. The
Claimants of Interest in the
tle Receipts 3.500. Market slow, people of Artesla are enraged at
Premises
Hereinafter
Described,
Top beef the criminal action and much senti
practically unchanged.
Adverse to Plaintiff. Defendants.
steers, $10.50; bulk, $8.759.85; ment has been expressed at the out To tile Above Named Defendants:
bulk beef cows and heifers, $5.00
You are hereby notified that a
rage.
7.25; ennners and cutters mostly
The person bent the hydrants to suit has been filed againRt you in
around
bulls
bologna
$3.003.75; veal calve3 scarce, tho grounci and broke a few of the the District Court of Bernalillo
4.60;
$4,50
pipes at the top of the ground. county, New Mexico, by tho above
,
mostly $9.009.50.
That the object
Flowers, shrubs and ot herpkints named plaintiff.
aiariter were
Hogs Receipts 18,uuu.
from the lots and of said sulf. is to obtain a decree
uprooted
25C
to
15c
nigner, Hie driveways. Holes were punched establishing and quieting the title
active, mostly
commoner grades up most. Bulk in some
of the graves with a slick of plaintiff to the following de
good butchers. $10.1010.9u: good and a large glass frame on the scribed premises situate In Berna
pnrkers, $8.259.00; top, $11.00: grave of J: R. Attebery was broken. lillo county. New Mexico,
sceany iu An BH1fici.il wrenth whlrh wn In.
OUIK, $8.5010.9U:
e
The south
feet of the
strong, mostly I9.7&frtiu.bu; neavy closed
the case was damaged north fifty feet of Lots numbered
medium, The
weight. $10.10 10.60;
of William Lampton and Nineteen (l!)r Twenty (20) Twenty-10.3UOH.": Mrs. graves
10.95; light.
$10.50
one
Chester Russell were also
(21), Twenty-tw- o
(22).
pacmng
light lights, $10.40010.90;
Twenty-thre- e
(23) and Twenty-fou- r
packing
smooth.
$8.359.10;
sows,
BlockIn
numbered
One suspect has been arrested on
(24).
killing the evidence of
sows, rough, $7.758.D0;
(22) of the original
similar tracks. No Twenty-tw- o
t
New
pigs, $9. BO 10.50.
of Albuquerque,
townsite
mtive is known for the outrage.
Half
12,000.
SnpPpRecciptsto
as
same are known and
Mexico,
the
lambs
direct
packers:
receipts
designated on the map of said
naslow, weak to 25c lower. TopmostHUMAN BONES FOUND
townsite filed In the office of the
tives. $12.60; bidding $12.60,
ReClerk and
Probate
no
sorts;
IN THE PECOS RIVER corder of Bernalillo
ly for best with heavy 25c
county. New
lower;
offering
westerns sold,
on December
29. 1882.
Mexico,
sneep siow, 10 (Special Corrrepondenre to The Journal.) against the adverse claims of said
best hid, $13.00;
lower.
Artesia, N. M July 21; Road- - defendants and that his title there- - '
H
workers east of Artesla discovered to be established
forever quietsome human bones on a sandbar in ed and set at rest.antj, '
Kansas City,
ritv. .lulv 21 (U. S. Bu the Pecos river a short distance
And you are further notified that
n
reau of Agricultural Economics). from the
bridga. unless you enter your appearance
Quality The bones ot an arm and a few in said suit on or before the twenty-eight- h
Cattle Receipts 2.500.
plain; all classes arouna sieauy. other bones were found in a vest
day of August, 1922. Judgnoot heef steers and yearlings and an old shirt. No head bones ment will be rendered In said causa
steers.
Texas
were
seen.
No
Identification
grass
has
$9.25;
available,
you hy default and the rea.uui been made. The only evidence ws against
best veaiers,
lief prayed for therein will be,
$6.357.50;
a muff link in one sleeve of the granted. .
common 10
8,50;
$4.00
6.25; better grades, B;"U' shirt, made from a rio.
The name of plaintiff's attorney
$6.00
heifers,
medium
The body had evidently been In is Summers Bnrkhart, whose
grass
6.50;
6.50: canners and cutters mostly the water for a long time, as no
address is Albuquerque. New
bo- flesh was
$2 503.50; common to ,;ood
present and the banes Mexico.
had the
having been (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
logna bulls, $4.00 down.
Market bare for appearance-o2,000.
a long period of time.
Clerk.
Hogs Receipts
folrlw nptlve to both packers and Mystery envelops the affair.
By HARRY F. LEE. Deputy.
Bulk
20o
to
I0o
higher.
shippers,
"r
good and choice mu i
$10.55!
top,
ers $10.3510.50;
innV
about 800: few
heavies on sale: bulk of sales, $9.75
10.60; throwout sows10c sieauy.
to 15c
mostly $8.00; stock pigsbulk
good
best $10.65;
higher,
r,
1 0.50.
i.i-3
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Brndstreet's Review.
New York. July 21 Bradstreet's
will say:
I dorit know, Squeaked tomorrow
Industry is .more Irregular, witn
VERSE OF
Mrs. Moose.
the railway strike, and through It,
the coal tie-u- p
throwing deeper
MIGRATION
upon manufacturing in"If I can get there perhaps Jackie shadows
need for fuel is
and I'eetie will bark and drive terests - whose
more pressing.
becoming
weeklybirds!
with
Is
bad
the
the
dswn
The
busy
away
Fox,"' thought
The refusal of the coal miners'
,
Summer's last handful scattered wide,
bunny.
to accept arbitration nas
Summer's last pennies sung aside.
Faster and faster he leaped and unions
been a big disappointment to the
his heart beating against his country,
ran,
and this feeling has been
ribs. Into the Old Mill dashed accentuated by the knowledge of
Jingle of birds in the dawn!
And fields and bushes In beggared need
Uncle
Wiggily calling:
the fact that the railway shopmen's
Reaching brown hands with a desolate greed. t
"Jackie! I'eetie! Save me from strike has been so conducted, bv
Fox!"
the
the dawn!
delaying both loaded and empty
Spendthrift content in across
But no brave puppy dogs barked cars
In trantlt, as to deprive essenthe sky. i
Squandered uncounted
in answer.
Instead, a squeaky tial Industries or nadly needed fuel.
But into no hand will thes winged coins fly.
voice asked:
Coal trade authorities reported
"Who is calling Jackie and Pee- something like a scramble for fuel,
The dawn Is a resolute path
tle?
dim
were
and
aren't
here
They
with accompanying feverish price
Of Irresolute flight
They
playing on the wheel, but they bidding for supplies, which has
But I em a miser of hoarded Junes.
went home long ago!"
proved too tilg a burden for some
The dawn is dizzy with birds!
"Oh, dear! Then I'm gone! The of the less favornbly situated confl
Leonora Speyer in "Century
tm
Fox Will get me unless you can sumers. So far the iron and steel
TlPCelntS
Z,"U".
Chppn
save me," cried Uncle Wiggily. trades have bfeen hardest hit, es"Who areAou?" he asked, for he pecially In the neighborhood of the steady to 25c lower, fcany iup
S1Z.DU
sneep
natives.
saw no ope.
most strongly unionized mines.
CRISP PARAGRAPHS
m
Aside from strikes the outlook steady; odd lot fat ewes. $6.50
"I am old Mrs. Mouse," was the
favorable, especially 7.00.
answer a,hd out from a crack in Is generally
the floor came the gray mouse la- as western crops have held all of
VICTIM OP A BAD LIVER
Denver.
Man who complains of the bones in black bass dy, her whiskers covered with bits their recent promise.
Weekly bank clearings, J7.U61,- Denver, July 21. Cattle Re
Is the same unhappy guy that growls about the of flour and cobwebs;
733.
Market steady, tseei
St. Louis Globe-Det"Oh, Mrs. Mouse! The Fox is 177,000.
ceipts
seeds in the watermelon.
steers, $7.009.50; cows and heifocrat.
chasing me!" cried Uncle Wiggily.
FVirelpm Exchange.
"I'm afraid he will come in here
$5.506.25; calves, $5.00
Machinists, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
v. Vnrlr. .Tulv 21. Foreign ex ers,
wikoi
8.00; bulls, jz.ut)(ai4.ou;
and get me. He wasn't far behind
AnrT IT II AWFUL?
Britain
de
firm.
Great
feeders 4.75 0 6.00.
Man born of woman Is of few days and full me as I dashed in. Is there any change
MarKew
352.
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
Hoes Rece Pts
mand,
of trouble. His tax ate having advanced In town, way I can be same?"
$4.45: cables, 4.454:
A
Kill nn Hunks &4.431. Frunpft steady.
Top, $9.90;: bulk, is.inw
he removes to the suburbs and speedily he is an"I don't know," squeaked Mrs.
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
8.41'; cables, 8.42., Italy 9.40.
nexed to the city, and his tax rate la again raised. Mouse. "Let me see now.
If demand,
Marnei
demand, 4.65; cables. 4.65. Bel"
Louisville Courier Journal.
Sheep Receipts none.
you
7.97.
cables,
Lsmbs.
demand,
7.96:
unchanged.
$5.00.uo;
"Couldn't I get in on the mill gium
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
STRICTLY UNBIASED, AS IT WERE
spring lambs. $12.00 13.00.
wheel and go around and around Germany aemana, ,wa; camps,
$8
85;
Holland
demand,
Is
we
old
almost
for
.20.
so fast that the Fox wouldn't see
Oh,
suppose
group
any
'
ftfi Qft
Vnrwnv demand.
Mltle.
St. Joseph.
justice and fair dealing if you grant it the right me?" asked the bunny.
25.95. Den
St. Josenh. July 21 (IT. S. Bureau
to state Just what is Just and fair to others, per"Alas!" answered the mouse la- 16.62. Sweden demand,
Hogs
demand, Zl.bts. Switzerland of Agricultural Economics).
mitting the latter no voice at all Houston Post. dy, "the old wheel is so rusty that mark
Snaln demand,
19.15.
Market fairly
Receipts 4,000.
It goes as slowly as a snail. That's demand,
PoS.08.
to Doin
Greece demand,
15.58.
active. lOe to 16o
BOY, PAGE SUPREME COURT
Jackie and Peetle didn't stay land demand. .01. Czechoslo- shippers and packers.higher
Bulk 170 to
If a bootlegger can be prosecuted for violating why
on
it.
to
not
here
could
They
de
2.18.
play
Argentine
demand,
semng,
?iu.
vakia
welgnts
the pure food law, as has recently been held here, ride fast
enough."
10.50; packers paid $10.50; pack-In- g
mand, 36.60. Brazil aemana, is.iu.
does moonshine take a place In the catalogue Of
"Oh, but what shall I do?" cried Montreal, 89
sows mostly 15c to 25c higher,
foods? New York Herald.
Uncle Wiggily. "The Fox is comhulk 7RRff(8.00.
500.
Market
ing after me!" he exclaimed, lookNew York Money.
Cattle Receipts
window.
from
a
broken
21.
Call
money
York
ing
New
slow. Very little, done early, bid
July
DAY
EDITORIAL OF
"Ha!
I have it,'.' suddenly
Steady. High, low, ruling rate dinir mostlv lower. A few scattersqueaked Mrs. Mouse. "In one cor- and last loan, 4 per cent; closing ine sales medium to good beef
WHAT THE BONUS BILL WOULD COST
ner of the Old Mill is some white bid, 4 to 4
per cent; can loans steers. 88.50 and dowtf; looks
flour, left here when the miller against acceptances, 3
per cent. steady to weak; nothing strictly
went away. I have been living on
Time loans Steady. Sixty and choice here; odd head beef cows,
(From the Chicago News)
to lower;
In introducing the soldiers' bonus bill. Senator it for many months. Now if you 90 days, 3 per cent; six months, $5.405.60;
steady
McCumber told Congress and the country that will roll yourself in that flour you 4 to 4
per cent; prime mercan- calves
fully steady, bulk $8.50
ft 7 It.
4
Cent.
4
to
cost
will
to
become
covered
with
estimated
at
its
total
tile
per
it
and
experts
taxpayers
paper,
.'All
. Sheen
Receipts ' 1,500.
$3,845,659,481, Some guileless persons may pos- made as white as a bed sheet."
classes about steady. Bulk fat na"What good will that do?" asked
sibly Imagine that this curiously exact figure repLiberty Bonds.21.
resents something more than a guess. If so, they the bunny. "The Fox can wse New York, July
Liberty tive ewes, $6.00.
are mistaken. Senator Underwood has no hesi- white as well as black."
bonds closed: Ss, $100.90; first
4s. $100.70;
tation In affirming that the total cost of the bill,
"After you have rolled in the 4s, not quoted;-seconPRODUCE
should it be approved and given effect, would be flour, and are all white," said Mrs. first 4s, $101.20; second 4Us,
nearer $8,000,000,000 than $4,000,000.0 )0.
Mouse, "run out the other door $100.78; third 4Vi. $100.82; fourth
BY NOON TODAY IF YOU CAN.
Both estimates are p'tre guesses, but there is and hide in that field of white
Victory
$100.32;
Chicago Produce.
4s,
this fact to be borne in mind. The cost estimates daisies," and she pointed to a field 4s,
Mar
21.
$100.58.
Butter
Chicago, July
of politicians who favor a hill aro apt to be very of daisies
ket lower. Creamery extras, 34c
growing on the other
Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subconservative, and experience almost Invariably
side of the mill.
firsts,
white
3033c; seconds, 2929e;
''Boinj
GRAIN
them.
will not show amid the white
standards.
you
scriber, so they will reuh ua by Saturday noon
No one knows, or can know, what the bonus
Reand the Fox can not see
Eggs Market unchanged.
bill would cost, for the simple- reason that no one flowers,
of
Trade.
Board
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
Clilcago
cases.
16.631
ceipts
Quick, roll yourself In the
knows ,liow many of its intended beneficiaries you.
Chicago, July 21. Heavy selling
Fowls,
Market weak.
Poultry
dusty flour!"
In
took
copy at the want ad counter up to 5 :30 o'clock
would' prefer this or that feature of the measure. white,
the
place
21
c; broilers, 2427c; roosters,
Uncle Wiggily did this and, run- which suddenly
At all events, even the McCumber guess, which,
December delivery of wheat here, 14e.
,
v
east
as
out
the
door
tho
Fox
ning
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closof course, is the most conservative possible, means came In
Potatoes Market good. Receipts
west door, the bunny and which was supposed to be on
an expenditure of nearly $4,000,000,000. Just now crouched the
154.
Total
on
78
cars
ears:
track.
ing time is the congested period and you may
in
down
the midst of tho
the treasury not only has not a dollar to spare
S. shipments, 595 cars. Market
daisy field.
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
and he slunk back to the U.
for bonus payments, but it faces a deficit of
Fox,
slightly strong on barrels; steady
Uncle Wiggily? Where woods.
next year! Secretary Mellon has repeated- IS "Where's
'
'
on sacks. Eastern shore Virginia
Uncle
cried
Wiggily?"
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
the
i
was
a
Fox,
That
"Thank you!
good and Maryland ilrish Cobblers, $3.86
ly called attention to this unpalatable prctepect,
and it has been intlrriated that additional taxation rushing into the Old Mill. Mrs. trick I" said the bunny to Mrs.
4.15, mostly '$4.004.10; Kansas
Mouse, who had hidden herself Mouse as she helped him dust off
may become necessary next year. Yet Senator under
the floor, did not answer. the flour. "The Old Mill saved sacked Irish Cobblers, M.952.05;
A
McCumber and others airily say that there will
sacked Early Ohlos, poorly graded
be no trouble at all about finding the money to "Uncle Wiggily was here, but he's me."
and dirty, $1.25 1.60; one car of
Where
takes
meet the proposed bonus obligations! How they gone," growled tho Fox.
beater
If
And
the egg
the
is he?" The Fox looked at the potato masher to the moving pic New Jersey, 165 sacks Irish Cob
reconcile their cheerful forecast with the impe
r.Minnesota
Albuquerque Mornjng Journal ,
blers, $2.30:
Early
deficit and the shadow of additional taxation field of daisies, but, because Uncle tures and gives It a straw berry Ohlos, no sales reported.
Phones 13 or 66.
was
white, like the flow, shortcake lemonade Iollypop. I ll
cast thy the Treasury situation and the statements Wiggily
of (he budget bureau they have not attempted ers, the Fox never noticed him. tell you next about Uncle Witsgily
TXnutnn Wrwit.
'
i
"Fooled again!" barked the angry andhe baby fish.
to explain,
V
vT3oston, July 21. The Commer- - L.
Artesia-Lovingto-
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$500,-000,0-
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at First Savings Bank and

Sherman,

post-offi-

'According to the report of Secretary Mellon on
the condition of the treasury on June 30, the last
day of the fiscal year, 1922, an estimated deficit of
$24,000,000 has been turned into an actual surplus
In addition there has been a reof $314,000,000,
duction In the public debt of y, 014, 000, 000. These
results are attributed to the retrenchment and
Bound financial policies Inaugurated by the present administration,
In this connection it may be of Interest to remember the conditions which existed In the nation
when the republicans came Into power. Representee Graham of Illinois In a speech delivered in
the hotlse recently said:
."We found a debt of $24,000,000,000, a . major
portion, of which was due to democratic incompetency, and an annual Interest charge of $1,000,000,-00-

I

(It

Copyright, 1921, by UcClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

frozen into
ice, It contracts. And
When water Is
The governor, of course, is merely keeping his the price of It expands.
oath to enforce the laws, and in this case it hapIn old days the candidate spent coin on "smokes"
pens that the alleged violator Is one of his warmest
friends, which is an indication that the Kansas ex- and drink. But now he puts reliance in some gosecutive plays no favorites.
,
sip and some ink.
However, it Is quite likely that public sympathy
will be with White. To deny an American citizen
You cannot even cast a melting glance at a cake
the right to express his opinion on public questions of ice in this town without it costing you money.
savors to strongly of autocracy.

The Tafts walked In on King George right after
he had decided he would have to economize on
household expenses, but that always Is the time that
company comes.
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HENRY CALLS "BILL'S" HAND.
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Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

right-thinkin-
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
KINGSBURTS
. A

Copyright.

KOLUMN

DANDY LITTLE HOSIE.

d
Four
rooms, modem, oaK rloors, plenty or ciosct
screened-i- n
d
room.
front porch, screened-i- n sleep-

HAVEVOU

good-size-

ncsir:
HE. HAD

ing porch. Good walks, garage.
t,
Lot 50x12 feet. This is a
home. In
pressed
a good location and priced
well-buil-

VAL-V7HE-

THE

the International News Servica.
U. &, Patent Of tic.

HE SNEAKED

N

OUT OFMV

JAIL-H-

E

ri n
L

BETTER NOT

MAClE'b BROTHER?
HE.1
COMtrV TO
TOWN '

Good-size-

WHAT'S

M"

EEN

1921 by

Registered

LET

ne
HIM- -

--

Page Seveav

J

By
i

hJecT

",'1

QCtVrWW, MV

W.M'CH
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George McManiv

-- 7

DARN IT

I,

BELEM

HE't

!

UL

-

HERE

NO MORE APPLES
Eut a good four-roobrick,
well located in the Second

t

ward. Good sleepin?
porch,
oak floors, nice shade trees,
lawn, sidewalks, good garage,
chicken house, etc. This house
la in Acondition and will
sell . Call 640; we will be glad
to show it.
-l

brk

Furnished

right.

HOME AND INCOME .
frame house with
large porches. In good close-i- n
location in Third ward. At
present, arranged for two families. This is a good value at
(3,750. Terms.
Six-roo-

LINCOLN

.,i'.

'

'I

ADDITION.

A few more good lots to be

had in Llncolnvaddityon. Located
on North Fourth street with
some shade and fruit trees;
also extra large
lots.
Good
termSj,

,

D, T, KINGSBURY

Ileal
210 W.

Realtor.
Estate, Loam
Insurance.
Gold.
Ihone

and

.five-roo-

five-roo-

007--

"INVESTMENTS"'

m

business
have two
lots on Wfes Central Avenue
BUY
hold
should
and
riow
you
a short while, then sell ' for
real money.
We

25-f- t.

A. Tj.

MAimV

& COMPANY,'

Realtors.

Five-roo-

m

Real Estate, Loans and
modern, hardwood ftoori, fireplace,
Insurance.
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine
location; Fourth ward.
WANTED
223 W. Gold.
18,750 Eight-rooThone 150.
pebble
dashed dwelling, bavh, etc.: alio two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
Tie makers.
Apply
ward, close In,
X
Some good buys In Central avenue DullMcKINLEY LAND AND
A REAL HOME
ness property.
UMBElt CO.,'
whit
$4.600
stucco frame
At a real price, with easy terms.
n
built-ioak
bungalow, modern,
floors,
Thoreau
New Mexico Five-roobrick, oak floors, furfeatures, garage and other outbuildnace, built-i- n
ings; Fourth ward.
features, garapre,
'
fenced,
all for $5,000,
sidewalks,
A. nJEUSCODgR, Realtor
in Luna district. Can vnu bent It.
Accident, Automobile Assurance,
R. MrCI.I'fillAN, ItKALTOIl.
Surely Rot Is,' Loans.
ADOBE HOME
204- - V. Gold.
l'hono 412-.t- .'
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
.
j'elepbona 674.

Co.

R

X

--

,

FOUR-ROOGOOD
SURE
t
highly jnodern home out
side. Front and glassed- In sleeping
porch, mantel,
feawith all other built-i- n
tures. Finished in Old English.
etc.
Lawn,
garage,
'
Only $4,000.
TALK ABOUT TOUR GOOD
buys, listen to this one. A
modern seven-rooaanay,
home out In the Fourth
ward with, three bedrooms,
, three closers, mantel, garage,
lawn, shade, etc., for only
$4,200 on good terms.
WB HAVE HOMES FROM
one to $14,000. Let 'us show
you. No trouble to explain.
At your service.

ROBERTS'-TURNE-

MOVE

IN TODAY
A
two
When you can buy a new,
house with
house, all modern except- sleeping porches and lnrgo front
and bath, well
ing heat, on
a' full size lot porch; twofortoilets
On easy terms call
two apartments; lot
, arranged
r0 by 142; newly decorated and
Tr easy terms cm
ACKERSON & (jnU'FHTI
furnished, ready to move in, for
$3,700. In the Lowlands. To see
Realtors.
120 S. Fourlli.
rhone 414. this call
Jas, M, Johnson,
F01R SALE
Insurance, Keal Estate, Loans.
. mono 210.
$8,000
stucco bungr,-lo- 210 W. Gold.
whlt

PRICED' TO SELL

218 W. Cold.

'

WHY PAY RENT

I'liono 407.

5
FOR SALE

,

South Highlands; two ' houses,
on corner. Bringing $35.00 rent.
$400 down. $1,400.
REALTY SALES CO.
114, S. Second.
l'lione 669.

Large rooms and sleeping porch, Adobe stucco,
mission front porch ana
service porch, A "beautiful lot and wonderful shade
east front, For appointment call 2377-or any

IXSUKAXCE
We find in checking over our
INSURANCE
accounts
that
there is an abundance of property th.it wo do not have any
INSURANCE on.
We fool that we are entitled to
a share of your business and
assure you that any amount
will be appreciated and taken
care of.
"Our
attention to
personal
every tittle detail."
l'lione 657.
FRAXKLIN & COMPANY,
'
Realtors.
Insurance, Loans, Investments.

RENlApartmenU f

FOR RENT

Ui..T Furnished
ion
garage. Phone

IweIIing

apartment and FOR RENT A house at 712 West Tljeras.
1S90-FOR RENT Four-roohouse, furnished'.
1'Olt RENT Furnished anartment. four
Bis North Fourth
rooms, modern. 1104 North Second.
HELP WANTED
FOR LEASE Four rooms, furnished; no
FOlt RENT Two furmetied rooms with
west Conner.
tl
nig.
Mute.
private bath; very cool. Phone 1727-FO
RENT Several houses, furnished WANTED EXPERIENCED
I' Oil RLNT Three room and
tray boy. Ab
and unfurnished. Phone 1582-J- ,
sleeping
i"y qui west Hioiti.
porch: private bath. 1,15 West Granite, FOR RENT Two-roofurnished bouse. CC;:cHETE form carpenters, teamsters
Phone 1701-wno porcn. l't-jMouth Walter.
and laborers, irood wages, transporta'-tlo- n
i'oii liKNT
Two furnished rooms,
FOR RENT Furnished five-rooto Job. Employment Agency, 110
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
215 Wc,t Marquette,
Sruth
Third.
724 Houth Second.
phone
14n8-TV
ANTED Lumber
FOH REN'IVThree rooms, glassed In sloep-in- g
handlers and box
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
factory operators, common laborers to
porch, beautifully furnished, close
garage, $.10. Inquire 822 South Arno, work around saw-milIn. Phone 19R8-right hand band
phone 1240-sawyer. 115 South Third,
1'OR RENT Furnished modern outside
FOR RENT Furnished
WANTED
Loarlermen to
Ameriapartment;
Averlll
private bath.
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185--cottage,
can loo; loaders; also operate
or
railroad
Apartments, 20H, North Second.
call 120S East CoDner.
men for. buildlnft logging
KENT Furnished front apartment, FOR
ton
RJCNT Small
Apply 116 South Third.
modern furnished
three rnmg and private bath. 2114
cottage. Phone S81-North Secd. Albuquerque Hotel.
Female.
Bast Central, from 9 to 12. keys at 1524
WANTED At once,
FOR RENT A very f.lce four-roogirl for
MM-Hou- ses,
sun
an
housework. 217 South Fourth. general
Kinds; furnished
apartment, furnlihed: you should see
and unfurnished.
McMlllloo
this one at once. 910 Forrester.
Wood,
HAMt.u Experienced cook.
healtnrs. 20 West lod.
600 North Fourth, phone HG0-- Apply
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, comuit KK.N'T Three-r,A)hnn,.: S7i WANTED Woman
pletely furnished, modern; water paid;
cook, experienced ill
glassed porch and two screened porches.
118. 1001 East Central, phone 1142-J- .
cooking for sick; must leave klt.;hen jn
$22 per month. Phone 1238-FOR RENT Two
sanitary condition, plan menls and take
large, cool rooms, FOR RENTIOS SoUth
Arno
full
of kitchen; go home nights.
kitchenette,' nicely furnished
houseroomsand bath. tnn.rnm Ka.An..n, 1 41 B charire
South; Edith.
keeping; modern conveniences. 616 West Phone
1628-or
P.
F.
McCanna,
foal.
Mule
and
VKJti
KU..N1bevera mnff.m fnrnimUaA
FOR RENT Nicely furnished two-rooSOLICITORS WANTED Good pay. Ap
cottages: rent
l?o Bni 14c, M.
with bath;
housekeeping apartment,
ply r.mcee tstuoio, urant building.
reasouaLle; adults; no sick. 513 South .3. wpiJiy hi IL'IB hotitn Edith'.
FOB RENT Completely furnished, three WANTED
Arno.
Lady or centleman to take
one or all of throe agencies, which
room
over
noa
sleenina
Uni
cottage,
nnpi.ii
FOR RENT Modern furnished apartI have held for three years;
1478-J.car
line.
versity
good monev,
Phone.
rooms
and sleeping porch,
ment, two
1205
work; better Investigate.
furnished house. pleasant
close In, to couple only. 614 West Iron, rOH RENT Two-rooNorth Sixth.
with
1:10
S30-sleeping porches: modern
l'hone
per month, Call nt 70(1 East Santa Fe.
TOR SALE Rouses
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apartRENT Four-roofurnished houae ?"OH SALE Klve-ronment; hot and cold water, lights and I'OR
brick house, unwith
sleonlna
125
nor
421
porch.
rent
reasonable.
phone paid:
furnished. Iil9 West Atlnntlc.
water paid. !H1 West Iron, phone ,,,,ih2102-Homh Broadway.
FOH SALE Corner
three-r.v.lots.
TO RENT Furnished, two rooms and 4isi your vacant houses witn the City
stucco house,
Call
garage, sheds.
Realty Co.. fur emmnt mri .rfl.l.n, 21211-bath, two porches and garage, $35, light service.
Mrs.
Frank
Orooms.
207
West (Sold, chona
.
and water furnished. 117-liarvard;
throe-rooSTRICT
almoit
LY"aiODERN,'
new
119
FOR
at
seven-rooRENT Modern brick
Harvard.
key
house, sleeping porch; only $1,700,
furnished siiltahu tnr hnM.pi on
FOR RENT One large and one small or house,
very easy payments. Phone 1SS2-home. 118 North Maple, phone 2272-apartment, furnished
completely for
FOR
SALE
By owner, suburban home,
215
Crane
FLRN1SHED
HOUSE
housekeeping.
Apartments,
of four rooms.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
North Seventh, phesfe 814.
sleeping porch, garage: nnnostta unl.
fruit
trees,water,
grape arbor. Post-offic- e
$50
per month. 1820 East Cen
FOR RENT Fu nisr.ed apartments, con- verslty;
box 21 S, city.
1
venient to sanatorlums; four rooms, tral.
Four-roon
X
FOR
.
SALE
glassed-ltwo
OR RENT Modern brlclt ho,... mln.i
house,
deeping porches, gas; rn East
Central ost Una. Call 1821 East Central, - furnished, six rooms, front and hack
porches, modern; completely furnlBhed,
or
48.
or seeMcMtlllon ft Wood. sthwi
without furnltare; priced right, til
screened porches; highlands; close in.
South Eighth.
inl-J- ,
FOR RENT Two rooms and glassed-l- n
and
d
five-roosleeping porch, furnished for house- FOR
"brick FOR SALE
keeping, wnter and lights paid, $30 per
large lot. 142x50; fine for
nouae, cioss in. 21s North Walter. For
rnonth. Wm. J. I.everett, Realtor, phone Information. Phona 1903-oe rail 417 chickens; only 3G0. Call before 10 a. m.
'
180S south Edith.
t0. Third and Oold.
South Walter.
I
brick
FOR RENT Three-roohouse
lth FOR SALE By owner, weii-bul- it
house, four rooms and bath, two
chlcRen house for two hundred chickens
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
two rooms and kitchenette, bath
garage, lights and water.
1205 West screened porches, large lot and shade
trees. 1004 East Copper.
large front porch; garage If de- Iron, phone 490-)
sired; thoughly clean and sanitary; two FOR RENT Modern. furnished home. FOR SALE Modern home, four rooms,
ndults only and no sick. 124 South Arno,
furnished, large lot, newly fenced, garthree rooms and
sWiiio?
chicken house; price $.1,000; terms;
phone 632-porch, two other screened norchea. In. age,
owner leaving town. 622 East Santa Fe.
quire 1001 South Walter.
FOR
modern
SALE Splendid 'six-roofour rooms and
FOR, RBNT House,
KOK SALfe Livestock
home, large basement, furnace, built-i- n
sleeping porches, unfurnished;
three
wood
hard
features,
floors, garage,
FOR SALE Good milk cow. Phoue blocks from postofleej 140 per month.
trees, walks, a bargain, from owner,
Wm. ,T. T.everott: phone 110.
2404-Jy
700 West Roma.
five-roo- m
FOR
Tw'i
HEM'
furnished
f'OR SAitE Fresh Toggenburg milk goat.
rooms and furnlturo,
bungalows. 214 and 21S North Mania: FOR SALEr-Fo- ur
Phone 15S2-Third ward, close In, 60x142 12.6,10;
will
until SeDtember at las ner
FOR SALE Young Jersey cow, cheap. month.rent Please
corner lot, 6O9S5,
seven
also
terms;
rooms,
call at 724 East Central.
1411 South Edith.
furnished, $2,800. W. J, Rice, McCannas
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and glass office,
643.
FOR SALE A- -l Jersey cow, for Quick
phone
ed-l- n
sleeping porch, nlcelv furnished.
sale, $65. Phone 2401-.Tmodern, except bath; fine neighborhood; FOR SALE 824New r.omes Dyonowner; one
West Oold;
FOR SALE
Cheap.
or 110
gaited saddle wiuns oniy.
call
East
715.
Silver,
810
North Maple; one four-roohorse and saddle. 400 North Twelfth. phone 1901-TMaple; terms. Call 121 Weat SilFOR SALE A fine
Ifolsteln FOR RENT House, new, three roorTfs, North
1949-ver,
phone
glassed-ln- ,
Jersey cow. Cal 1220 South High, or
bath,
'porch,
sleeping
SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
screened porches, eloctrlo light, gas and FOR
phona 2161-builder, $1175 cash, .or best offer, buys
FOR SALE TJiree young Jersey cows, Areola neat; opposite Methodist Sanatoand
glassed-l- n
2400-Rporch.
sleoplng
rium.
Phone
heifers, nine to
cheap; also three
Electrlo and city water.
The best In
twelve months old, P:ione 2408-R-j
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house; town for healtluieekers.
1822
Palmer,
water and electrlo llchl Inside: wood- - South High
FOR S4LE Good saddle pony, euttaole
phone 1758-for young lady or children. Phone shod and chicken house. 1306 Virginia FOH .SALE In south
highlands, new
boulevard. Call at 10,'iJ North Sixth, or
1744-.between 9 a, m. and 1 p. m.
three-roo1S60-cottage: two large screened
FOR SAI K Flemish Oiants, Kufus Reds. phone
In porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
RENT Unfurnished, modern brand
Black,
bucks, does and FOR
Belgians,
features; a real buy; very small paynew house; two glassed-i- n
sleeping ment down, balance flke rent. Call at
' fr. ere. 710 West Lead, phone 1926-front and back ..porches, all room 15, First Nntional Bank building, or
FOE SALE Cheap, three Jersey cows; porches,
screened In; has
will rent reason- 701 East Bsnta Fe, or phone 893.
good mNkers; may be seen at corner of ably. Call at 801 gas:'
South Edith.
North First and Granite. Phone 2337-W ANTED
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Two carloads of good young
CARPENTERING
horses. Weighing from l,2uo to 1.600
THE ODD
JOB MAN. WANTED Ton truck. Address post- pounds. Martin's corral, Albuquerquo PETTIFORD
: AU
office box 141.
kinds of work. Phone 17-J- .
Horse llarket, First street and Mountain
I WILL ESTIMATE! all or any part ot WAN W2D Money to loan on good first
road.
I
lathmortgages. McMllllon & Wood.
make a specialty of
your work;
ing and shingling, W. M. Conver, phons r e HAVE several gllt-edg- s
first mortFOR SALE7-Ranch- e
2416-Jgage loans. Who wants themt ldo- &
Million
Wood.
three-fourtresurface
smatT
SANDING
can
We
FLOOR
FOR SALE A
ranch,
mile west of bridge; modern bouse.
your old floors and make them like TRANSFER and scavenger work de.ni.,
new and make your new floors perfect.
J. James. '
reasonable rates. K. A. Griffith, 722
2070-Phone
Best Iron, phone 1970-ROBERTS-TURNE218
R
Weat
company,
Oold, have established a special land LET me figure yuur new house or re EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player-fHan- o
department.
pairs; reasonable prices; work guargn
repairing. James Duran, phone
El 1974-estimates free. Call 1765-1920 West New York.
FOR SALE We have some splendid teed;
E. Johnson, 818 John.
WANTED To buy cook stove or- small
propositions In suburban ranches,
WO
DO
ODD
and
JOB
ng
carpente
Company.
range with water front; must be In
bouse building, reasonable;! Investigate first-clacondition. Phone 632-iCR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
low
free.
Phone
estimates
our,
o
prices;
twenty-twacres of tt alfalfa; ranch
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 815 South
J. F, Kluken, 212 Yale.
man's house, barns for storing alfalfa, 239S-will
First
pay the highest prices for
and complete farm equipment. Santiago I WANT you to Investigate my low prices your aeoond-han- d
clothing, shoes and
on any kind of a bulldlng'Proposltlon
Qareifl.. Ranohos da Albuquerque.
furnltcre. Phone 858.
havs Id view. A. E. Palmar. Bunga-loTo
WANTED
RANCH A good one, for sale; all kinds y
used furniture for a
buy
Builder bos 41. eltv. PHvone 176S-four-rooor iruu, airaira, implements, cijwb.
house; will pay cash If price
Is" right.
house, eraraae. tmru.
horses,
Mr, Kennedy, care
l" OR
Address
SALE Real Estate Journal,
In, Old town
twentytwo acres close
Boulevard: must be sold on account of FOR SALE OR TRADE For auto, lot on
RUG CLEANERS
North Seventh; auto must be In good
or I48
Phons owner. 2417-R- 1,
health.
Rugs Cleaned, $1.25.
Phons 171. Address 924 South MATCR 9x1
postoft:c bos 192, Old Albuquerque, N. condition.
ESSES renovated. $3.50 and up;
Sscond.
M.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
or 20S6-- J,
of four acres, entirely, fencet LOTS We have some splendid residential Bedding Co.. phones 813-RANCH
, lota In all parts of city, to sell on easy
wire,
with five-fopoultry
Careful Kodali finishing.
WANTED
,
J.
terms
E.
West
Gonce,
Sliver,
Barelas
west
of
sir
fourths mils
lit
bridge;
Twlot dally service. Remember, satisrnntnpd house, three screened porches; phone 477.
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
INCOME HOME PROPERTY
water In hiuse, new garage and chicken
a reliable, established firm, Banna
to
hinnnaA nn nvmi ann iur 50x142, TWO ROOMS and sleeping porch, 4 Hanna, Mastsr Photographers.
u......a.
Income,
garage, store building;
present
keys; also furniture; terms. 1.0.11 owuor,
2418-J$S
per month. - Caa be easily Increaaed
TYPEWRITERS
to $50 per month; bargain; terms. Sea
TYPE WRITERS All makes overhauled
MATTRESS RENOVATING owner. 1224 North second,
and rmalred.
Ribbons for every ma'
I
ilAff RI5SS RENOVATING, $3.60 anil up
..Typewriter
Albuquerque
Real MmKuF chine.
903-- J
ehlnsre
ohime
furniture,
i?J Smith Pour'
repairing,
denning,
Rug
lif YOU have ViBiiiess property 'for lulu,
or 20S5-- J.
packing. Phona S13-list it with McilUilon
Journal jYurn Ads firing Kosulta,
Wood, ,,
Brvla getldlng CompatuL ,

As Long As

-

hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, nicely furnished.
Fine porches, good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
J. P. GILL KEAI.TY CO,
Phono 770.
323 W. Central.

fr

fr

y

1

Wanted

V

FOR

SALE
Z41

It Lasts

Grade

J, D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
Phone 410.
JU W, Gold,

"Address Box

115.00.

?are

about 1,000 feet)
Call with iVagon
Terms Cash

five-roo-

Migcell Aneous

THY BODDVS MILK; BDST

city property.

IN TOWN.

FOR KALE Genuine French violin.
West McKlnley.
FOR SALE Double set work 'harness.
217 North Third.
FOR SALE Apples and pUlins.
O. B.
Clarke, phone 2405-RFOR SALE 10,000 puunds early harvest
apples, cheap. Mann's 6ardens.
FOR SALE Laundry stove, with tank
beater attachment.
Phone 473-FOR SALE Cheap, soda fountain; good
condition. Apply 215 South First.

m

McKinley Land
Lumber Co,

&

Morning

C,

B,

Journal..

YOU AND YOUR WIFE
Should own this splendid
modern home. Close In. A bargain.
Act quick or it'll
Terms;
yes, very good, v
six-roo- m

J.

E.
118 W.

AUTOMOBILE,
iiilk-i-

speedster,

S

fnst-ilas-

s

407

North Third.
Bulck touring cari
Bond-Dillo- n

condition.

217

Co.

city.
l'OIi SALE Overland touring car, first-cla- ss
condition; pries 100. 009 West

McKinley.
FOR SALE

'

East

front.

pointment,
Call 2377--

THE

'.

120 V. Gold
BI T KKM, OK TRADE
I I umtliu:, ETC.
Ij. & 1:. ij. mcspadden
I'liono 1111.

or any Realtor.

EASY

ROBERTS

--

TURNER CO,

BARGAINS
AND 10
for amounts of $300.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown in
and papers to be examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Investment

Goodall

Co,

Konm 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)

l'hone

349.

Real Estate

Room

FOR RENT Furnished roam.
2S South
Seventh, phone 729-FOR It ENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
124 South Edith.
FOIt ItifiN'T Itoonis,
newly furnished.
823 Bouth
Fourth.
FOK RENT Very pleasant room, close
In. 208 North Sixth.
FOH RENT Furnishes rooms; no chll- dren. 110 South Walnut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
children. 41t West Silver.
LARGE, coo) room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOIt RUNT Furnished room and kjtch- en. 1724 West Central, phone 252.
FOR RENT
Pleasant housekeeping
rooms, near sanatorium.
Phone 1097.
FOR RENT Furnished room, for gentleman, 15 rrjnonth. 616 North Third.
FOR RENT Rooms
light hnusekeep

ap.

Two three-roomodern homes.
One east side, S200 down.
West side, $150 down. See us
for TmrRalnn.

EXCHANGE

WE WILL GET YOU 8

Phone 477.

Silver,

For

t

Gonce, Real Estate,

FOR RENT
$76.

iulh Illsrh. call after 6 n. m.
o
FOR SALM
Light Bulck, tSOO;
116 West Oold.
Dodge.
EXl'EliT RADIATOR REPAIUINO
6"

FOR SALE

street.

fiva-roo- m

Insurance, Loans.

,ji.!'..';?:vLL'''-Lw!2Lk''

HOME

Consisting of
Five rooms, musio room, bath,
basement
and two porches,
fire place, furnace, hardwood
built-i- n
floors,
buffet and
kitchen cabinet, lawn, shado,
garage. Lot 100 feet on paved

S.

be-go-

New Mexico,

Albuquerque,

FCH s.u.K

A REAL

m

,

(Oe

PHONE 201

Cosy

Better

A

Plumbing; and Ilcatlnp.
Repair Work a Specialty.

BUNGALOW

m

ing of Dry Goods, Clothing,
Shoes and Furnishings. Stock
will invoice about $12,000; can
reduce stock if necessary. Good
reason for selling.

$10.00 Per Load

THE PLUMBER,
21 6' North Third,

PAT,,

BRICK

100x142 fet, corner, near new
stucco
city school. Three-roodwelling, all for $2,100. Here's
your chance.
$1,500 to loan on

for a wfll located four-roomodern home In Highlands. Terms.
for a double housa In
$4,001)
.Third ward. Bitth, baserrient.
close In, $2,000 will handle...
$1,1100 will buy a new four-roohome on North Third street;
$300 down, $25 a month.
$3,800 new, four rooms, basement,
oak
bath,
floors,
fireplaco,
tliroushout. Splendid location 'In
Fourth ward. Terms.
$5,600 for
brick, east
front, shade, lawn, basement,
furnace, largn lot, close In,
First ward. Terms.
McMITXlON
& WpOD, Realtors.
200
V. Gold. Insurance, Loans.

$3,250

Good paying business In northern New Mexico town, consist-

ft

K

OPPORTUNITIES
LOCATION

HOME OWNING

Che

Insurance, Notary Public.

Realtor,

BUSINESS

FOR SALE

W

FOR

FOR RENT
and
unfurnished

houses in all parts of th city.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE
We have five good Insurance
settle clairria '
companies.
They
nnnMnVl..
.1..
h .3
emu
uiii 1'i.ijr
BULiaiat:iuriiy,
This Is a sorvice you will appreciate and we shall appreciate your business,
A GOOD
Can still be bought In the University Heights for only $10.00
down and $10.00
monthly.
This is the best addition to the
city and the terms make It
possible for all of us tfTown a1
lot. Wo are general agents and
ready.
H, CHAS ROEHL'i
I'liono 610.

BUSINESS
FOR
21-

SALE

Two-st-

South First

klndot
FOR,

business.
SAMS Crl

CHANCES
oriels

W.i.

tmllriln

.

Inquire fill North First.
FOR RALE Albunueraua
Hntf TTi
South First. Alhnnn erniiA fctf
Mn.
room.
319 South First.
FOR SALE Offlcl al county paper In
growing town.
Developer, Mosquesj,
M.

Rooms furnlxhed
$2,650
Rooms partly furnished,
two
family house
$3,750
Rooms, two porches, furnished.
new house
$.1,600
Above are new houses in excellent
condition. Small payment and easy
terns. ib v w. Cold. Phone 99!).
4
6
4-

Ste

STACDV.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AflUllM'.IS.
JOll.N W. WILSON.
Attnrnef.
qom II, 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.
Phone 11S3-'
PHVSII IANH AMI 8f ttUKONfe.
Kit. 8. I. Ut'RION,
Diseases nt the Stomach.
Bulls.
Harnett Building.
t. .MAUI K hlvl KI ,
, o.
Citizens' Bank Building,
Thone RKI-and 203S-JDR.

R

c.

"

clarke;

Eve, Far, Nosa and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone 111.
Office Roura
to II ft, m.. and 2 to I p. ra.

Lain 1322 model Bulck Light
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Ill South Third,
Practice UmKed to
phone SIOU-MFOH SALE
one GENITO
Meat mni'tter: at
URINARY DISCASR9
tin
FOR SALE Ford Coupe,
late model,
nnV
meats
AND DISEASES OF THE fiKIN
onlv: lone Inn.:
annually;
starter, good tires, perfect condition.
to sell; owner leavlnr. Writ- - In n T. Hnsnermun
220
Lnhorntory In Connection.
South Sixth.
ROOFING!
2L creJournal.
Cltlsr-nBnnlt Bine. Phono H3,
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-FOR SALE Rebuilt
, "flrst-clas- s
Mitchell
WE HAVE A- -l money-maltin- g
business
GARDEN
condition, or will trade for good
HOSE, $2.05 per rolN The
opportunities, such as mrnh.,ll..
F. 0. BAKES, M. D.
Exchange, 120 West Gold, phono 1111. Font, 71 S South Third, phone 2102-groceries, garages and other hlah.cia.s
B0
SAVE
to 7ii per cent on used psrts,
I'UK
Wicker baby carriage, pood
propositions not advert sed oeali. T!nh. Diseases of the Ere. G lasses Fitted
difetc.; full stock for over
Co.. 218 Wis Oold.
Office removed to 114 N. Sec
condition; very reasonable.
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., twentyflva
311 West
Silver.
FOP. RENT Nice, cieon sleeping and WHO IS INTERESTED
ond at. Ground floor. Phon 842,
olth-- Te
In
FOR SALE Thoroughbred pit bull teriireser will Turnlsh
ntentv of irno.l
housfkepplnn rooms. 12114 North Third.
rier puppies. O. H. Blumenshlne, phone FOIt SALK Apperson "chummy" road- FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for rancrn and water, twenty-fiv- e
CHIROPRACTORS
miles last
S412-Rster, newly painted; new tires, and In
morenu, N. M.; 100 to 200 head of
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 ''Vest ot
1
No.
If
reasonable
cattle
Duke
will
condition;
run
an
you
price.
FOR SALE OR
eoual number
Iron.
RENT Singer sewing I'lty Auto Co., 309 West Tileras.
fc
of mine with yours. Can Furnish some
Chirflprartor.
machine.
120
The Exchange,
Vcat
O H ItENI-T- wo
nice rooms furnished nnrK on
1fl
ntf tit ArmUf
FOR SALE Ford roadster and truck: F for'
place and you can take a good
Cold, phone 1111.
7
El
West
610
housekeeping. Apply
moesload
If
like.
you
Brothers
terms
be
can
Dodge
touring;
FOR SALE
nave small sawmill at Thoreau, N. M.. FOR SALE- - -- Poultry-Egtfi
Tl.ughbred English bull
J. Korber
Co.. Dodge Broth
.' terrier puppies' Apply 1512 North arranged.
FOR KENT
Two rooms furnished for 200,0(10 feet of logs are now being hauled VOn SALK
ers liealers. phone 783. Auto Dent.
First. Phone 1317-.T- ,
fifty S. C. iCTTnedlaying
ro it. other
1727
West
light
housekeeping.
standing timber near It tinder
FOH SA LIS Auto top ana paint shop
hens. Phone 1870-contract.
to make om utnrt of
Want
FOR SALE $65 reed baby carriage, fur
modernly equipped: owner sick: excel FO '. RENT
FOR PALE Dressed hens. 30o per pound,
$26; good
115 lent
condition;
Nice,
clean apartments, neal on It. Can use Alburtuernue nron- sanitary.
opportunity. Address postofflce box
South Walter, phone 1640-delivery Saturday. Call 2106-Rout In few davs. .J.
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 M West '.rty. Will be going 13.19
as, Bast Las vems, N. M.
Ilrnnsnn.
FOR SALE Six White Leghorn h'e'ns. lw
Owner,
North
Seventh.
TYPEWRITERS, all B.aKts, $13 and up.
good does and hutch.
South Seventh.
$3 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter FOR SALE Ford Coupe, late model. In l'OIi RENT Front bed room, adjoining For Rent-Roowith Board FOR SALE Nine'lUiodoHiIsland "Red
Exchange, 132 South Fourth,.
eath, close in and private family.'' 306
hens
extra good condition. See It Is to buy,
and
some
WcBt
Roma.
F0iFSATE Used tractors,
mixed
Phone
TABLB BOARD, single meals served. 1742-and o.len Bulck Co., Fifth and Gold, phone
313
with gang plows
e
North
oui-staHardware
FOR
TerWh.
RENT Nice
sleeping
Milk-feDepartment. J. Korber A Company.
d
SALE
looms.
2ifi
FOn RENT Room with hoar
Albuquerque Hotel,
lit FOR
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and not-ta- FOR SALE OR TRADE For a ood North Second.
fryers: alive or dressed, Swift. Boule.
South Broadway.
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
roadster or speedster, a five passenger FOH RENT Two large rooms, furnished ROOM AND BOARD, 19 a week. 511 vard road, phone 1020-lots.
Bwayne's Dairy, phone I91B-fors'llsht housekeeping: no sick, or chilFOR QUICK SALK (tood laying hens,
ugnt six private family touring car; used
Pouth Broadway.
75o and $1 each; two White WyanFOH SALE Pianos and player
FIRST-CLAS- S
pianos; very little; In excellent condition and up dren. 5"3 North Fourth.
board and
room. See dotte eockerols, $2 each; spring chickens,
pre-wvalues. Phona 10. Geo. P. to date; over 20 miles per gal. of gaso-llr- e GRAY STONE ROOMS 218
West
Oold,
Mrs, Maes. Ill South Arno.
can be seen at 801 North Third
40o
U'arnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
7c-l- l
5
(,er pound, 211 North Walnut, phono
phono 310-per day;
FOR
reet. Make me an offer.
RENT Glassed-l- n ' porch, with 1478-,
FOR SALE Standard make used player
per week. Mrs. E. t,uldl.
114
b.ard.
North
Marie.
pianos. In A- -l condition; will sell at ALBUQUERQUE AUTO WrtlCCKING CO. IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
ROOM
New
with
WANTED
and
Used
on
bargain
easy payment Plan. Phone
sleeping porch and hoard;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Apartments
14.19-REPT.AOEMENT PARTS
gentlemen only. Phone 1(179-Theater. 2111,4 West Central.
WANTED .Modern fui nislied upartment,
In Stock for All Cars:
CANVAS Bleeping porch,
with
EVERYTHING IN PLUMBING FIXT- ALL
boafi
or
or four rooms, for
small
three
house,
LINCOLN
furnish
APARTMENTS,
newly
parts tested before leaving shop.
io per ween
1207 East Central.
URES, and material. Pumps and well
couple and hoy 7, girl 1. Answer R., car
rooms; not water, cool and close in.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies. 312ed South
B14-points. Thaxtnn Supply Co., Phone 473-KUUM
AND
BOARD
and price.
Journal,
with
Third,
giving
description
phone
glassed sleeplights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc.
1111 North Fourth.
Don't care for place previously rented t
no sick,
i'
Paris cnrrled for 22 makes of cars. New FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
ju.'i rorrester.
sick.
Hr..NT--Frorooms in modern home. Apply Mrs. run
drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
room, five windows;
SLAB WOOD For fire, place. $3 full axles,
Aluuuueniue-SnnFe- - Troa
tray service; summer rates. 1207 Eat-- ;
carried for all ears. Keep us In mind. Fred Hamm, 623 North Second.
truck load, delivered. Phone 1693-DAILY STAtlE
Central.
NEW MEXICO'S CLDEST WRECKING FOR RENT Furnished
light
housekeep
To
Taos
HOUSE.'
(Read
linnn)
FOR
RENT Large front room, adjoining
ing rooms, gas. bath, phone; well peo
7:30 a. m.
8
Leave
Phona 434.
West Central.
FOR SAKE 84x4 tire, tube and rim, $5;
bath, for one or two. and board If
pie; no children. 416 West Gold.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
another one for $7.60 and,$8.r,0; also
Phone 1.140-WHEN IN NEED OB"
One
well
RENT
FOR
housefurnished
....
13:80
u. m.
Leave
a few 30x3 Vi. The Exchange, 120 Weat TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- '
Oood home cooking, ratos by
room, close In; reasonable renrt BOARD
12:80 p. m.
Leave
Gold, phone 1111.
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles, nokeeping
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corno children. 306 West Iron.
slek;
Arrive
8:0')
p. m.
FC1 SALE B.lack currents for msklng bearings horns, accessories
To Alhnqnern.no (Read l'p)
RENT Excellently ventilated clean ner Broadway and Gold.
Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bont-- s COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTER". FOR
7:00
FOR
Albuquerque
...Arrive...
RENT
p.m.
bed room, private entrance, hot water,
Have lovely vacanoy for two
THE
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom 8 to 8 WE HAVE- SALVAGED TO DATE
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
convalescents. Mrs. W. H. Heed, phone
phone; reasonable. 204 North Waiter.
FOLLOWING MAKES OP CARS:
to
morning, 12 to 1 and
122S-Fa
Santa
nights.
..11:48
Arrive.
40
p.m.
South Welter.
Bulck C24, C25, D45. D5S; Cadillac. Et.CIN HOTEL Sieeptn;, rooms and
,. Arrive. ..11 :18 a. m.
CET)RO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
Eepanola
Chalmers. Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB.
housekeeping apartments, by the day, FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,next
Taos
7:30 a. m.
direct from Cedro canyon to user; Tlaby
....Leave...
t,
Dort,
to
Dodge,
week
or
Grand;
month.
602H
West
Central.
bath,
110
table
board.
good
(with
FARE
SANTA FE,
TO
sawed and split In stove or fireplace Ford, Hup 20"TL K. N.J Maxwell, MitchTO TAOS, fU.Bu.
lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 24 00-- J 2. ell Olds 8. Overland, every model; Saxon Foil RENT Front room, well furnished, South Arno, phone 1,127-Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllng
adjolplng bath, use of phone, close In; FOK RENT Desirable room and porch,
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions 4 and
4 and 6; Willys-Knigh- t,
; Studchaker
one or two gentlemen. 703 Weet Silver.
Brothers' Cigar Store, 210 West Central
with board, for gentlemen.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
Inquire Avet
every model.
.'. Phone 00.
If you don't see your car la the above FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, with Mrs. Fleming, 105 South Cedar.
troubles, $1, planter Arch Supports. Thos.
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Confee
no children
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. !ir remember,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
light, hath, telephone:
Phone tit.
414 West
WB ARE SALVAGING
LATH) MODEL right across from postofflce.
with board, suitable for one or two. tlonery.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
Gold.
"
DAT.
1472-CARS
EVERT
Phona
618 West Fruit.
lOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galTIME CARDS
In addition to the largest stock of used FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished" for
lon.
The Manzano Co., 110 South
RENT Cool, airy front sleeping
In the state, we
carry a
and FOR
light
gas
housekeeping;
Walnut, phone 1834-J- .
light,
Try s. built up parts
room
on
ground floor, good board near.
Una nf NEW gears, drive shafts, wnter furnished; also garage. 209 North
roof; will last as long as thelbulldlng. axle shafts
118 North Walter, phone 615-and general accessories, for Edith.
FOR SALE Airedales; beautiful
ev-r- y
car.
MRS.
MARSHALL'S
private home for
FOH RENT Exclusive, well
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST,
puppies;
whelped May 1.
furnished
convalescents and bed patients: nurse's
These are from the greatest winning
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
VIADUCT OARAGE,
strains In America. Males, $2D) females,
water heat and bath; centrally located care; excellent meals. Phone 11S1-- J.
800 SOUTH SECOND.
$16. Milno, $283 Tennyson street, DenI AM going to open a first-clas- s
621 West Coal.
Phone 1744-Largest parts house Id tha state.
boardver, Colo.
WIBTBCUN."
ing house on August 1. on East Cen
Dally.
t'OR
One
RENT
room
and
glassed
close In. For rotes, call at 22 South Train.
rzVB full sets ot telegraph Instruments,
tral,
FOR SALE Furniture
Arrive.
Pepart.
one
room
and canvassed High. Mrs. T. P.
sleeping porch;
J
7:30 pm 1 .10 pm
No.
inoiuoes key sounder, wire, resonator
toout....
Tha
Repp.
furnished
housefor
room
sleeping
porch,
FOR
A
SALE
md
light
dining
and batteries; two seta already assemparlor
No. I Calif. Llmlted.lv:30 am 11:M sun
SPECIAL
1223
summer
rates.
clean
and
1743-146 per month;
sot.
keeping; modern;
Phone
airy.
bled on good table and ready for two
excellent hoard, private room with No. 7 Fargo Fast.,10:ti am 11:10 am
persona to learn on; will sacrifice. Call FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster- - South Edith.
am !:
am
Navajo..
sleeping porch and tray service. Rt. No. t Tha SOUTHBOUND.
411 East silver, after 5 p. m.
.
or 2035-Ervln
Phone 613-ing.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phona 491.
WANTED Salesmen
USE EFFKCTO AUTO TCP and seat Redding Company. ,
10:10 pm
No. H El Paao Exp
No. 17 El Paso Exp
11:11 an)
dressing. Etfeeto Auto Enamel, Va it- - FOR SALE Refrigerator, baby buggy, WANT SAiKSMEN If you are making FOR RENT Nice room with glassed-l- n
par. Valaoar Enamel on automobile
sleeping porch, In new home; good
less than ten doflars per day, It will
, wardrobe
and complete line of new and
EASTEQTJNTX
table
1608
board.
or
Homestead
East
-l
AS
325
1:4 Pm
No.
used furniture at bedrock prices.
Inquire
Plymouth Cottage Print.
The Navajo.. 1:10
Silver,
pay you to see me. Also have an
i
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement. Sat' South First.
state distributing proposition. Come to phone 907-No. 4 Calif. Limited. 1. 00 pm 1:40 pm
isfaotlon assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- - FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three Combs Hotel, call for Mr. Street. No MRS. CARL BERG LUND,
private Sana' No. 18. r. Bight.. 7:31 pm 1:10 pm
cn.. ens we. central.
rbone 10E7-- J
1:54 am
oak dressers, one wooden bed, three telephone calls answered. '
eoutn Emm street: ac No. 10 The Booot.... 7:20 a.
louum,
328 WANTED Five salesmen
few more healthseek'
a
raoii
center
for
socth.
commodations
small
tables,
three
springs,
Colt
sell
to
WANTED
Position
18
Ho.
8:85
El
From
Paso
North Third.
lighting and cooking plants; we give ers; modern, nicely furnished ronms, tray No, to From 111 Paao 7:01 pm
na
WANTED Housework by the day. Phone FOR SALE Dressers,
week's training with expenses service, excellent meals, all fresh fruits.
dining table, porch you one
No. 11
No. 10 oonnects at relen
'
1846,
and pay a liberal commission and vegetables, plenty good milk. One va.
paid,
rug,
chairs,
camp
swing,
davenport,
SGO.OO
VaU- - Kaaar i City 111
In
annex
at
Peoea
for
cancy
month.
per
Clevis,
on
thereWAN TED Half-du'- y
all
business
secured
expenses
r
work or cooking, 9x13; Morris chair, sewing chair, fruit
In
O
Some
main
vacancies
Coast
building, summer
after. A hustler can make three to tour
Call 1671-502 South Arno.
.lars.
No. 11 connect, at TU vita No. II
mouth. Nurse
hundred dollars
month. The plants rales from IH0 to $100 per
WANTED washing and ironing to take FOR SALE Three-burne- r
1385-w- ..
care
gas stove, with are sold under a per
If
desired, prions
from Clovla and pointa as. and soath
and one year
nome.
Phone 1304.
oven; litindry stdve, two heating stoves, In which to pay;guarantee, tha
most atmaking
WANTED
Work by the hour. Phone beds, mahogany davenport - and other tractive proposition that any man can
17
furniture.
1348-South Arno.
after 5:80 p. m.
have placed before htm. At the same
HOUSE cleaning, floor polishing, lawn F.OR SALE Dining table, six chairs, buftime a Colt Is something that every
fet, three rockers, dresser, chiffoniers,s, farmer or small town resident needs, who
work. Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-cabinet, table, library lamp, dishes,
does not have the convenience ot good
KALSOMINING,
cleaning paper and
double and alngl beds, and other light and modern
cooking facilities.
Goodeon,
John
cleaning kalsomlne,
articles; neverused ty sick. (01 South First applicants get most choice terripnone 834-J- .'
Third.
Address W. VI. Foster, ,210 4 West
tory.
Six-rooWANTED POSITION as chauffeur and
adobe ntucco, hardwood floors
Central, Albuquerque.
This placa
yard man; oan take care ot lawn
was built for a home and consists ot a throughout.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
HvrffS' room. 13x23 with
sow lawn. Call Imperial Hotel, 605, Mr.
LOAN
MONEY
TO
fireplace,
room,
separate dining
den. bedroom, sleeping porch,
McOovern.
FOR SALE Desirable lots on North
large front porch, kitchen and bath, basement 20x36 with hot air
Sixth, or will consider a trsde tor a ilU.NIiiV TO LOAN Ou watches,
WANTED Permanent position, by ex
condition.
car, In first-clas- s
heat, lawn, trees and side walk. All material used In this house
guna and averythlng valuable.
perlenced chef, hotel, restaurant o touring
Mr. B. Marcus. Ill South First
summer resort; references. Address Cook, Phone 1063.
Is of the very best quality. Let us show you this place.
,
care Journal.
MONEV TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
-FOR RENT- Ranches
and good Jewelry i liberal, reliable, oon
LOST AND FOUND
FOR LEASE 320 acres uf good mountain flflentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 101 N. 1st,
NOTICE TO BOYS
graslng and agricultural land; good MONEY TO LOAN on close-I- n city prop- LOST Red Water Spaniel dog, answer grass and winter protection; good fonr-rooi- rt
V
McMllllon
' -v
rhone 110.
nortgagea.
rty. first
Third and Gold.
lo name of "Drake:" reward It returned
house; SOo an acre per year. Call Wood, ZOO West Oold. Insurance, real
to 723 West Silver, Clies, Qujcr, .
i
oul,v,u'4
sstate,
6.

.

ri

llii?2lL,hLtlIlPonilfJ",

4..

iis

ct

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
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Lettuce Has Been Poor and High
But today have due Northern Coast lettuce that Is
damp climate, Is very large and they say crisp and
Fancy freestone peaches, beBt of the season.
Tragedy Plums, large blue ones, excellent table
Itoyal Apricots, lnrge and splendid flavor.
Malaga grapes, first of the season.
Large Celery, the home grown cucumbers, are

grown In

tender.

G. A. TAYLOR HOT

Fourth and
Rooming
Central. See Landlady for

II

MPLIGATED

variety.

KIDNAPING CASE

nice and

His Arrest In Connection
With Assault and Kidnaping of J. M. Redding
Due to Mistaken Identity

WARD'S

George A. Taylor, arrested on a
charge of kidnaping J. M. Redding, was released following his

Cho-Ch-

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,,

508 West Central.

In

preliminary hearing yesterday
Justice of the Tence W. W.

court. Taylor proved an
gang
alibi. At the time when-thof men, supposed to be strikers,
kidnaped Redding and carried him
out of the city. Taylor was attending a party at the homeWal-of
Mrs. Frokosch, at 1121 South

WANTED DRESSMAKING
Prices reasonable,
satisfaction
Miss Pauline
guaranteed.
located at Royal Cleaners, 420 West Gold Avenue.

PAST!

TODAY

LAST TIME TODAY

"The Isle of Zorda"
Adapted from Jules Verne's

"MATHIflS SAHDORF"
i

See the escape from the prison set on the edge of
the precipice.
See the lavish homes, the gorgeous scenes, and the
(

wondrous beauty.

i
Several persona testified as to
Taylor's whereabouts at the time
of the crime and the case developed Into one of the most mysterious instances of mistaken Identity
ter street.

cases developed in Albuquerque for
some time, because Redding positively Identified Taylor as one of
the men who drove him out of
town in an automobile.
Officers
are now searching for Taylor's
double.
Taylor, himself, in not a striker,
nor has he been employed at the
Santa Pe shops, it was brought out,
at the hearing.
The trouble which led to the
mistaken Identity arrest took place
on the evening of July 15, when
from 50 to 75 men assaulted Reding and a friend of his, claiming
that they were machinists and
were working at the shops.
resulted In Redding being
pushed Into an automobile and
carried almost to Bernalillo,
where he was put out tnd told to
keep out of Albuquerque.

eight carpenters for
open shop work. Apply 1107
North First.
V.

An Unforgettable Photoplay

Sunshine Sammy

It became known yesterday for
the first time that Pete Stewart
has been working for a month in

the newly created position of city
machinist. Stewart, it is understood, receives $150 a month. He
displaced a man who had been
hired at less salary to repair city
trucks.
City Manager Calkins said yesterday that it Is belief of the comAdmission
Prices
mission
that the new man can save
Regular
the city considerable money, as
he will be expected to keep the
machinery at tho water plant In
good condition, Instead of having
the work let out. The city commission contemplates putting in a
machine for threading bolts at the
water plant, Mr. Calkins said, and
Stewart may be put In Chnrge of it.
Phone 4 and 5.
, Coal Supply Co.
Weil and
OVER
City Commissioners
The Modern Woodmen of AmerHughes had not heard of the apica will meet tonight In regular
until
pointment
It has
yesterday.
session in the I. O. O. F. hall at
not been the habit to announce ap8 o'clock.
pointments at the meetings of the
Mrs. J. A. Stephenson of
commission. City Building Inspecr
Kans., has returned to her
tor
Bowdich worked for several
home after two weeks visit here
days before his nppolntment was
with her mother,
Mrs. Pauline
More than 400 eastern bankers given out. Stewart is Raid to be a
Myer.
will be entertained In Albuquerque personal friend of Commissioner
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
a daughter, yesterday at St. on tho morning of July 27 when Tingley.
Joseph's hospital.
they will arrive here on their re
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and turn trip from the coast, where they BITTNER
HOUSE
ROOMS
Violet-ra- y
treatments. Phone 741. attended the conference of the SI0J4 South first. Phone 221.
Mrs. Garfield Hughes has re- American Institution of Banking.
The bankers
will arrive here
CITT ELKCTRIP SHOE SHOP
turned home after visiting Mrs.
I'hone M1-213 gimtb (Second.
Thomas Hughes at her summer early In the morning and will have
before
Alvarado
I'm Call and Delivery.
at
the
breakfast
home on the Pecos..
Martin S. Tlerney has returned starting on trips through the city
C. IT. CONNER, M. D.
O.
from the east. He attended the which are being planned for them
"Quarter-a-Milllo- n
Osteopathic Specialist.
Club" member- by the local bankers and the Cham
Stern
701-.commerce.
of
ber
325-Bldg. Tel.
ship convention of district managers and agents of the Missouri
Ecss. 4oc; for sale at
Gentry's
State
Life
Insurance company at
,
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
St. Louis, Mo., after which those
leading irroccries.
DOINGS
In attendance were treated to an
outing on the Great Lakes, which
654
took them as far north as Duluth,
Many broken springs tell the
at tho expense of the company.
654
avenue
Factory wood, full truck load, condition of East Central
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company from the city limits to the univerThe Glldtrslceve
Electric
sity and a still worse condition exPhone 91.
Cost Central. Phone 797-university east. A
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Patterson ists from the
a
procondition
for
disgraceful
have arrived In the city from
MILK THAT WILL KEEP
Butte Mont. They expect to make gressive community.
has recently purFrank
Vivian's Dairy, Phono 240S-J-- 4
Albuquerque their home. Mr. Pat- chased a Tlerney
In the greatbeautiful
lot
terson Is a carpenter.
on Brown aveer
district
restricted
Claude E. Davis, vice president
Public Stenographer,
the curbing has been Room 8,
of the E. La Washburn company, is nue where
MeUnl Bldg.
Ph. 701-In a
and
where
installed
already
his
vacation.
taking
few
years the most beautiful
DR.
FRANK'
B,.
MacCRACKEN,
homes of Albuquerque will be lo- DR. DAIS
B. MacCRACKEN,
The ladies of the Central Ave- cated. '
Osteopathic
Physicians.
nue Methodist church will hold a
Harry W. Arrlngton has purhome cooking sale at the Fremont chased a lot on Stanford avenue, K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-- J.
Cash Grocery today. There will near Central, and will erect a
also be some real Chinese articles handsome dwelling In ,the near
for sale.

IN

Gallon,

Golden Purity Butter

Packed,
and delivered, $1.00
2

..

Phone

For Those Who Prefer
The Beat

813

Dr. H. E. Kimble

..........

400

BANKERS

STOP

Cha-nut-

GLADIOLI
',

J.

WANTED
for fire

pay good prices
t
such as Rifles.
Shot
Must be in
Guns. Pistols.
condition.

arms

213 So in h

Ho-ron- o,

I.

J.

TAXI LINE
Phone

Co-2-

12 ounce size

Q

iOL

S

9

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

A

xl

25 bars Crystal White Soap and 3
AA
bars Creme Oil Soap
I)XUU
1 pkg. Peet's Washing Machine Soap
QQ
and 1 bar Creme Oil Soap
OOC
Preserved Ginger, pot
55c
Preserved Figs, the whole fruit, 16 oz. jars. .42c
Farmhouse Preserves, quart jar
....55c
El Vampiro Fly Powder, 2 pkgs
15c
Galvanized
Best
Tubs,
76c, 84c and 96c
Galvanized Pails, 10 quarts, each
27c
Best Light Broom
QQ
each
.'.
OOC
Best Medium Weight Broom, each
52c
Best Heavy Weight Broom, each
. ,75c
Sunbrite Cleanser

Business

-

J-

.....

'.

aa

JM.UU

14 Cans

Reindeer Toilet Paper
10 rolls
UU
Our Fruit and Vegetable Department is Complete
With all the Items the Market Affords

$1.

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
.ORDERS OVER $5.00 DELIVERED FREE

SKINNER'S
Phone 60.

0
Garage business of
per year. A money maker for a live wire.
$50,-000.0-

(.

ed on rim.

'

OF QUALITY"

205 South First Street.

Paulin Motor Car
Company
217 North Fourth
Phone 677

-

FUN AND CONFETTI

Perfect Bake Shop Products
Bread-Pies-Cakes-P-

FOR
SALE
Yard

Coal

doing

busi-

good
quick

Priced for
sale.
Address
COAL YARD. Care Journal.

ness.

WANTED
Experienced
Bishop's

Santa

waitress

at

Lodge, a resort near
Fe. Call
Room
17,

ALVARADO HOTEL.

The 'only way to make goods "LIKE HOMEMADE" is to use the best ingredients.
'
All of our products are the best.
ASK FOR PERFECT

2178--

make

"TAKING CHANCES"
A Two

Part Percy and Ferdie Comedy.
Regular Prices

0. K. MARKET
501,

on lumber
material.
hauling and building
Now don't forget the long trips.
I'hone 371.
324 S. Second
a specialty

DANCE

11

Added Attraction!

.

PHONE 707

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
Wo

PRODUCTS

'

TWO STORES
. Fourth and Central
202 East Central Ave.

STAGE TO JEJIEZ SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way. $3., Leave
at 5:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemei Springs. 2 p. m.
U. S. mall by stage.
A. B. DACA, I

I'hone

astry

PERFECT BAKE SHOP COMPANY

COLOMBO HALL

PHONE 319

North First Street.

60c
Fancy home dressed fryers, per lb
32c
Fancy home, dressed hens, per lb.
.i.45c
Frying size' Belgian hares, per lb
30c
Best shoulder veal roast, per lb
20c
Baby beef pot roast, per lb
22c
lb
beef
rib
roast,
per
prime
Baby
Short ribs of beef, per lb. ;
...15c
25c
Plate rib boil, 2 lbs.'
Free Delivery
Barbecue Every Day

EGBERT Z.
LEONARD

We

'

Stunning sets, gorgeous
gowns, exciting experiences,
with a love story of langor-ou- s
Spain.

Where a flapper of the old
world finds her love in the

Sell

new.

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Ecc Naodlss, Spaghetti and

For Sale

other Macaroni Products

MAE

Vegetables, Fruits,
Cantaloupes,

Watermelons.

'

North First Street,
Phone 190.
Cs
Phone
Your order; We Will
Do tho Itest.

CHOCOLATE

'

"A Rex Beach
Week-End- "'

in

Cool

A Goldwyn Sport Review

Written By
Edmund GouWlng

Net much comfort In anything but light, low shoes
these warm summer days.
This is the time for Oxfords, Pumps, Sandals anS
Slippers and this is the place to, buy 1them the
best sort at the lowest price.
You c,an see here all the correct styles in black,
brown or white Patent Leather, Vici Kid, Calf,
Suede, Satin, Canvas or Linen any way they are
made by the best Manufacturers.
Cool Shoes for men from
$3.50 up
Cool Shoes for women from
.$3.00 up
Cool Shoes for boys and girls from
$2.50 up
Cool Shoes for Children from
....$1.50 up
Cool Shoes for babies from'
,75c up
Among the many good reasons for preferring this
Shoe Store is Our Strong Guarantee of
Absolute Satisfaction.
'

201

Added Attraction

Am
-

A

Hare,

The story of what happen!
ed to Dolores DeLisa, a gir.
who dared to display hei
beauty in the most danger- ous resort in Madrid.
,
'

Because It's Rich and Mellow

Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Mujic by Syncopators

Ford truck, practically
new. Must be sold at
once. Paulin Motor Car
Co. 217 North Fourth.
Phone 677.

to it p. m.
LAST TIME TODAY
ooNTumms i

KANSAS CITY MEATS ONLY

TONIGHT

Beef, Veal, Pork,
Chicken, Belgian

"THE LADNDRY

H

l

fintcn .tire, mountPHONE 420.

FOR SALE

LAUNDRY CO.

For Sale. Practically new
Must be sold at once.

HOST
Ortb 32x4

Fresh Today

THE IMPERIAL

FORD TRUCK

TIJERAS CANYON PAVILION
.

Owner, P. O. Box 681
Albuquerque, N. M.

The Bdhrd of Education of
Albuquerque will receive sealed
bids for the purchase of two,
one ton Ford motor trucks
which have been used for the
transportation of High School
pupils. Trucks may be exam
Ined at Industrial Arts Shop at
High School. Bids to be received on or before July 24.
Terms cash.- Board reserves
right to reject any or all bids.
Address bids to Clerk, Board of
Education
at High School
Building.

mind.
As an independent woman, she designed gowns, danced
'
in the follies and found WHAT?

7 rooms,
bath, breakfast
room, 3 sleeping porches, 2
screened porches.
Ideal arrangement. Strictly modern In
heat.
Steam
every
respect.
Call 970.

TONIGHT

TIFFA?nf PRODUCTION

Note Prices of Admission
Matinee :
Adults 25c; Children 10c
Night (6 to 11 p.m.) :
Adults 35c; Children 15c
I

1

(Tax Included)

-

,

2
CERRILLOS
VNU'ORM SIZE

EGG COAL
CONVENIENT

TO HANDLE

More Ilent Units per Pound
Moro Pounds per Dollar
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. v Order a Ton Today.
1

HAHN COAL

Fuel for

91

CO.-Ph-one

milk produced under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification,
makes milk better, clarification, plus pasteur-ization makes the best milk of all.
For hot 'weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ANY

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

flats
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing,
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
cleaned
latest process.
by

WILLY-NILL- Y
t

Opportunity

1
1 As a girl, she hoped for happiness. '
As a wife, she shared her husband's heart but' not his

Carnival Dance

First Street

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South .Fourth.

Let Us Send a Man

A

FOR SALE BY OWNER

f

FOGG,. The Jeweler

10

HERE

Cactus Butter, extra fancy creamery
butter, per lb
Dr. Prices Baking Powder, 2 cans

of
of
Albuquerque will
bids for the pur- houses, located at
705, 70. 716, 717 tsoutn waiter street, or for any one of
above houses, on or before
July 24. Purchaser must move
houses before August 25. Janitor at Second Ward Building
will show houses to prospective
buyers. Terms cash. Board reserves right to reject any or
all bids. Address bids to Clerk
of the Board of Education at
High School Building.

The Board
the City of
receive sealed
chase of four

A- -l

E)IT

e,

S

Fresh cut dally, $1.50 a dozen
delivered.
RAYMOND P. BLOOM,
Phone 2 167--

We

LAST TIME TODAY

1043--

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY,

FOR SALE
Education

DENTIST
Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
Phono
492

"THE PICKANINNY"

4

CIMIXO.

Thomas' Ice Cream
1--

Phone

One of the finest homes in
the city In the most desirable
location on paved street.

The-assau- lt

CITY MACHINIST
IS
NEWLY CREATED JOB;
MAN HOLDS IT MONTH

A Gigantic Production

LOCAL ITEMS

Best Location

WANTED
or

Six

Vor-bac- h.

e

LET'S GO

THEATRE

Largest Cafe hi Town.

AND HATTERS
KCO CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. tlth and Gold)

DIERS

July 22 1922
u2

FOR SALE
Have Good Reason for Selling.

crisp,' home grown tomatoes.
,X Look over our olives and pickles. Just the very best.
the instant chocolate malted milk, today.
Try
Makes a fine drink and used in many other ways; sold on a
to
please or money refunded.
guarantee

CASH

PIE Cleaners

FORhouse.SALE

'

'

r

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

1

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERATI-

th highest grade Macaroni.
Phones 148 and 449. Spaghetti,
Egg Noodle and
.other Macaroni Product.
(

,

s

wesT Central Ave?

Phone S51

321, North

Second.

